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EDITORIAL
During each of the last five years, Food Microstructure programs have been held as part of
the annual Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM)* meetings. These programs have become increasingly
successful, both in terms of the numbers of papers submitted for presentation and publication,
and in terms of increased participation by food scientists from industry, academia and government. The papers presented in the 1979, 1980 and 1981 meetings were recently published in the
compendium Studies of Food Microstructure (see page iv). It is clear that these Food Microstructure programs and publications fulfill a need for a forum through which food scientists who
are studying microstructure of foods can meet, discuss and publish their results.
To further satisfy that need, this international journal, Food Microstructure has been
established. Food Microstructure will specialize in papers dealing with the microstructure and
microanalysis of foods, feeds and their ingredients. The Journal will publish both submitted and
invited papers which may or may not be offered for presentation at the Food Microstructure
meetings (seep. vi). The combination of thorough reviewing of manuscripts and high quality
micrographs which have become the hallmarks of SEM publications in the medical, plant, microanalysis and other fields are needed also in the food science area, and wi'll be followed by
Food Microstructure. Papers in Food Microstructure include a 11 Discussion with Reviewers 11 section
wherein questions asked by reviewers and the authors' answers to the questions are published.
The free exchange of ideas in this section should contribute significantly to a better understanding of food microstructure. The authors' replies represent the authors' unchallenged views;
the authors generally make the final statements. Further, the questions might be more directly
releted to the initially submitted paper (which is generally subsequently revised).
This first issue should serve as a model for several unique features of this new journal.
An examination of the Table of Contents (back cover) shows that the papers in this issue cover a
wide range of food science topics including cereals, meat, milk products and others. Additional
papers are in preparation (see page iii). Food Microstructure will also publish reviews of books
in this area as well as Letters to the Editor so th~t individuals who disagree with the results,
conclusions, or approaches in a paper, or have other comments can make their views known.
We trust that the scie~ce reported in Food Microstructure will ultimately contribute to the
development of new manufacturing processes, better understanding of food products, and improved
quality of the food supply. For their support in this undertaking, the editors are grateful to
the authors and reviewers (see list on page ii). Obviously, success of this journal will be due
to their efforts.

M. Kalab

S. H. Cohen

E. A.

Vav~

V. N.

Hol~omb

*Scanning Electron Microscopy, Inc. (SEM) is a not-for-profit organization established to promote
the following goals:
a. advancement of the science of SEM and related material characterization techniques;
b. application of these techniques in existing and new areas of research;
c. use of these techniques to obtain the best information of the highest quality.
The efforts of the organization are directed toward fulfillment of these goals.

Copyright © 1982 Scanning Electron Microscopy, Inc.,
except for contributions in the public domain.
All rights reserved.
Individual readers of this volume and non-profit libraries acting for them, are freely permitted
to m~ke_fai~ use of the material herein, such as to copy an article for use in teaching or research.
Perm1ss1on 1s granted to quote from this volume in scientific works with the customary acknowled$e~ent of the source. To print a table, figure, micrograph or other excerpt requires, in
add1t1on, the consent of one of the original authors and notification to SEM, Inc. Republication
or systematic or multiple reproduction of any material in this volume (including the abstracts)
is permitted only after obtaining written approval from SEM, Inc., and in addition, SEM, Inc.
requires that permission also be obtained from one of the original authors.
Every effort has been made to trace the ownership of all copyrighted material in this volume and
to obtain permission for its use.
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STUDIES OF FOOD MICROSTRUCTURE
Based on 1979, 1980 & 1981 Programs
organized by
S.H. Cohen, E.A. Davis, D.N. Holcomb & M.Kalab
SOME COMMENTS:
"Thirty-six papers on the subject of food microstructure are included in this book. They are divided into four topic areas:
general applications of microscopy in food sciences; meat foods; milk products, gels and mayonnaise; and foods of plant
origin .... A unique feature of this book is the inclusion of questions from a minimum of three reviewers for each paper.
Questions . . . and author's responses . . . are included at the end of each paper as a Discussion with Reviewers section.
Although there is no reply from the reviewers to the authors' responses, the inclusion of the Discussion section adds a dimension to the information presented .... The editors of this book have, by selecting papers on a diverse list of food products,
presented a useful overview of this relatively new field. The scientific stature of the authors of the individual papers adds to the
interest in this volume. Researchers ... will find this a valuable reference."
-M.H. Stromer, Iowa State Univ. in Food Technology.
"The book represents ... the best collection of methods and data available in this area."
-D.W. Stanley, Univ. Guelph, in Canadian Inst. Food Sci. Techno!. J.
"This large-size, hard-cover, attractively produced, and well-edited book contains 36 papers .... Some of the approaches,
techniques, and sophistication and combination of methods provide much food for thought. ... The high-quality paper contributes much to the delight of viewing and ease of interpreting the micrographs. Microscopy is a growing field of great power
and tremendous potential. 'Studies of Food Microstructure' is a fine contribution to learning what is known, what is new, what
is happening, and what is useful in examination and better understanding of foods."
- Y. Pomeranz, U.S. Grain Mktg. Res. Lab in Cereals Foods World
" ... the reproduction of micrographs is excellent. All in all the book is essential for the food microscopist and is also recommended to food scientists."
-D.F. Lewis, Leatherhead Food Res. Assoc., U.K., in Food Manufacture.
"All papers ... have had to meet stringent requirements and thorough peer reviews before being presented and subsequently
published. As such, all the papers included in this book are of the highest quality both as to technical content and presentation,
and with excellent micrographs .. This volume very nicely presents the microstructures of various food materials and the relationship of these structures in the study and use of specific foods. Another important aspect of the treatments outlined in these
papers is the detailed specific methods of sample preparation which in this field are of the utmost importance. Advantages and
pitfalls of the various preparation techniques are discussed ... each paper contains a detailed bibliography for further in-depth
investigation .... This volume in its entirety is a very valuable document for ... investigators in food science .... It is highly
recommended."
-John A. Brown, McCrone Assoc. in Microscope.
"The work covered is not restricted to scanning electron microscopy. Techniques using transmission electron microscopy, light
microscopy and X-ray microanalysis are also included and several of the authors use more than one approach .... Each paper
has its own references (often very extensive) and a section 'Discussion with Reviewers.' Before publication each paper has been
seen by 3-5 reviewers and their comments and questions with the author's replies give an informative extension to many of the
papers .... The quality of the numerous micrographs that illustrate the book is excellent. There is much in this volume for the
general reader of food science as well as for the food microscopist, and for both the comprehensive general index will be
useful."
-F.O. Flint, Univ. Leeds U.K. in Analyst.
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FOOD MICROSTRUCTURE will be the subject of a program scheduled for April 20-22, 1983 at the
Hyatt Regency Hotel, in Dearborn, Michigan. This is a continuation of a successful series which was started
in 1979 (see pages iii, iv, and outside qack cover for an example of the types of papers presented at past
meetings).
All types of foods, including vegetables, grains, sea foods, meat, dairy products and others will be
covered. Papers on the fundamental aspects of food microstructure such as the molecular and colloidal
forces which determine it, and the practical relationship between food microstructure and processing, ingredient changes, shelf life, consumer acceptability, and other food-related areas are invited. Papers may be in
the form of tutorials, reviews or original contributions (see inside back cover). Techniques may include
transmission electron microscopy, scanning electron microscopy, light microscopy, x-ray microanalysis or
related microscopy/microanalytical methods.
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FOOD MICROSTRUCTURE:

AN INTEGRATIVE APPROACH

E. A. Davis and J, Gordon

University of Minnesota, Department of Food Science and Nutrition,
1334 Eckles Avenue, St. Paul, Minnesota 55108

Abstract
The integration of information at all levels
of organization in a food system - atomic and
molecular through macroscopic properties is
illustrated with cake batters as an example of a
formulated food and bovine muscle as an example
of a biologically intact, non-formulated food.
Direct examples are given using macroscopic data
collected in heat and water transport studies
followed by integration of microscopical data for
interpretive purposes.
The contribution of starch gelatinization
to th e c hara c t e ri s ti cs of water loss in b a tter
i s r e l a t e d t o e v e nt s such as loss of briefrin ge n ce as seen b y polarizing mi c r oscopy , diff e r e nti a l h ea t input as seen b y scannin g calo rime try ,
b a tt er compon e nt morp h ologica l c han ges as seen
b y freeze etc h, viscosi t y diff e r e n ces as
charac t e ri ze d b y viscometric d a t a , a nd volume
dif ferences of the fi nal baked product.
The
contributi on of myofibrillar protein d ena tur a tion to th e cha r acteris t ics of water loss by
drip and evapora ti on is r elated to even t s s u ch
as changes in sarcomere banding patterns a nd
l e n g th as seen b y tr a n sm i ssion elect r on microscopy , differential h ea t input as seen by
scan n ing ca l o rime try , a nd b y ove r a ll muscle
samp l e length s hrink.

Initial paper received February ll, 1982.
Revised manuscript received April 8, 1982.
For this paper contact E.A. Davis,
(telephone number 612 373 1158).

KEY WORDS:
Food microstructure, Batter formulation, Bovine muscle, Heat and water transport
bovine, Heat and water transport-=-- batter,
Differential scanning calorimetry- bovine,
Differential scanning calorimetry - batter, SEM
-bovine, SEM- cakes, Gelatinization

Introduction
As a food scientist one is intrigued by the
number of related food studies that arrive at
seemingly dissimilar conclusions. After considderable examination of reliable but conflicting
studies, we have concluded that inconsistencies
occur when transformations, interactions, and properties at different levels of organization are
compared and interpreted as one and the same.
The total system can be evaluated (1) in
terms of the overall properties of the product;
(2) at the particulate or component level; and (3)
at the molecular and atomic level. Therefore,
studies of food microstructure, regardless of the
type of system being studied, are not entities
unto themselves but are simply portions of information needed in an integration of data leading to
a fuller understanding of the total system.
As one moves from one leve 1 of organization
to the next, integration is difficult when a
single term such as starch gelatinization or protein denatur a tion is used to describe a series of
broadly based chemical and physical changes. Such
problems and the usefulness of integrating information from all levels of organization can be
illustrated with batters as an example of a formulated food and with bovine muscle as an example
of biologically intact non-formulated food.
Cake batter and its subsequent final crumb
structure are often characterized by the effects
of different components on starch "gelatinization".
Bovine muscle, as meat for human consumption, is often characterized by the effects of
different processes on myofibrillar protein "denaturation",
Even though starch "gelatinization" and protein "denaturation" each has a single descriptive
word. for the transformation in question, many subjective evaluations and objective measurements can
be made on products containing starch granules and
muscle myofibrils, and can be interpreted at various levels of organization.
Although the molecular structural units are
different, the patterns of organization of the
macromolecules into a microstructural component
are similar. Both can be described as being composed of two or more macromolecular microstructures of multiple repeating smaller molecular
weight units such as glucose and amino acids. For
example, starches are formed mainly from amylose
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and amylopectin macromolecules of differing molecular weight. Muscle myofibrils are formed mainly
from actin and myosin molecules of differing amino
acid sequences and molecular weights.
The similarities do not end here. Due to the
slow rate of solution of many such biopolymers, it
is not easy to employ the conventional techniques
of solution chemistry. In fact, because of the
multilevel nature of these phenomena, data can be
collected at each state of the transitions which
are representative of the different levels of
organization. It is these types of data that can
be integrated into a coherent picture of the phenomena. The macroscopic properties of volume,
size, shape, specific gravity, viscosity, water
loss, water holding capacity, elasticity, compression, and shear values, to name a few, are characteristics of the system as a whole; the more
microscopic properties of birefringence, X-ray
diffraction, X-ray microanalysis, molecular conformation changes and localized temperature-dependent
phase transitions are more directly related to the
microstructural components and individual molecules of the system.
Because these transformations are heat and
water dependent, studies in our overall research
program have been designed to examine the overall
interrelationships among heating profiles, water
transport, and physicochemical properties of foods.
The systems are examined at both the macrostructural and microstructural level. Therefore, it is
the purpose of this paper to illustrate with data
from two of our research areas, cake batters and
intact bovine muscle, the integration of information from the various levels of organization which
has been used to better understand interactions
that occur under processing conditions or formulation changes and to use this information in theoretical predictive modelling of the process.
Prior to specific illustrations a brief discussion will follow of the general (1) transformations of cake emulsions to a solid porous media,
(2) transformations of myofibrillar proteins with
shrinkage upon heating, and (3) role of water in
such systems.
The mechanism of cake making can be considered as consisting of three main stages. First,
the stage of batter preparation and early part of
baking which establishes the macroemulsive characteristics of the system. Second, the intermediate
baking stage, where considerable fluid batter flow
and chemical transformations occur prior to crumb
structure development. Third, the formation of a
solid porous crumb structure after component phase
changes and interactions have been completed in
the early and intermediate stages of batter development. The sequence and specific temperatures of
these events is crucial to the quality characteristics of the final product.
The general protein changes that the myofibrils of muscle undergo when heated are best
illustrated in Figure 1 from a summary by Lewis
(1981). Heating produces a sequence of physical
changes in sarcomere banding patterns that are the
result of the denaturation of the myofibrillar
proteins in muscle. The ultimate effect is for
early myosin denaturation to result in actin thin
filaments initially sliding between the myosin
filaments and causing some sarcomere shortening,
and for later actin denaturation to cause further

sarcomere shortening. Sarcomere shortening
results in the release by squeezing.of large quantities of water as denaturation proceeds (Hung
et al., 1978).
The role of water in most food systems,
whether intact or formulated, is central to most
carbohydrate and protein related chemical reactions. It is of primary importance in heat transfer, as well as participating in chemical transformations such as protein denaturation and starch
gelatinization (these two transformations cannot
occur without water).
Cake batters
Lean cake formulations (Kissell, 1959) with
variations in ingredient ratios and types have
been used in many of our studies (Gordon et al.,
1979; Hsu et al., 1980; Cloke, 1981) as baseline
models for more fully-developed batter formulations (see Appendix). The base formula contains
water, cake flour, sucrose, shortening, and baking
powder (water and sucrose levels result in a 42%
sucrose concentration in the batters).
As heat is applied to a batter system, a temperature gradient is established and water is
evaporated from the surface simultaneously as
reactions take place in the system. If one wishes
to study these events dynamically during the heating process, temperature profiles and water loss
rate data as a function of time can be collected.
We have designed special environmental ovens for
this purpose (Godsalve et al., 1977a). The data
thus collected are influenced by batter formulation and can be related either directly or indirectly to final cake structure. Typical heat and
water transport curves that can be generated in
this way for cake batters can be seen in Figure 2.
The following discussion will describe how
information from the type of data shown in Figure
2 can be coupled with more microstructurallyrelated data in order to better understand the
role of starch gelatinization in cake structure.
If we divide Figure 2 into parts T0 through
T4, region T0 -T1 is the initial heating up period
prior to the surface reaching 100°C. Between T1
and T2, the slope of the water loss rate curve
changes and the centerline temperature of the
batter reaches at least 75°C and may be as high
as 95°C in some cases.
Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) data
of the type found in Figure 3 and Table 1, using
model system combinations of the batter components
dispersed in 42% sucrose solution, tell us that
starch molecules undergo measurable conformational
changes in the 74-95°C temperature range, the
energy requirement being about 2.6 cal/g starch.
Further studies with model systems such as those
that Donovan and others have reported (Donovan,
1977, 1979; Lelievre, 1974; Eliasson, 1980;
Eliasson et al., 1981; Stevens and Elton, 1971;
Wada et al., 1979; Wootton and Bamunuarachchi,
1979 a,b, 1980; Larsson, 1980; Kugimiya et al.,
1980, 1981) indicated that this molecular transition is associated with the amylose macromolecular
conformational change. Sucrose solution was used
in the starch model system since it was the same
concentration as that for batters, and has the
tendency to delay gelatinization (Bean and
Yamazaki,1978). As one adds different components
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Figure 1. (a) Diagram showing location of
proteins within a single sacromere of an
untreated muscle cell . (b) Diagram, and
(c) photog r aph show maximum changes in
structure upon heating .
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such as emulsifiers to the batter system, DSC data
have the potential of indicating emulsifier transformations along with the changes that take place
in the starch molecule. For example, a saturated
monoglyceride (SMG) dispersed singly or in aqueous
or oil medias has a transformation beginning at
about 52°C and requires 15-38 cal/g emulsifier
depending on whether it is run alone or in oil or
in aqueous media. Since emulsifiers can bind with
other components in a system, as well as undergo
phase transitions on their own, the potential
exists for differences in starch transformation
energy requirements to develop. In a study by
Cloke (1981), the total energy requirement for the
initial starch transformation, which is associated
with the loss of birefringence, remained the same
upon the addition of SMG. Therefore, wheat starch
and wheat flour batters with added SMG continue to
show the same energy requirements as the starch
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Figure 2. Typical center position heat curve and
overall water transport curve for a 220 g . Kissell
cake batter made with hydrogenated vege table shortening baked at 190°C.
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less granule swelling and fuller matrix develo pment.
SEM*data such as that found in Figure 6 by
Hsu, et al. (1980) can play a significant role in
characterizing component interactions and their
role in localized areas of the system; for example, the state or character of fat (whethe r droplets or pools), matrix development and starch
granule swelling and their role in the final crumb
structure development. In Figure 6a cake crumb is
seen which contains hydrogenated vegetable shortening in the formulation, and the matrix appears
developed about swollen starch granules with fat
areas (arrows) appearing globular throughout the
matrix. However, in Figure 6b, cake crumb is seen
which contains vegetable oil in the formulation,
and the matrix appears more compact and smooth
with large fat pools (arrow) dispersed throughout
the matrix. The manner in which fat is distributed in cake crumb can help one understand the stability of the batter emulsions and air incorporation as well as other things.
Finally, returning to Figure 2, the nehydration of the cake continues past the "doneness"
range at T4 and is of interest in terms of
def.ining the release of water from the de veloped
structure and was not evaluated in this study.
The discussion of the heating profiles and
water loss curves to this point has been in general terms. T~e specifics of the transitions
characteristically change with alterations in formulation. the interpretation of these changes is
facilitated by the use of the composite information generated from DSC data, SEM and freeze-etch
micrographs, and other specific and overall properties of the system. Furthermore, it was from
the heat and water loss rate data analysis in conjunction with such composite information that
inconsistencies in starch gelatinization data were
rationalized as r e pres e nting a sequence of events
in a whole series of starch-related transformations. For example, the loss of birefringence
coincides with the observed DSC transformations,
but observable swelling of the granule with significant changes in viscosity occur past this
point in the thermal process. Freeze-etch and SEM
data support this interpretation.
This int egrative approach has been applied to
the us e of emul sifiers in ba tter, Cloke, e t al .
(1981); several papers will be published later.

transformation shown in Table 1 (2.5-2.6 cal/g
starch).
On a microscopic level, representative freeze
fracture micrographs of batter samples at various
stages of the heating process are shown in Figure
4 and are similar to data pr ese nted in an earlier
publication (Hsieh, et al., 1981). More specifically, in Figure 4a and 4b one can compare starch
granules in 42 % sucrose before and after heating
to 93°C. Although there are some differences in
morphology, only minimal in swelling can be
observed. Although size differences inherently
exist in wheat starch, Figure 4b shows morphological changes in starch heated to 93°C which is
evidenced by ridges about individual starch granules (arrows).
From the data in Figure 2, for the region
defined by T2-T3, one sees that water loss rates
are constant. Reasoning from temperature data and
freeze-etch studies, during this period water is
being evaporated from the surface as well as being
retained in the batter components. Internal temperatures are between 93-102°C, and the freezeetch data, as seen in the micrograph Figure 4c,
shows that the starch granules in batters sampled
at 102°C appear significantly more swollen than
those sampled at 93°C. Furthermore, this integrated information helps to interpret apparently
conflicting amylograph viscosity data. For example, the temperature at which loss of birefringence occurs more nearly coincides with the temperature of molecular transformations as seen by
DSC. However, the maximum amylograph viscosity
occurs at the higher temperatures at which maximum
granule swelling occurs, as seen by freeze-etch
in Figure 4c. It takes place after the molecular
conformational changes as seen by DSC are completed. Since this sequence of transformations
occurs in batters, we see that at T3 (of Figure 2)
when the temperature a t the center is about 102°C,
water loss must occur from a batter which is no
longer fluid. Starch granules have ceased to
visibly swell, and water moves to the surface in
an increasing rate of water loss through the now
developed porous media. Once the boiling point of
the batter has been reached until a constant rate
of water loss commences, a dehydration front from
edge to middle is established at the point of
"doneness" at T4.
On an even more macrostructural level, photographs such as those seen in Figure 5 can be taken
of the cakes at the end of the baking period.
Evaluations can be made which are representative
of the system as a whole on such physical properties as cake volume, final cake weight, and cake
crumb specific gravity as an index to compactness.
Although it is not the purpose of this discussion to be exhaustive but rather to be illustrative, a general summary of results will be used
based from a study by Cloke (1981). Figure 5
illustrates SMG containing cakes increasing in
volume at 4% SMG addition. However, at 7.5% SMG
addition, the volume increased but with more open
cell structure and tunnelling. The increased volume has the general trend of decreasing specific
gravity. From DSC data, it is deduced that early
starch transformations which occur in the second
stage of cake baking, are not affected, yet the
later changes as observed by freeze-etch involve

Bovine
Muscle
---As heat is applied to frozen intact aged bovine muscle, temperature gradients are established
and water transport takes place. Several studies
from our laboratories have looked at the transport
properties of bovine and porcine muscles as they
are heated in controlled environment ovens that
can be operated using electrical resistance
(conventional) heating or hybrid combinations of
conventional-forced hot air and microwave heating
(Godsalve et al., 1977a,b; Hung et al, 1978; Cloke
et al., 1981; Wei et al., 1981).
Paralleling Figure 2 for batters, Figure 7
shows an illustrative set of water loss and drip
rate data for aged bovine semitendinosus (ST)
muscle cut into 600 g. cylinders and heated in
the conventional environmental oven at 177°C (see
*Scanning Electron Microscopy
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Figure 5. Typical
cross - sections of
baked cakes containing (a) 0%, (b) 4.0 %
and (c) 7.5 % of
saturated monoglyce rides.

Figure 6 . SEM
micrographs of cake
crumb which have
been vacuum desiccator dried and
coated with Au- Pd .
For mulation containing (a) hydro genated
shortening , and (b)
oil . Light areas
are matrix containing significant
amoun t s of lipid .
Arrows in (a) point
to swollen starch
granules with fa t
areas. In (b) arrow
points to large fat
pool.
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Figure 4. Freeze-etch micrographs of batter at
different stages of heating. Starch (S). a.
unheated; b. heated to 93°C (arrow is swollen
granule ridge); c. heated to 102°C (arrow points
to typical boundary between two starch granules,
and the hilum is depicted by H.)
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Figure 7. Typical water loss and drip rate for
aged bovine ST muscle cut into 600 g . cylinders
and heated in conventional environmental oven at
l77°C.
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Appendix for details of method). A general description of the type of supportive data obtained
at different ~evels of structural organization
will be integrated into the curve interpretations
as related to the mechanisms of water loss by
evaporation and drip. An understanding of the
mechanisms of water loss is important not only in
predictive modelling but also, from the practical
standpoint, in defining optimizing conditions that
will minimize muscle shrink and water loss. For
example, recommendations for the coupling of conventional and microwave heating of meat for fast
and efficient cooking can be based on such data.
We will illustrate this approach by considering the role of myofibrillar proteins in water
loss and shrink mechanisms in heated bovine muscle.
Therefore, it is not an exhaustive discussion of
the muscle system with all the protein and components present in the entire muscle.
Figure 7 can be divided into seven regions
defined by lines To-T7· Table 2 summarizes other
types of data obtained in these studies that can
be integrated into the interpretation of the curves. Specifically, we will focus on surface and
internal temperatures, drip losses, evaporative
losses, and shrinkage as measured at the sarcomere
level and for the total sample.
In region To-T1, the rate of water loss rises
slowly as the sample thaws and the surface temperature is below 100°C. Thaw drip (where water and
protein have been determined to be present)
becomes significant and there is a significant
rise in water loss rate until the surface of the
muscle reaches 100°C at T2. At this time, water
loss rate is constant and drip loss rate is minimal. Once the surface temperature rises above
100°C to 138°C (T3), the rate of water loss begins
to steeply increase. This is also the point at
which significant protein denaturation begins and
much of the sample reaches 62°C. However, drip
rate (the drip was found to be only water) also
increases significantly until water loss and drip
rate are maximized at T4 to a second constant rate
period. At this time, the internal temperature
range is 75-87°C and surface temperature once
again becomes 100°C. The ratio of sample length
to original length (1/1 0 ) is 0.82. This second
constant rate period continues until T5 when
internal temperatures range 87-100°C and 138°C at
the surface with a 1/1 0 of 0.82. By T6, the
sample 1/1 0 has become 0.78 and all portions of
the sample are at least 100°C with a surface temperature of 160°C. At essentially total dryness,
T7, the sample 1/1 0 is 0.65.
Interpreting these results requires at least
an integration of data obtained by TEM*(Figure 8)
for raw and heated muscle and by DSC for myofibrillar structures raw and heated. Special focus
will be put on the fibrous structures: actin and
myosin filaments. Although there are many studies
on myofibrillar and other muscle protein structures in heated samples (Paul, 1963; Giles, 1969;
Schaller and Powrie, 1971; Jones et al., 1977;
Hearne et al., 1978; Dahlin et al., 1976; Hegarty
and Allen, 1975; Bouton et al., 1976; Davey and
Gilbert, 1976; Hamm and Deatharage, 1960; Locker
and Daines, 1974; Leander et al., 1980; Manashi et
al., 1976) we will discuss here TEM myofibril1ar
data for the same type of muscles used in the

water transport experiments and subjected to the
same heat treatment (Hung, 1980). Details of the
TEM preparation procedures can be found in Hung
(1980) and are summarized in the Appendix of this
paper. Raw samples (To) as seen in Figure 8a, had
average sarcomere of 2.5 ~m and samples heated
below 75°C (T1-T4) as seen in Figure 8b, had a
bimodal distribution of sarcomeres with lengths at
about 2.50 and about 2.05 ~m. When heated samples
reached at least 75°C (at T4-T6 as seen in Figure
8c, the sarcomere lengths were bimodal with averages at 2.05 or 1.55 ~m. At total dryness (T7),
the sarcomeres averaged 1.55 ~m. The sarcomere
shortening results and TEM micrographs are consistent with those presented by Leander et al.
(1980). The variations are due to differences in
experimental procedure. They also noted several
visual changes in myofibrillar structure, but
observed that sarcomere shortening occurred in two
narrow temperature ranges. Also, their microscopy
is a more in-depth presentation of bovine ST
muscle changes upon heating and can be consulted
for further detail than is presented in this overview paper.
In order to better understand the reasons for
the relatively discrete sarcomere length differences, we looked at the differential thermal analysis work of Karmas and DiMarc2 (1970), Wright
et al. (1977), and Appel and Lofqvist (1978). The
following information emerged. Bovine muscle,
post rigor, shows significant differential heat
input beginning at about 49° C and ending at about
90°C. Sometimes two peaks are observed, one at
about 66°C and the other at about 82°C (Karmas and
DiMarco, 1970). It is beyond the intent of this
review to discuss the instrumental design factors
that result in peak position not being constant
and, therefore, temperatures of peak height
results are not constant. For this reason, only
an approximation of peak maxima are utilized in
this ~iscussion. For other types of muscle, Appel
and Lofqvist (1978) give three endothermic peaks
at about 62 (I), 69 (II), and 83°C (III). Also,
Wright et al. (1977) using model system studies
further characterized three similar peaks as
myosin-related for I, sarcoplasmic protein-related
for II, and actin-related for III. These three
thermal peaks are also found by Quinn et al.
(1980) for bovine muscle and are irreversible
endothermic transitions. More detailed model
system studies are in progress by other workers
such as that reported by Swenson and Ritchie
(1980), in order to better understand the whole
muscle protein denaturation.
These results, nevertheless, lead to more
complete interpretation of the TEM results in
which three relatively discrete sarcomere lengths
were found for post rigor aged bovine ST muscle at
subsequent stages of heating. The 2.5 ~m sarcomere would be related to thermally undenatured
myofibrils with banding patterns similar to aged
post rigor bovine muscle (Figure 8a).
Based on the differential thermal data, the
2.05 ~m sarcomere would be related to the denaturation of myosin which results in the A band
region (Figure 8b) becoming more densely packed
and first sarcomere shortening. In fact, significant amounts of the muscle have reached 62°C by
T3 and the sarcomere length range is 2.05-2.5 ~m.

*Transmission Electron Microscopy
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TABLE 2.

BOVINE MUSCLE, 600 G. CYLINDRICAL SAMPLES COOKED IN A DRY OVEN
ENVIRONMENT AT l77°C
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Between T3 and T4 the bulk of the sample ranges
between 1.55-2.05 ~m. Most of the sarcomeres
measure 2.05 ~m (shortened with A band density
increasing) and are 82% of the original sarcomere
length. It is not surprising that the muscle at
time T4 has reached 85% of its original length.
It is therefore speculated that at this point the
myosin denaturation mainly contributed to this
initial sample shrink.
It is about in this region
that the sample is used as cooked meat muscle.
Furthermore, at T4 the temperatures reach the
range at which actin denaturation begins and significant water is squeezed to the muscle surface
and appears as drip and evaporative losses. Thus,
the surface temperature returns to 100°C as a wet
bulb temperature predominates. The actin denaturation causes further sarcomere shortening with
less defined I band region (Figure 8c) and breaks
at the Z disc. Since sarcomere shortening is not
maximized nor complete after some of the sample
reaches actin denaturation temperatures (above
about 83°C), some sarcomeres are 1.55 ~m and some
remain at 2.05 ~m due to the stretcher-like effect
of intact muscle and surface crust. This distribution is maintained until a state of dehydration
is reached throughout the sample, at which time
the sample 1/1 0 ratio is 0.65. This interpretation is supported by the fact that sarcomeres that
are 1.55 ~m are 62% of the original length. It is
interesting to note that it seems that actin denaturation is just beginning in dry cooked beef
roast at doneness and that the myosin denaturation
is more nearly complete. It is intriguing to
speculate that control of this second stage of
myofibrillar denaturation (i.e., actin) is necessary, for example, in microwave-conventional
heating of bovine muscle. In fact, in a recent
publication by Wei et al. (1981), the 1/1 0 ratios
for conventionally heated, microwave heated, and
combined conventionally-microwave heated bovine
muscle at doneness indicated that control of crust
formation and actin-related sarcomere shortening
(1.55 ~m) is critical in muscle shrink and water
loss. These events do not necessarily predict
tenderness. Carroll and Jones (1979) and Hegarty
and Allen (1975), as well as others have recognized that connective tissue such as collagen,
method of cookery, origin of muscle, age of animal, all contribute to quality at doneness and
that the relative shortening of the sarcomere
(depending on how they are restrained) is only a
portion of the story. More studies are necessary
to further evaluate the system.

Figure 8. TEM of raw and heated aged bovine ST
muscle.
a. raw sample. Z disc (Z), A is placed
on part of A band region, I on part of I band
region; arrows point toM line (M), N line (N)
and H zone (H); b. 65-70°C; c. 75-90°C.
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commercially and in home preparation. The problem
which arises in the standardization procedures,
is that the food systems are not completely understood for conventional heating, let alone for
microwave heating.
Appendi x

This example is by no means an exhaustive
discussion of the physicochemical events that take
place in heating of bovine muscle, but merely a
small example of how one integrates information
from all levels of molecular and structural development in order to understand some of the events
that we observe in nature.

Cake Formula and Preparation
The formula given in Table 3, was based on
the lean research formula of Kissell (1959). The
levels of sucrose and water were adjusted, in preliminary trials, for the characteristics of the
flour being used. Hydrogenated vegetable shortening was used in the preliminary standardization
experiments. Criteria for the accepted standard
cake were a slightly rounded top, and an even and
moderately open crumb structure. All ingredients,
except the emulsifiers, were of household types as
described in Table 3.
Two shortenings served as controls: hydrogenated vegetable shortening and corn oil. Emulsifiers were added to corn oil at different %
levels of the oil by weight, and the weight of oil
reduced accordingly.
A modified two-stage method of mixing was
used. Flour and baking powder ·;¥ere sifted together, and the shortening and sucrose splution
were added. The batter was mixed for 3.5 min with
a mixer (Kitchen-Aid, Model K45). The distilled
water was added and the batter was mixed for an
additional 3 min. Two-hundred-twenty grams of
batter were weighed into an aluminum pan (15.2 em
diam x 3.2 em deep). All cakes were baked for 25
min in the controlled environment oven. Data
reported are based on a minimum of three replications of each emulsifier type and concentration .
Cake Water Loss and Temperature Measurements
Water loss and internal temperatures were
measured during baking in the controlled environment oven. Details of the design and opera tion of
the oven as well as method of calculation of water
loss rates were given by Godsalve et al. (l977b).
Briefly the purpose of the oven is to provide a
uniform and controlled environment for cooking
experiments. It consists of a cooking chamber,
heated by electrical resistance, and a piping network that circulates air through the oven at a
controlled rate. The temperature, air flow rate,
and humidity are known at all times. For the
experiments reported for the cake batters, air
flow rate was 10.1 M3 /hr, and the temperature was
190 ± l°C, with experiments starting at ambient
humidity. Continuous humidity determinations of
the air before and after it passes through the
oven chamber are made from wet bulb-dry bulb thermometers positioned in the piping network. From
these measurements, water loss rates are calc ulated, as described by Godsalve et al. (1977b).
Temperatures were monitored by thermocouples
placed at four locations in the cake: center, 2.5
em, 5.1 em, and 6.9 em radially from the center of
the pan, whi ch had a total radius of 7.6 em. Each
thermocouple was positioned 7 mm above the pan
base. One of the interchangeable doors of the
oven was fitted with a frame to hold the cake pan
and thermocouples. Thermocouple wires were introduced into the oven chamber through a bulkhead
fitting in the oven door. Details of the assemblage are shown by Gordon et al. (1979).

Future Projections
Ultrastructure studies are playing a primary
role in defining the problems that can be investigated by new as well as existing instrumentation.
However, complex sequences of events which occur
during the processing and heating of anisotropic
systems are often defined by single word terms,
such as protein denaturation and starch gelatinization. This contributes to the direct comparison
of experimental results which in fact represent
different stages in the sequence of events. The
next decade should be an especially exciting one
to food scientists because of all of the information coming together in proper sequence as methods
of analysis are perfected and quantified.
Formulated foods are becoming more prevalent
as food sources and it is imperative to understand
the exact cause and effect of chemical and structural changes. For example, chlorination of cake
flour and possible alternate sources of treatment
that result in similar flour functionality are
important. Soy subsitutions in meat emulsions as
well as batter and dough systems poses special
problems in terms of functionality, safety, and
sensory characteristics.
Advanced instrumentation which will gain more
use in the near future in studies of food microstructure includes surface tensiometers, thermal
conductivity probes for localized thermal conductivity measurements as reactions proceed, and low
angle x-ray diffractometers of polymer systems
such as protein and carbohydrate based gels. Xrays can now be produced for routine a pplication
from high velocity synchrotrons which can emit
monochromatic X-ray radiation ranging from 1 ev to
1 Kev for high resolution X-ray patterns. Differential scanning calorimeters will continue to play
a primary role in the study of the thermal properties of foods, not only in heating but in freezing
studies. The bridging of basic knowledge on the
interfacial properties of microemulsions to food
macroemulsive systems will result in a better
understanding and control of processes of formulated and restructured foods. Rheological data with
various types of viscometers and textural measuring devices on Instron instruments will be better
standardized for various systems.
Central to all this is light, polarizing and
electron microscopy which will continue to remain
central to understanding the resultant physical
structures of foods and the relationships rif those
structures to the sequence of chemical events that
foods undergo upon freezing, heating and processing.
It will be crucial to standardize measurement procedures across laboratories as new methodologies and instrumentation leave the realm of
research and are applied more widely to industrial use. A prime example of this need can be
seen in the area of microwave processing of foods
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TABLE 3 .

a glass rod that suspends the muscle sample in the
air. Muscle samples were kept frozen throughout
the procedure of sample preparation. Unless
otherwise stated, the samples were cooked from
frozen state.
600g frozen samples, with axes vertical, were
cooked in the controlled environment oven at
177°C. One sample was cooked in each run. The
rate of air flow through the oven was set at 13.7
m3 /hr in all runs. The weights of the samples,
the sizes of the drip droplets, the number of drip
droplets formed per minute and the lengths of the
samples were measured throughout the experiments.
From these data, the weight loss, the rate of
weight loss, the rate of drip in g/min (assuming
density of drip is 1 g/cm 3 ), the rate of evaporation (difference between the rate of total loss
and the rate of drip) and the weight ratio of
water to dry solid in meat can be calculated. The
approximation that the density of the drip is 1
g/cm 3 is based on the assumptions that under the
cooking conditions used, the majority of the drip
is water, and that the densities of protein and
lipids are not making a major contribution. Temperature ranges were obtained by monitoring temperatures continuously using copper-constantin
thermocouples placed surface, center, 1/3 and 2/3
positions from the center.
Muscle TEM Preparation
TEM data were obtained from the retail bought
semitendinosus (ST) bovine muscle, raw or heated
as described above. Samples were placed in 2%
glutaraldehyde- 0.1 M cacodylate buffer (pH 6.9),
followed by 0.1 M cacodylate washes, then placed
in 1% Os04- 0.1 M cacodylate. They were subsequently washed with 0.1 M cacodylate buffer, then
serially dehydrated in acetone, after which they
were embedded in Epon 812 and polymerized. All
data were recorded on a Philips 300 TEM opera ted
a t 60 kV or a Hitachi 11-C TEM operated at 70 kV .
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Scanning Electron Microscopy of Crumb
The crumb was sampled 2.S em from the outer
edge, midway between the top and bottom crusts.
Wedges approximately 6x3x2 mm were cut with a
razor blade. Each piece was mounted on an aluminum stub with a thin layer of silver paint and
treated with osmium vapors overnight in a desiccator. The samples were then coated with palladiumgold prior to viewing in a JEOL JSM-3S model scanning electron microscope operated at lS KV.
Batter Freeze-Etch Technique
The cryofixation freeze-etch procedure has
been described by Hsieh et al. (1981). Samples
for freeze-etch were taken from unbaked and partially cooked cake batters. Baking was performe d
as described above. A thermocouple at the center
of the cake pan and 7 mm above the pan base was
used to measure the temperature of the batter.
Batters were removed from the oven a s soon as the
thermocouple registered 90°C, 9S°C or 102°C. Two
replications of each batter type and temperature
wer e mad e .
No other cryoprotectant was used to prevent
ice crystal formation during the fr e eze-fra c t ure
procedure bec a use of the high level of sucrose in
our batters. Each sample of batter was plac ed in
a specimen support disc, then frozen in liquid
Freon 22 at -160°C. The specimens were fractured
in a Balzers freeze fracture apparatus at -10S°C.
Etching took place for 2 min before the specimens
were shadowed with platinum and carbon from a
Balzers electron beam gun at an angle of 4S 0 • The
replicas were strengthened by the evaporation of
carbon at a 90° angle. The batter components were
dissolved to form the replicas by flotation for
5-7 days in a solution containing SO% household
bleach and SO% distilled water. The replicas were
placed on formvar-coated slot grids before viewing
in a Philips 300 TEM microscope at an accelerating
voltage of 60 KV.
Muscle Samples and Preparation
Commercial bovine semitendinosus muscles were
obtained from USDA Choice carcasses after a S-day
postmortem aging period at 4°C. These muscles
were cut into cylindrically-shaped samples with
fibers parallel to the axis of the cylinder.
Sample size was 600g. The dimensions (length x
diameter) of these samples were 19.1 em x 6.3S em.
A small hole (about 3.5 mm diameter) through the
axis of every sample was drilled for insertion of
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temper a ture r a nge e nc ompa ss ing the various definitions of gelatiniz a tion. Cert a in of thes e would
be reversible in a thermodyna mic sense; others
would not be of this type. It is the sorting process that is one of the theme s of this paper.

Wei CK, Hung CC, Gordon J, Davis EA. T.Vat e r loss
and shrink in hybrid-oven c ooked mea t.
In
Int e rna t io n a l Ins titut e of Mic r owa v e Powe r Symp os ium, Edmo nt on, Alb. , Ca n a d a . 19 81; 184-1 8 7.
Woot t o n M, Bamunuar a chchi A.
Application of differential scanning calorimetry to starch gelatinization.
I. Commercial, native and modified
starches. Starch. ~. 1979a; 201-204.

M. A. Christman: Wher e and how is the temperature
measured for-the temperature curve in Figure 2?
Authors: These measurements are for the center
position and were made with a copper-constantan
thermocouple. We typically monitor temperature
at least two other positions. Details of the
apparatus are given by Gordon et al. (1979).

Wootton M, Bamunuarachchi A. Application of differential scanning calorimetry to starch gelatinization.
II. Effect of heating rate and moisture
level. Starch. ~. 1979b; 262-264.
Woo t ton M,
Bamunuara chchi A. Application of differential scanning calorimetry to starch gelatinization.
III.
Effect of sucrose and sodium
chloride. Starch. E• 1980; 126-129.

D.F. Lewis:

What role does protein play in cake
structure and can this be related to the DSC data
in Table 1?
Authors:
- - - - Successful cakes cannot be made without
gluten proteins for structure even though the primary function of cake flour is attributed to
starch. Gluten's role is to participate in amorphous matrix development between starch granules.
However, not in the ordered or layered sense of
bread making which is a more limited water system.
DSC thermograms by Eliasson and Hegg
(Eliasson A-C, and Hegg P-0. Thermal stability of
wheat gluten. Cereal Chern. 57, 1980; 436-437)
show four peaks for extracted-;heat gluten between
30°-ll5°C. The first and fourth peaks are attributed to contamination from whe a t starch while the
middle two are attribut e d to gluten. The enthalpies of the wheat gluten are below 0.06 cal/g gluten. Usually large enthalpies are associated with
protein denaturation (of the order of 4 to 6 ca l/g
protein). These results me a n that protein is denatured a t room temperature, isotropic and lacking
order, or so highly ordered that it is extremely
stable to heat. The thermogr a ms that Eliasson and
Hegg observed could also be the contribution of
complexed gluten with other components during extraction. Therefore, the import a nce of gluten in
baked products ~ay be prior to baking a nd not
during the ba king proc e s s . Thus, the DSC data in
Table 1 is primarily due to starch with the gluten
contribution not being me asur a ble in this t e mperature r a nge.

Wright, DJ, Leach IB, Wilding P. Differential
scanning calorimetric studies of muscle and its
constituent proteins. J. Sci. Food Agric. ~.
1977; 557-564.
Discussion with Reviewers
D.N. Holcomb: What molecular changes occur during
loss~r-birefringence and swelling of starch
systems?
Authors: We know, of course, that the loss of
birefringence corresponds to changes from an anisotropic to an isotropic system. To ~nswer the
question of the underlying nature of the change a t
the molecular level will require integration of
information from a variety of measurements such as
x-ray diffraction. Unfortunately, at the present
time, we c annot answer the question with the precision we would like.
D.N. Holcomb:
On the ba sis of Figures 4a and 4b
would o ne-pre dict that loss of birefringence a nd
the transition detected by Figure 3 should be
reversible? Are these tra nsitions reversible?
Auth o r s : The sma ll e r siz e of th e g r a nules in
Figure 4b in co1nparison to the granules in Figure
4a s hould not be interpreted as de c reased swelling
and hence r e versibility as the temperature of the
system is increased. Rather it reflects the size
distribution of starch gra nules inherent in flour.
We used as criteria of swelling such characteristics as presence of cross-fractures, granularily
of the interior as r evealed by cross-fractures,
and the development of a "rim" at the edge of the
granule. We could speculate that the rim is
formed by the build-up of components released from
the granules. Based on these criteria, the observable events of "swelling" occur at temperatures
above those of the transitions observed by DSC.
Apparent irreversibility of the transitions
measured by DSC is sugg ested by "re-runs" of previously heated samples and by runs made on baked
crumb either fresh o r after 4 days of storage.
In
each case, no endothermic peak was found, although
it was present in the first heating runs of the
batter.
One should agree that reversibility in the
true thermodynamic sense must be present. As we
have argued in the text of the paper, we propose
that a sequence of transitions occurs over the

D.L. Lewis: Why do you use the term "donene s s "
instead of-"when the product is fully baked"?
Authors:
The term "doneness" is certainly an a mbiguo;sterm especially for some systems such a s
muscle. However, we often study the water emission patterns prior or past the point when the
consumer would consider a product cooked or baked.
In that sense, "fully baked" can be equally ambiguous and certainly should be related to certain
objective criteria such as temperature patterns.
The term "doneness" for purposes of discussion is
used as an approximate a nchor in time during a
long sequence of events as a sample is being ba ked
or heated to some level of dryness.
M. A. Christman: How can one differentiate in
freeze-fracture micrographs between fat and starch
particles? They are both round and in the same
size range.
Authors:
In preliminary studies we prepared specimens
which only one of the batter components
was present in order to become familiar with the
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morphology of each component.

types that lead us to the conclusion that in the
intermediate temperature ranges a bimodal distribution is present due to the sequential transformations during cooking.

D.F. Lewis: Have you tried thin sectioning any
batters to complement your freeze-etching results
and give information on extraction of amylose from
the starch grains into the sugar matrix?
Authors: No, we have not due to the limitations
of sample preparations in these emulsive systems
prior to loss of fluidity.
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R.J. Carroll: What was the pH of the muscle used
in the TEM studies? Why was the pH 6.9 selected
for fixation?
Authors: The pH of the muscle was not checked at
the time of this study and a pH of 6.9 was selected based on earlier work with homogenized myofibrils and/or fixation methods. In recent time, it
has become evident to us that future work might
benefit from the use of buffers closer to the
final pH of the muscle samples.
D.F. Lewis: To what extent do you think that the
interactions between proteins in meat will affect
the transition temperatures produced by the DSC
compared with those obtained from protein
extracts?
Authors: This is difficult to say since we have
not done this in our studies. However, for years
myofibrils have been extracted for EM work in
neutral buffers and sarcomere banding patterns
have been observed. This indicates that at most,
incomplete protein myofibrillar denaturation takes
place depending on the extracting medium, and possibly none. Some soluble proteins could denature
UEOn extraction. In fact, the study by Appel and
Lofqvist shows distinct thermograms extracted
myosin and actin similar to those found in intact
muscle.
S.H. Cohen: What were the distributions and standard deviations of sarcomere lengths at the
various T levels?
Authors: The data reported in Table 2 are based
on a detailed study of the distribution of sarcomere lengths at various temperatures (Hung, 1980).
All of the sarcomeres shown for one fiber on a
micrograph were measured, and the average value
was used in the distribution. The number of sarcomeres that could be measured on a micrograph
ranged from four to ten. The distributions were
based on approximately 30 average sarcomere
lengths for each treatement. The mean and its
standard error for the uncooked samples were 2.6
and 0.063, respectively. For the 70-80°C range,
the values were 1.7 and 0.042; and for the 65-70°C
range, 1.90 and 0.090.
We examined the distribution of average sarcomere lengths within the various temperature
ranges, but found it was instructive also to examine the distributions of specific sarcomere
lengths across temperatures. The usefulness of
the latter distribution is illustrated by the
observation that no lengths less than 1.75 were
found in the uncooked samples and no lengths
greater than 2.25 were found in the 70-80° range.
In the 65-70° range, two distributions appear to
be present, one with a range of 2.05- 2.35 and
another with a range 2.35-2.89. It was the observation of frequency distributions of these various
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Abstract

Introduction

The progressive geometric changes that
occur in swelling of corn starch granul es during
heatin g throughout th e range of ge latinization
(63-72°C) and at higher temperatur es when
substantial amount s o f soluble starch are
released from the granul e were observed by
scanning electron micro s co py (SEM).
Corn starch
granules be g in to swell radially, then under go
radial contraction and random tan gentia l
expansion.
They f orm complex geome tric a l
structures at th e midpoint range (67-70°C)
unlike the more uni f orm s in g le-dimensional
tan gential swelling that occurs with lenticular
granules of wheat s t arch . At higher tempera tures,
when starch b egi ns to solubilize, corn s tarch
granul es los e th e ir distinct rid ges and appear
to melt into thin flat disks.
These progressive
configurational changes are reflected in the
rheological proper ti es of more concentrated
s t arch dispersion s cooked for 75 minut es . At
th e earl y stages of ge latinization (6 3-65 °C ) the
granul es are r e l a tive l y ri gid and at hi g h e nou gh
concentration shovv dilatant behavior (viscosity
increasing with shear rate).
At th ese
t empera tures, granul es r emain ri gi d a nd maintain
th ei r bir ef rin gence but are mechanically s h eared
by s tir rin g durin g cooki n g . Once th e granul es
under go ex tensive swelling, develop ridges, and
los e their bir efringe nc e (67-70°C), th ey are
soft enough to exhibit shear thinnin g behavior
(viscosit y decreasin g with shear rat e ).
The
extent of shear thinning d epends on conc e ntration,
b e cause viscosity and shear s tr ess increa se with
concentration and the granules become more
susceptible to d ef ormation. At hi gh enough
concentrations (and associated s t resses), the
rid ges are not as clearly defined as they are at
lower conc en tration s . Granules become more flat
and flexible when cooked abo ve 75°C.

A major use of proc es sed starch is to g ive
body or thickness to foods where starch is used
in re l atively low conc e ntrations.
Paste
viscosity, f luidit y , and other physical properti e s
of starch pastes are o f major importance in
establishing proper f ood tex ture and quality.
Trends in food product development continue to
demand better understandin g of the role of
s tarch in f oods especially in bakery and snack
food application where the starch is used in
higher concentration and the water becomes
limiting. How the crystalline-amorphous phase
transitions and the resultant g ranule morpholo gy
changes that occur during ge latinization affect
the development of viscosity and other rheological
properties of starch is o f particular inter es t.
Sterling (1978) has r evi ewed several aspects of
th e t ex tural qualities and molecular s tructur e
of s tar ch p roducts.
Although uni-dimensiona l mea s urement of
granul e diamet er can demonstrate the swelling of
granul es during heating (Bean and Yamazaki,
1978), SEN has the advantage over light micro scop y
in that a grea ter depth-of-field can be achieved,
which allows observation o f ge ome trical changes
in structure a nd allows closer correlation o f
structure wi th properties.
Scanning Electron
Microscopy (SEM) has been used effectively for
th e s tudy of the complex geometrical changes
that occur in wheat starch granules when dilut e
suspensions are heated (Bowler et al., 1980).
Starch solubili t y and th e swelling factor
(SF) have been correlated with viscosity data
(Hoover and Hadziyev, 1981).
Th e exudate
(primarily unbranched amylose chains) forms a
network that connects the individual granules,
thereb y increasing viscosit y . Hoover and
Hadziyev 's work is in agreement wi t h earli e r
work b y Miller and co-workers (1973) where they
attributed final wheat starch paste viscosit y to
exudate entanglements with swollen granules .
Amylose leaching in potato starch is more
ex t e nsive at earlier t empera tures.
Thus viscosity
can be more closely correlated with starch
solubilization than with the swelling of the
granules.
Bagley and Christianson (1982) found
that in wheat starch the swelling factor can be
directly related to viscosity development up to
the , point where the amount of exudate exceeds 5 %
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(SF) obtained by centrifuging swollen starch
granules and measuring swollen granule weight
after decanting supernatant (Leach et al.,
1959). Results were reproducible to 5%. Doublier
(1981) has shown that preparation method can
affect Q values of wheat starch.
Our filtration
method rather than centrifugation used by Leach
appears interchangeable because our results are
in harmony with his.
The amount of exudate
leached from the granules was also determined by
measuring the dry solids content of the clear
filtrate.
Granules remaining on the filter pads
were prepared for microscopic examination by
methods described below to assess the progressive
changes in granule morphology that occur
throughout the gelatinization range.
These
observations served as a reference in the
evaluation of granules isolated from pastes
cooked at higher concentrations.
Granules to be viewed microscopically were
slurried in water (room temperature) and
centrifugated at low speed (800 x g, 2 minutes)
on a bench-top centrifuge.
Pastes were washed
several times to remove minor amounts of exuda te.
The washed granules were resuspended and placed
in round-bottom flasks and immersed in an ethanoldry ice bath. A thin layer of starch was coated
on the inside of the flask by swirling in the
bath.
This layer was then freeze dried. Methods
of freeze fixation and drying of the granules
must be evaluated critically to avoid possible
artifac ts.
Studies (Berghofer and Klaushof er ,
1976) show than granules prepared by freezing in
ethano l-dry ice bath a nd then drying by
lyophilization, as we have adapted for this
study , was the preferred method of preparation.
Granules isolated from cooked pastes and criticalpoint dried from ethanol showed no difference in
morphological structure than granules prepared
by freezing in ethanol-dry ice and lyophilization.
Hoover and Hadziyev (1981) prefer using
liquid nitrog e n as a freeze -fixatio n me thod to
prevent retrogradation of exudated amylose
during drying procedures.
These workers can
demonstrate that without this precaution
retrogra ded amylose chains from potato starch
pastes realign and form a film on the starch
granules.
The exudate obtained in our corn
starch pastes has been removed by washing the
granules prior to freeze fixation.
Therefore,
all granules examined in the SEM in our studies
are devoid of exudated amylose even after the
paste is cooked at 80°C for 75 minutes.
Dried granules were sprinkled sparsely on
specimen support stubs covered with double
s ticking tape and coa ted with a la yer of goldpal ladium (60-40%) 200-300 ~ thick.
The granules
were examined with a Cambridge Steroscan Mark II A
scanning electron microscope.

(70°C). Phase transitions in ordered material
of the granule would also have significant
bear i ng on the flow of starch dispersions.
These transitions can be measured on a hot stage
(Schoch and Maywald, 1956) or by calorimetric
measurements using a Differential Scanning
Calorimeter (Donovan, 1979).
Although much microscopic information has
been obtained on gelatinization and viscosit y
development of starch pastes, most studies have
been carried out using relatively dilute
dispersions.
In many practical applications,
however, starch is used in concentrated
dispersions where water becomes limiting and
granule morphology contributes to the rheological
behavior of batters and doughs. Little attention
has been paid to the effect of concentration on
extent of swelling and softening of the granule
which should affect flow characteristics.
In
processing starch dispersions, considerable
mechanical work is done on the samples . The
effect of such work also needs investigation.
This preliminary work was undertaken as
part of a study of the whole concentration range
from thickeners to doughs to determine what
information could be obtained by examining
starch granules swollen to different extents and
subjected to a range of shearing stresses
controlled by the dispersion concentration
level. Starch dispersions were cooked in a
range of 65-80°C. We were particularly interested
in whether the swollen granules were changed in
shape or appearance by the shearing stresses
applied to them.
Experimental
A Globe Pearl Corn Starch 3005 from CPC
International was dispersed in distilled water
at room temperature and slowly stirred for 10
minutes to ensure absorption equilibration.
Corn starch dispersions prepared at various
concentrations (5 to 26%) were heated in a Corn
Industries Viscometer (CIV) in the range of 65850C.
The cooking viscometer was used to shear
the granules and to demonstrate effect of
mechanical work on the granules.
Concentrations
were calculated as grams of dry starch per gram
of dispersion.
Samples were removed from the
CIV for viscosity determinations and microscopic
examination after the sample had been cooked for
75 minutes at the designat ed temperature.
Viscosities of the cooked pastes were
determined using a Haake Rotovisco viscometer.
Samples were run at 60°C and at 23°C after
cooling for 2 hours. Flow curves were measured
at shear rates from 3 to 500 s- 1 . All data were
obtained using a MV cup (ID 4.201 em) and MV-II
bob (diameter 3 .680 em; length 6.004 em).
The amount of water absorbed by the granules
at various temperatures was separately determined
by cooking dilute dispersions (2-5 %) in the CIV
for 30 and 75 minutes at a specific temperature
and measurin g the weight of swollen granules
after filtering the hot paste. The filtration
was carried out using an aspirator and #54
hardened Whatman filter paper. Q (grams of
swollen starch per gram of dry starch) found by
this procedure is similar to the swel ling factor

Results and Discussion
Initial SEM studies were carried out on the
original, uncooked starch and on starch
dispersions cooked at low concentrations (5 %)
for only 15 minutes.
This low starch
concentration results in low viscosity at short
cooking time and minimizes the shear stress
placed on the granule during cooking.
The
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Uncooked corn
starch granules (A), and
granules isolated from a
5 % dispersion cooked for
15 minutes at 65°C (B),
and 67°C (C) and (D).

Sterling (1978) has postulated that the
molecular structure of the branched and unbranched
components is responsible for this radial
contraction and tangential expansion.
In
agreement with his views, it appears that
different portions of the granule swell
differently depending on the molecular ordering
of the starch within the granules.
The amorphous
regions swell and expand at 67°C.
The thick
ridges showed birefringence under polarized
light which could be due either to unswollen
starch or starch in a state of strain. At 70°C,
swelling of the more ordered regions occurs,
along with the progressive loss of birefringence.
At this temperature, the ridges are thinner and
indentations are shallower. At 70°C, about 10 %
of the starch has been solubilized, leaving the
more compacted amylopectin as the granule's
major structural component.
Thus the collapsed
regions could result from loss of solubilized
amylose. When the ridges are observed under a
polarizing light microscope, residual
birefringence is seen on the edges of the ridges.
Such birefringence can be generated even in an
initially isotropic polymer by the diffusion
process of solvent entering or leaving the
polymer in the sample (Drechsel et al., 1953).
As the cooking temperature is raised to
75°C, the granules develop more ridges (Figs. 2C
and 2D). At 80°C, the granules appear to go
through a transition of melting or softening

conditions for granule isolation and preparation
for microscopic examination are quite similar to
those used earlier for wheat starch (Bowler et
al., 1980).
Therefore, a comparison can be
mane.
Raw corn starch granules appear basically
spherical, with some granules having faceted
sides (Fig. lA).
It is difficult to make
interpretations on changes in radial swelling of
these granules. Fig. lB shows granules cooked
at 65°C for 15 minutes.
For example swelling
measurements by filtration of this sample
(Fig. lB) give a swelling Q value of about 3.5,
which would correspond to an average diameter
change of 50% for spherical particles; yet very
little swelling can be seen when these granules
are compared to the original granules. At 67°C,
swelling continues producing thick ridges (about
3.5 ~m) (Fig. lC and lD).
These ridges become
thinner (less than 2 ~ m) and more numerous,
making the granules more complex geometrically
at 70°C (Fig. 2A and 2B).
The size of the
swollen granules is greatly increased at 70°C as
compared to 67°C.
These granules have been
heated to the midpoint of the gelatinization
range where most of the granules have lost their
birefringence. These progressive shape changes
can also be detected in the light microscope
using Normanski shadowing even before the
granules are freeze dried and, therefore, can
not be considered artifacts of freeze drying.
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Corn starch
granules isolated from a
5 % dispersion cooked for
15 minut e s at 70°C (A
and B) and at 75°C (C
and D).

l a ck any det e ctabl e groov e , which p robably
accounts for the different swelling patt e rns of
corn starch seen throug hout the g elatinization
r an g e.
It is apparent from th e se results that
th e molecular or g anization of amy lose and
amy lopectin in corn starch granules differs f rom
that of wheat starch granules.
The rid g es
produced in these granules durin g heatin g can be
c orrelated with the ultrastructure of corn
starch as proposed by Nikuni (1978).
Before studying the effect of starch
concentration on the changes in granule
morphology, the extent of swelling (Q, grams
swollen starch per gram dr y starch) and the
extent of starch solubilization were determined.
As shown in Fig. 4, corn starch granules swell
progressively throughout the range of temperatures
s tudied.
Cooking time has no significant effect
on the extent of swelling.
Swelling equilibrium
at each temperature is reached within a short
cooking period. Results shown at 30 minute and
75 minute cooks are comparable even though the
viscosity data for these cook times are quite
different.
This is not surprising, since Miller
et al. (1973) have noted that "maximum viscosity
of a wheat starch suspension heated in an excess
of water occurs after most of the granule swelling

( Fi g . 3A) which is eve n mor e di s tinc t i v a t 85 ° C
( Fi g . 3B and 3C). Durin g this transi tion , th e
bir e frin genc e or cr y stallini t y o f the g ranul e is
compl e t e l y lost and th e low mol e cular we i ght
s tarch b eg ins to solubiliz e rapidl y ( Fi g . 4).
Th e g ranul e s cooke d at 85°C, f rom wh i ch about
20% of th e star c h has b e en r e move d b y
solubilization, a p p e ar smooth and mo re f luid
than th e granul es cooked at 80°C.
Th e structural chang e s observed in corn
starch g ranules ar e unlike th e s tructural changes
that occur with wheat starch g ranule s . At a
comparabl e stage of g elatinization, swelling o f
lenticular wheat starch g ranul e s is max imiz e d in
a sing l e dir e ction tangentially ; thu s , the
g ranules form a f lat disk which later folds and
refolds until a complex puckered structure is
d eveloped between 80 and 90°C (Bowl e r e t al.,
1980).
On the other hand, corn starch g ranul es
swell in an irr egular fashion and dev elop similar
looking structures at a much lower temperatur e
(67°C).
The equatorial groove present in wheat
starch g ranules remains visually evident along
the ed g es of the deformed granule even at 97°C.
It is this groove that apparentl y influences th e
progressive changes that occur in wheat starch
during gelatinization.
Corn starch granules
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ceas e s." Our results are thus in harmony with
this observation. The extent of starch
solubilization is doubled from 65 to 69°C (from
5 to 10%) but then levels off at the midpoint
range of gelatinization.
Once the birefringence
is lost (between 70 and 75°C), the amount of
solubilized starch production is again doubled
over the temperature range of 75 to 85°C.
When corn starch samples are cooked at
different concentrations, temperatures, and
times, two types of rheological behavior can be
observed in the Haake rotational viscometer
(Fig. 5).
In some cases, the flow curve
(viscosity versus shear rate) is typical of
shear thinning fluids, where the viscosity
decreases with increasing shear rate.
Such
curves may show a Newtonian region (constant
viscosity) at low shear rates.
In other samples,
dilatant flow may occur, in which the viscosity,
in a certain shear rate range, may increase with
shear rate.
Dilatant flow occurs when the granules are
relatively close packed but too rigid to deform
under the stresses applied.
The transition from
dilatant behavior to shear thinning behavior can
occur either with a temperature increase high
enough to soften the granules so they are deformed
in a shear field or with a concentration high
enough so that the stresses imposed on the
granules have increased to the stage where they
can deform and flow.
The large amount of stress
applied under these conditions causes the
granules to deform in a sinusoidal fashion
giving a typical non-Newtonian shear-thinning
curve where viscosity decreases with increasing
shear rate (Bueche, 1962).
The classification
of a particle as "rigid" is thus comparative.
At a given degree of swelling, the granules may
be effectively rigid under low stress while
deformed at higher stress levels.
The transition
will depend on the extent of swelling and degree
of plasticization of the granule. Although not
detailed in this study, the amount of ordered
material in the granules as measured by
birefringence clearly plays a significant role
in the rheological transitions that occur at
various concentrations and temperatures.
The
majority of the granules must undergo the
configurational changes shown in Figure 2C with
concurrent loss of birefringence in order for
the paste to become shear thinning at any
concentration or temperature.
Figure 5
illustrates changes in flow behavior of starch
dispersions cooked at various concentrations and
temperatures; Curve A shows shear thinning
behavior; Curve B, dilatant; and Curve C,
Newtonian behavior.
As shown in Figure 5, a 6%
dispersion cooked at 80°C for 75 minutes remains
Newtonian up to approximately 100 s- 1 (Curve C).
Yet a 10% dispersion cooked at 75°C for 75
minutes has excellent shear thinning behavior
(Curve A).
The wide difference in viscosities
of the two pastes plays a significant role in
the amount of mechanical stress applied to the
granules to deform them.
The 10% dispersion
cooked at 75°C has a paste viscosity tenfold
greater at a shear rate of 10 s- 1 • Thus the
granules in the thicker paste deform under the
stress and show shear thinning behavior.
Curve B

~·

Corn starch granules isolated from a 5%
dispersion cooked for 15 minutes at 80°C (A) and
at 85°C (Band C).
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Viscosity (cp)
vs. shear rate (s- 1 )
for corn starch
dispersions cooked at
various temperatures and
concentrations measured
in the Rotovisco at
60°C. A, shear thinning
behavior o f a 10%
dispersion cooked at
75°C for 75 minutes; B,
dilatant behavior of a
11% dispersion cooked at
67°C for 75 minutes, and
C, Newtonian behavior of
a 6% dispersion cooked
at 80°C for 75 minutes.

~·

Corn starch
granules isolated from
19% (A) and 26% (B)
dispersions cooked at
65°C for 75 minutes and
11 % (C) and 16 % (D)
dispersions cooked at
67°C for 75 minutes.
Viscosities of_~astes
(60°C) at 59 s
,
87 cps, 8100 cps, 150 cps,
and 7500 cps respectively.
Rheological behavior:
dilatant, shear thinning,
dilatant, and shear
thinning, respectively.
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Corn starch granules isolated from 10% (A&B) dispersions cooked at 75°C for 75 minutes; from
6 % (C&D) and 10% (E&F) dispersions cooked at 80°C fur 75 minutes. Viscosities of pastes (60°C) at
1
59s- : 3000 cps, 100 cps and 3500 cps, respectivel y . Rheological behavior:
shear thinning, Newtonian,
and shear thinning, respectively.

shows the dilatancy observed with an 11%
dispersion cooked at 67°C for 75 minutes.
The
granules here do not deform at the shear stresses
applied but close-pack to increase the viscosity
as shear rate increases.
The effec t of starch concentration on granule
structure that develops during cooking at 65°C
and 67°C is illustrated in Figure 6. Figure 6A
shows granules from a 19% dispersion cooked at
65°C for 75 minutes and Fi gure 6B shows granules
from a 26 % dispersion cooked at 65°C for 75
minutes. At the lower concentration, swelling
of some granu les is evident; yet the granules
remain rigid and show dilatant behavior.
Shearing forces (87 cps) are minimal and leave
the granules unaffected. At the higher
concentration where shear forces (8100 cps) are
much greater, the granules undergo d eformation.
The mechanical stresses applied during stirring
are great e nough to soften the granules, and the
paste becomes shear thinning. The work imposed
on the gr anules dispersed at higher concentration
is apparently the only factor that influences
the shear thinning behavior at this temperature.

Even at the higher cooking temperature,
67°C, there is still enough particle rigidity to
show dilatant behavior when the shear stresses
are lo w (11 % concentration) (Fig. 6C).
The
granules show only slight loss of birefringence
at 11 %, quite different from the almost complete
loss observed at 5%. Also, these granul es
isolated from both the 5% and 11 % cooked
dispersion show ridging.
In contrast, granules
isolated from a 16 % dispersion cooked at 67°C
for 75 minutes are more geometrical or angular
and exhibi t more complicated ridging (Fig. 6D).
Under these shearing stresses (viscosity, 7500 cps
at 59 s- 1 ) the granules undergo softening, lose
birefringence, and exhibit shear thinnin g
behavior. Again, the transition to shear thinning
can be accomplished by increasing the
concentration and thus the shear stress applied
during cooking. Granules show ridges at this
midpoint temperature of gelatinization somewhat
similar to those shown at lower concentrations
in Figure lB and lD.
At temperatures of 75°C and 80°C, which are
above the ge latinization range (62-70°C), granule
structure is basically influenced by mechanical
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effectively rigid under low stress, they become
deformable and shear thinning at higher stress
levels, that is, when the viscosity of the
cooked dispersion is higher. Once the granules
begin to lose their birefringence (67-70°C), the
granule softens so that even at low dispersion
concentration the granules do not closely pack
(dilatant) but can undergo sinusoidal deformation
giving a typical non-Newtonian shear-thinning
curve. At higher temperatures beyond the
gelatinization range (above 75°C), the high
mechanical stresses (work) imposed on the granules
in viscous dispersions cooked for 75 minu t es
make the granules more fluid, and they "melt "
into thin flat disks that adhere to one another.
The methods developed in this study show
that shear stresses affect granule morphology .
Information is also provided on the relationship
of the changes in granule structure during
pasting to the rheological properties of the
cooked paste.

stresses incurred by stirring during the cooking
period. The swelling and viscosity equilibria
are achieved within a short cooking time therefore
differences in morphology at short cook (15
minutes) in Figure 2C and D and long cook (75
minutes) in Figure 7A and B can be attributed to
the increased mechanical stress applied to the
granule. As seen at the low concentrations
(5%), granules cooked at 75°C for 15 minutes
develop distinctive and numerous ridges (Fig. 2C
and D).
If more mechanical stress is applied to
the granules by increasing the concentration and
lengthening the cooking (with stirring) period
to 75 minutes, granules "melt" and deform into
structures quite differently than would be
anticipated from the low concentration results
(Fig. 7A and B, 10% dispersion).
In fact,
granule structures now look like those obtained
at low concentration cooked at 85°C for 15
minutes. Granules isolated from a dispersion
cooked at 80°C for 75 minutes have lost their
shape completely and now become flat, very
flexible disks (Fig. 7C and D). At 6%
concentration, the disk-shaped granules are more
independent of each other (Fig. 7C and D),
whereas at 10% concentration the granules are
more fused and adhere to one another (Fig. 7E
and F).
The residual granule is basically
composed of amylopectin, and almost 20% of the
granule weight is leached out of the granule
during cooking at this temperature.
Under our
procedures of granule isolation the exudated
amylose is removed from the cooked dispersion by
washing the residue with water, so it is not
observed in the micrograph.
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Summary
Corn starch granules heated in the
temperature range 65-85°C at various
concentrations have been examined microscopically.
At 5 % concentration and short cook time (15
minutes), granules proceed through a series of
progressive morphological changes during heating.
These progressive changes differ from those
observed in the lenticular granules of wheat
starch, indicating differences in the molecular
organization of amylose and amylopectin chains
within the granule . Granules swell radially at
65°C and retain their original structure.
The
ridges of the faceted raw corn starch granule
become more pronounced at 67°C (midway through
the gelatinization stage). At 70°C the granules
take on a more angular structure that at higher
temperatures melt into thin flat disks once the
starch begins to solubilize. Viscometric data
were also available for these dispersions.
In
particular, it was of concern to examine the
effect of higher stresses (which occur at high
concentration during stirring) on granule
morphology. These progressive configuration
changes are reflected in the rheological
properties of more concentrated starch dispersions.
Degree of swellin g, ex t ent of loss of
birefringence, and the amount of shear stress
placed on the granule during extended cooking
periods contributes to the rheological properties
of the dispersion . At 65°C, where the granules
swell but retain their birefringence, they
remain relatively rigid and can show dilatant
behavior. Although the granules may be
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procedure on the morphology of the granules and
flow behavior of th e final paste?
Authors:
In the work of Doublier, as we ll as
the related work of Evans and Haisman (1979) th e
starch pastes were prepared at higher t empera tu res
than we us ed . Nevertheless, Eva ns and Haisrnan
as well as Doublier fo und yie ld s tr esses . Our
investigations of yield stresses in wheat starch
dispersions have been reported a t th e Starch
Conference at Detrnold (April, 1982) a nd we are
in genera l agreemen t with both Doublier and
Eva ns and Haisrnan. We a lso find yie ld stresses
in corn starch dispersions but there are
differences from wheat starch that require
further investigation. The results reported by
Doublier on effec t of heating rate a nd speed of
rotation on the flow properties of his dispersions
is not unexpected.
Solubilization and effec t of
sheari n g on the g ranul es could be even more
significant at the higher sample preparation
temperatur es employed by Doublier than in our
work. Our work certainly is in harmony with
that of Doublier and reinforces the need for
more detailed understanding of variab l es such as
time, temperature, concentration; work input,
work input rate on properties of starch
dispersions.
(See, for example Bloksma, J.
Texture Studies 10 261-269, 1980 , " Effect-of
Heating Rate on Viscosit y of V-Theat Flour Doughs;"
Odighoh and Mohsenin, J . Texture Studies 5 441457, 1975, "Eff ects of- Concentration on the
Viscosity Profile of Cassava Starch Pastes
During the Cooking-Cooling Process;" Skeggs and
Kinejswood, Cereal Chemistry, 58(4), 256-260,
1981, "Hechanical Dough Development-Pilot Scal e
Studies.")
Please also see answer to Dr. Christman.

Miller, B. G., Derby, R. I., Trirnbo, H. B., A
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examination of modified starches.
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structure of starch products.
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Discussion With The Reviewers
M. A. Christman:
Could you give more detailed
description of the corn industries viscometer?
Authors:
The Corn Industries Viscometer (CIV)
is primarily used as a quality control instrument,
similar to the Arnylograph, to provide a measure
of viscosity of flours and starch during
gelatinization. We used this instrument as a
mixer in preference to the Amylograph because
the CIV has bottom and side scrapers that mix
the paste more efficiently than the arnylograph
especially in dispersions that are shear thinning.
We are using the instrument at concentration
levels for which it was not designed and are
limited to about 23 % due to the large torques
developed and problems in temperature
equilibration.

J. G. Oles: Large amounts of starch are processed
at short holding times (5-10 minutes) and swelling
is strongly dependent on con cent ration.
Please
comment on the effec t of these variables.
Authors: We agree and this is precisely why the
present work was undertaken.
A fundamental
und erstandin g of the effect of tim e, temp e rature,
concentration and processin g will be of both
practical and scie nti fic interest and more work
in this area is n ee ded.

R , Moss : Is the difference in birefringence
between 5% and 11 % dispersion at 67°C sole l y due
to lack of water in the 11 % dispersion?
Authors:
No . Neither concentrations Rre wa~er
limited.
The diff e renc e we feel is due to th e
stresses imposed on the g ranule during flow and
hope more work on this subject will be und e rtaken
by others.

J. G. Oles:

Han y commercial processes used high
temperatures (80°C-ll5°C) a nd shorter cook
times.
Understanding of product microstructur e
and physical properties would be valuable.
Authors: Again we agr ee and note that some
workers (Evans and Haisman, 1 979; a nd Doublier,
1981) start at th e higher temperatures.
Our
approach differs in that we are trying to
understand what occurs solely as a result of
granule swelling without the added complication
of solubilization of a large part of the starch.
Nevertheless, both approaches are n eeded and
again more extensive, detailed and basic
investigations will yield valuab l e information.

R. Moss : Do the authors feel that the washing
procedure associated with th e preparation o f the
starch g ranules for microscopy would alter
granu l e morphology due to l eac hing of amylose,
particularly from those granu l es that may have
been damaged by s t irri n g during heating?
Authors: We do not know what effect granule
damage has on the rel ease and solubilization of
amylose or other components of the starch
g ranule. We have not investigated this at all .

M. V. Taranto:
In working with wheat starch pastes
at high concentrations, Doublier (Starke, 33(12),
415-420, 1981) indicates that a yield stress can be
detected and measured. Did yo u find a yield stress
for corn starch pastes at high concentrations? He
also points out that the heating rate and sp eed
of rotation used to prepare starch pastes alter
their flow properties. A) Would you please give
more details on the condition you used to prepare
your starch pastes? B) Did you run any experiments to evaluate the effect of the preparation
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Reviewer V;
In comparing Figures 2C and 2D with
Figures 7A and 7B, both cooked at 75°C but a t
15 and 75 minutes respectively, both concentration
a nd c oo k times are varie d.
Can we separate the
effec t s of time and co n centration?
Authors: At 75 °C, swelling is rapid and
equilibrium viscosities are essentially achieved
within 15 minutes.
Thus, the differences are
due to the amount of work imposed on the granules
during the longer cooking time and high er
concentrations at \vhich the viscosi t y, a nd
hence, the appl~ed stresses, are hi ghe r .

D. D. Christianson, et al.
M. Wootton: ~~auld you comment further on the
differences in the molecular organization of
amylose and amylopectin between corn s tarch and
wheat starch granul es?
Authors: The differences between corn and wheat
certainly show up in the swelling configuration
and ridging. Hhile the gross rheological
property of viscosity depends to a firs t
approximation only on th e volume fraction of the
swollen g ranule, the detailed response- i.e.,
the exten t and type of deformations imposed on
the granule during shear-would certainly be
expected to be different for the t wo g ranul e
types.
The single ridge or groove in whea t
starch controls the changes in granu l e shape
during heating (Bowler et. al., 1980).
However,
the corn starch granu le lacks this groove which
changes th e shape of the swelling granule in
quite a different way. We have found the paper
by Nikuni (1978) useful in understanding the
effects of amylose and amy lopectin in this
regard .

completely solubilized and the starch and \.;rater
are completely miscible.
E . M. Snyder: There are two large, distinct
applications of starch in foods.
One is as a
thickener where starch is used in relatively low
concentrations. The other is bakery products
and snack foods.
The similarity of the bakery
and snack food applications lies in the fact
that both are based on very limit ed water
systems (anywhere from 25% to 50% water), and
there is not enough water present in ei th er for
th e s tarch to hydrate and swell and, in some
cases, a large proportion of the product may
contain ungelatinized starch. These systems
produce wha t may be considered as a rigid foam
and cannot be compared to a system in which
starch is pasted. Since th e authors refer to
paste viscosity, fluidity and other properties
of starch pastes, I presume that they are
confining their s tud y to the first system where
starch is used as a thickener, but they confuse
gela tini zatio n of starch with pasting, and never
clarify that there is a distinct difference.

~·

C. Hosney : Ordered material can. produce
birefringence even when it is not crystal line.
Authors : We agree completely and considerable
care should be exercised when interpreting
birefringence.

Gelatinization is what takes place in an excess
of water over an 8 -l0 °C temp erature range-,----reflecting th e heterogeneity of th e molecular
bonding forces from granule to gra nul e within
any single species .... The hydrated granules do
not form a paste until most of the granu l es have
gela tiniz ed (about 69-7ooc-for corn starch), and
this paste does not develop any viscosity until
severa l de grees above that p oint. Peak viscosity,
as measured by a Brabender Amy lo graph occurs
between 89°C and 95°C for corn starch , depending
upon co n centrat ion.
[See Kite, F . E., et al,
"Granu l e Swelling and Paste Viscosity of ThickBoilin g Starches, " Bakers Digest, August 1957,
and Hazurs, E. G., e~ "Graphical Analysis of
the Brabender Viscosi t y Curves of Various
Starches ," Cereal -~hem. ~(3 ), 141-152, (1957)].

R. C. Hosney :

How can we be sure that the
g ranules did not collapse during the
drying step in SEM sample preparation?
Au thor s : \,Jhile thi s is always a conc ern in the
interpretation of SEM micrographs,our view for
this study is that each sample was treated in
the same way. We are lookin g , then, at
differences in samp l es associated with changes
in sample treatment.
Consequently , we can say
with certainty that, for example , the higher
stress levels a t the higher concentration s
deform the granules . Whether the actual shape
or morphology is the same in the dried sample as
in the original wet sample is not really pertinent
in this work. Further, although not shown, we
have looked at the granules in the original
dispersions by optical microscopy.
These dir ec t
observations tend to confirm that the SEM
photomicrographs correctly demonstrate the
particle structure. However, more d e tailed s tud y
would be worthwhile .
~wollen

Ye t in th e abs t ract, we fi nd the statement : "At
the early stages of gela tinization (63°-65 °C ) ...
the granules show dilatant behavior (viscosity
increasing wi th shear rate). l• At 63-65°C, corn
starch at any concentration has zero viscosity,
as not enough of the gra nul es have ge latinized
to form a past e . The authors continue: "At
these temperatures, granul es .. . maintain their
birefringence but are mechanically sheared ." ...
What evidenc e is there that they are mechanically
sheared? Before a paste can be sheared, a paste
must form; granular starch does not shear at
all.
Authors: We are not, in fac t, confining our
s tudies to th e first system mentioned by E. M.
Snyder, in which the starch acts as a thickener
in relatively low concentrations.
Our objective
is to span the who le concen tration range from
thickeners to doughs, or to put it somewha t
differently, from systems with excess water to
sys tems that are water limited.
The difference
in starch granule properties in spanning this
range and the reasons for the differences, have
not been systematically and quantitatively
st udied.
Nex t, we are in disagreement semantically with
E. M. Snyder's definition of pasting and pastes.

E. A. Davis: Would you expect to see granule
integrity when it melts? Does it act as a nonmiscible fluid at high temp era tur e?
Authors: At the t empera tur es we investigated
th e gran ul e certainly maintains its integrity
but as the birefringence disapp ears the granul es
become more deformable. The extent to which th e
particles deform depends on th e viscosity
leve l, which determines th e shear stresses
applied to the granules. These stress levels
depend on concentration.
In our ear lier work on
viscosity of these suspensions, we showed that
the viscos it y depended onl y on th e volume fraction
occupied by the swollen granul es in the suspension
and behave as expected for non-miscible fluids.
Certainly, stress levels and temperatures can be
reached at which the granules will be torn apart
and solubilized. An extreme case is the jet
cooker in which the starch is essentially
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Morphology and Rheology of Corn Starch
To quote H. W. Leach in ''Starch, Chemistry and
Technology," Vol. 1, Page 300; "the most important
practical property of starch is its ability to
swell and produce a viscous paste when heated in
water." There is no doubt that e ven at
temperatures of 65-70°C corn starch granules
swell and their dispersion viscosities increase
dramatically. We therefore disagree with her
statement that "hydrated granules do not form a
paste until most of the granules have gelatinized."
The question of peak viscosity from Brabender
measurements is not really pertinent to this
work.
In Brabender studies, the temperatur e is
not kept constant nor are equilibrium viscosities
achieved until the dispersion has been fully
heated.
\ole also disagree. completely with the comment
that, "At 63-65°C corn starch at any concentration
has zero viscosity." Clearly,~nysuspension of
particles in a suspending medium will show a
viscosity, n, related to the viscosity of the
suspending medium, n , as
0

n/n

f

(0)

0

where 0 is volume fraction.
At low concentrations
(less than 0.05 volume fraction) the form
developed b y Einstein is:

n=n 0

E. M. Snyder: ... At the end of paragraph in col.
2 of experimental section the authors state "These
observations served as a reference in the evaluation of granules isolated from pastes cooked at
higher concentration." ... there is absolutely no
way to compare starch cooked in an excess of
water with starch cooked in limited water systems.
In the first case, th e granules swell to their
maximum while in a limited water system (any thing
above 10-13 % in the case of corn starch, but
this value will vary with the starch species)
swelling is restricted ....
Authors: The concept of a ref e r e nce state in
swollen gels is a useful one (Ta y lor and Bagley,
J. Appl. Bty. Sci., 18:2747 (1974).
The
;easureme~of swelling in excess water gives
the thermodynamic swelling limit of the granules.
The extent to which granules swell in water
limited systems is then considered relative to
this thermodynamic limit. The question we are
addressing is how do the physical properties
(deforrnabilit y under shear, for example) change
between the fully swollen and partially swollen
granules.
Information of this kind should be of
special value in considering such practical
processes as baking and extrusion.
E. M. Snyder: According to the text, Figure 6A
shows granules from a 19 % dispersion, while
Figure 6B shows granules from a 26% dispersion,
both cooked at 65° for 75 minutes.
At
progressively hi g her concentrations,
progressively less overall swelling occurs, as
competition for the water is greater and l ess is
available. Restricted granule swelling can be
brought about by restricting either the
temperature or the available water.
Hence,
Figure 6B should show more restricted swelling
than Figure 6A and the reverse is shmro.
Authors:
Our contention is that the change in
g ranule morpholo gy observed in go ing from Fig. 6A
to 6B is indicative of the effec t of th e hi gher
shearing stresses exerted on the granules at 26%
( F ig. 6B) compared to the lower stresses applied
to the granules in th e 19% dispersion (Fi g . 6A).
At neith er concentration is the swelling water
limited.
The higher shearing stresses are
deforming the granules and the deformation
apparently is not purely elastic but involves
irreversible deformations or even fusion of
granules. Hhen the granules were examined in
SEM the photographs chosen were chosen to
illustrate the particle shape changes induced by
shear and were not meant to study swelling.

(1+2.50)

where 0 is volume fraction.
At higher
concentrations th e functional relationship
becomes more complicated but th e principle is
clear. For starch, at any concentration, th e
volume fraction, 0, of th e starch will increase
as the water diffuses into the granu les to swell
them.
In th e water limit ed case, 0 is unity.
The effects of 0 on viscosity at low concentration
and temperatures are not observable on the
Brabender which was not designed to investigate
those r egions.
These comments are pertinent to the l ast two
sentences of E . M. Snyder's remarks.
Since
viscosity is nev er zero, any shear rate imposed
on the di spersion results in shear stresses.
The only question to be resolved is how large
these stresses and how responsive is the granule
to these forces.
At low stresses the granules
may not be deformable and under some conditions,
this granule ri g idity shows as dilatant
rheological behavior. At larger stresses the
same granules can show shear thinning effects
which are indicative of granule deformation
under shear.

E. M, Snyder: When describing the freeze-drying
techniques used to prepare the samples for SEM,
the author's refusal to admit or acknowledge
that changes occur during dehydration are
unrealistic.
Every reference that they cite
points out that freeze-drying is bound to
introduce changes.
In addition, they lead the
reader to believe that in the very excellent
study reported by Berghofer and Klaushofer,
slow-freezing and air-drying were discarded as
detrimental when, in fact, these workers were
deliberately following these procedures in order
to produce a starch sponge.
I believe that the
authors are tr y ing to emphasize that the ridges
shown in the photomicrographs are not artifacts,

E. M. Snyder: The solubility values obtained by
H. W. Leach (1959) are half those reported by
the authors. Also , the authors report solubility
results reproducible to 5%.
This is 5% of what?
Authors:
Our examination of Figure 7 of Leach's
paper suggests that our results are in harmony
with his. At 80° his % solubility is 10% and
ours is 12%.
Since in Doublier's recent paper
(1981, Figure 11) preparation method can affect
the results obtained, it is in fact very
gratifying that we agree so well with Leach's
values. For the reproducibility usually five
replications were made and the'numerical average
is reported with + 2 1/2 % variation.
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E. M. Snyder: If one acce pts the premise that
the exudate l eac h i n g fro m the swollen granules
is the primary r easo n f or viscosity of the
starch past e , and that the exuda t e i s primarily
amylose, what is respo nsible for the viscosity
of genetically pure waxy maize starch, or any
waxy starch, for that matter, that contain no
amy lose fraction?
Authors: We do not accep t the premise that the
exudat e l eachi n g from the swollen g ranules is
th e primary reason for the viscosit y of starch
pastes . The viscosity of the past e is determined
b y the volume fraction of th e swollen granules
and th e viscosit y of th e suspending medium.
The
viscosity of th e suspendin g medium does, of
course, d epend on th e concentration of material
exuded from th e granu l e .

and I a g r ee completely with this.
These ridge s
are quite evident in watching starch g elatiniz e
throu gh the light microscope, and while photos
have be e n published showing this for both corn
and potato s tarch [ see Ki t e, F.E., e t al.,
"Functional Prop e rti es of Food Starches," Staerke
15(4), 132-138 (196 3 ) and Elder, A. L. and
SChoch, T. J., "Measuring the Useful Properties
of Starch," Cereal Science Today 4(7), 202-208
(1959)].
Their case \.;rould be strengthened by
showing a similar photo for comparison wi th th e
SEM. Also, I cannot recall ever seeing photos
of past e d s tarch that had been critical-point
dried.
They surely would be of interest to
thos e of us struggling with SEM preps from such
high-moisture systems.
They would definitely be
of value.
Au tho rs: We re gre t giving the impression that
we did not admit the possibility o f changes
durin g dehydration.
This was not our intention.
This must always be a concern in sample
preparation for microscopy . Remember, hmvever,
that the study was undertake n to determine if
the shear stress levels affect gra nul e shape .
Thus, Figures 6A and 6B , for instance, illustrat e
that th e shear s tr ess l evel doe s affect gr anul e
configuration . I n any event, we wer e following
the preferred procedur e d escribed in the
literature .

E. M. Snyder : After heatin g a 5% starch slurry
at 65° for 15 minut es , the authors state:
"Little swe llin g is ev id e nt, although ...
measur e me nts ... g ive a 0 valu e of 3 . 5, whic h
wou ld corr es pond to a diam e ter change of 50% ."
I d e duce from this statement that th ey expected
to see all of th e g ranules s li ghtl y and uniforml y
expa nd e~ Not so .
The original size range does
f rom about 5 up to about 30 microns (microme t ers ,
if you prefer).
At 6 5°, maybe 30-40% of th e
granul es have gela tiniz e d and swo ll e n many tim es
their original size within second s , making the
original size range even more ex t reme , s o th e
Q valu e of 3 .5 is an avera ge of a wid e - spread
ran ge goin g from marbl es to grapefr uit, if you
will .
Authors: We cer tainly reco gni ze that th e
particle size distribution in corn s tarch is
wide . We &lso recognize that th e diffusion i s a
rate process a nd par ticl e swell i n g should
dep e nd on time a nd particle radius.
A detail e d
s tudy of the swe lling of granul es as a function
of time , temperature and granule size would b e
informativ e but wa s not attempt e d in this stud y .
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Introduction

Abstract
Milk contains different types of colloidal
or coarsely dispersed particles, such as casein
micelles, membrane fragments, fat globules and
cells. The fat globules are composed of subpopulations of differently sized particles. In
contrast to COW S milk, the overall average
diameter (dys), increases with advancing lactation
from about 1.8 ~min colostrum to 4.0 ~ min mature
milk. Membrane materials originating from the milk
fat globule membrane, plasma membrane, secretory
vesicles and other sources can be found in milk
serum. These particles have also been called
lipoprotein particles. Their size ranges from
about 10 - 400 nm. New results concerning the
structure of human milk casein particles show that
their average size is considerably smaller than in
cowls milk and that their average diameter tends
t~ increase with advancing lactation. dvs in human
m1lk ranges from about 11 -55 nm, in COW S milk
from approximately 90 - 100 nm. The structure
of the acidified or renneted human milk differs
significantly from that of equally treated cow s
milk. In human milk there is no coagulation at
all or the coagulum appears much looser than in
bovine milk. The different types of cells in human
milk have diameters in the range of about 8- 40 ~m.
A sharp decrease in the total cell number from
about 3. 106/ml in colostrum to 104 - 105/ml in
mature milk can usually be observed. The relative
amount of each type of cell varies in the course
of lactation. The epithelial cells, typically
15 - 20 ~ m in diameter, become the predominant
type after 2 - 3 months.
1
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The renewed interest in breast feeding also
has stimulated research on human milk and drawn
attention to its unique biochemical composition
and various protective properties (see e.g. review in ref. (13) and (64)). Several reviews on
the composition, as well as the biochemical,
physiological and nutritional aspects of breast
milk appeared in recent years (e.g. see (10, 13,
38,65-67,81)). In these reviews, however, little
attention has been paid to structural aspects,
for example, to the characteristics of the fat
emulsion and the colloidal dispersion of casein
particles. The structure and properties of the
dispersed phases are interesting from a biophysical, nutritional and technological point of
view. Precise knowledge of the fine structure,
size distribution and other physical properties
of the dispersed particles can lead to a better
understanding of the process of milk secretion in
the mammary gland and later of the behaviour of
milk in the stomach and intestine. Furthermore,
the choice of suitable methods for collection,
storage, analysis and processing of breast milk
depends on detailed knowledge of the nature and
stability of the main particulate constituents
i.e. the casein particles, fat globules, membrane
fragments and cellular components. The approximate size and concentration of these structural
elements of human milk is shown in Fig. 1.
This paper intends to draw attention to
these particulate constituents, reviews the corresponding literature and presents new data on
the size and composition of human casein micelles
at various stages of lactation. Other milk
constituents than those mentioned above, for
example, whey proteins, low molecular weight
components, etc. will not be considered (see
dashed line in Fig. 1).
Synthesis and secretion of milk fat and casein in
mammary gland cells
Cytological studies of milk synthesis contribute to our understanding of milk structure. The
cytology of milk secretionstudied most extenively
is that of the ruminant species and rats (8,16,

KEY WORDS: Human milk, microstructure, fat globules, casein micelles, somatic cells, particle
size distribution, lactational stage, casein curd,
e 1ectron nd croscopy.
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The loss of membrane material is compensated for
by the fusion of the envelope of the secretory
vesicles (Fig. 2). Franke et at. (41) est~mate d
that, during the period of maximal lactat1on,
bovine mammary epithelial cells must repla~e
plasma membrane material equivalent to the 1r entire apical surface within 8-10 hours. Inclusions of cytoplasmatic material between the
fat globule and the unit membrane has often been
observed (58, 133). Milk fat globules of many
species show a dense 10-50 nm thick layer sandwiched between the milk fat globule membrane and
the outer shell of the fat droplet (41,42).
Wooding (133) reported that the initial milk fat
globule membrane rapidly disi~tegra~es after.
secretion by a process of ves1culat1on, leav~ng
a thin envelope and that this accounts for v1r~
tually all of the membrane material in skim milk.
Thin section observations revealed only patches
of the initial unit membrane. The quantitative
significance of this process has been questio~ed
(see e.g. discussion in 98). Other authors_po1nted
out that different kinds of mem~rane mater1als may
exist in milk serum such as : vesicles derived
from plasma membrane, milk fat globule membrane,
secretory vesicles and endoplasmic reticulum ·,
sloughed microvilli, membrane-enclosed viruses
and membranes from free cellular components (98,
119). The milk fat globule membrane comprises
about 2 % of the total weight of milk fat (90).
The thickness of the fat globule membrane varies
from place to place and the reported numerical
values, calculated from composition or measured
on electron micrographs of thin sections, range
from 5 to 50 nm (90, 42).
The volume fraction of the lipid droplets as
per cent of the total cytoplasmic volume has been
measured in mouse mammary glands by Hollmann &
Verley (58, 59). The fat droplet volume increased
during pregnancy up to about 40 % and decreased
in the course of lactation to approximately 10 %
(Fig. 4). A morphometric study of rat mammary
tissue revealed a two phase growth in droplet
size between the basal and apical part of the
cell (118). Nine to twenty-six individual droplets
were counted within the cells. No coalescence of
globules was observed inside the cells on electron
micrographs. However, the coat of casein micelles
containing vesicles has been observed to interact
with the surface of forming fat droplets (40). In
goat mammary glands the time required for synthesis and secretion of the larger milk fat globules was estimated to be about 3-4 h (118). The
smaller ones are probably secreted in a shorter
time (30-60 minutes (58)). The mammary gland
cells of several species were found to contain
two populations of fat droplets : smaller ones
(< 1.5 ~m), occurring throughout the cell and
larger ones( > 1.5 ~m), found mainly near the
apical cell membrane. A large increase in droplet
size near the secretory region was found to
occur in lactating cells of the cow, cat, rabbit
and rat (118).
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Fig. 1. Size and concentration of the main particulate constituents of human milk.
Approximate numerical values are compiled from
references (90), (98) (membrane fragments), (12),
(57) (cellular components) and (107) (fat globules). Data for casein particles are from the
authors' laboratory (see Table 7). The spherical
or folded membrane fragments have also been called "lipoprotein particles".
25,40,41,59,80,97, 109,118, 132). Although there
are considerable species variations in the relative amounts and types of protein and lipid, the
process of secretion has many common features.
A schematic drawing of a cross-section of a cell
in the epithelium of a lactating mammary gland
is shown in Fig. 2 (80). More details can be
seen on the electron micrograph of a thin-section
of the apical part of a lactating cell (Fig. 3
(22)).
Milk fat
A detailed picture of pathways for the biosynthesis of milk fat, which predominantly consists of triglycerides, has been given by Baumann
& Davis (9). The fatty acids utilized for milk
fat synthesis arise from two sources, circulating
lipids in the blood (long-chain fatty acids) and
de novo synthesis within the mammary cell (shortchain fatty acids). Milk phospholipids, which
comprise about l %of the milk lipids and are
associated with the fat globule membrane, appear
to originate from de novo synthesis within the
mammary gland (35). Cholesterol and cholesterol
esters originate both from uptake from the blood
and from de ·novo synthesis within the mammary
gland. Recent results indicate that cholesterol
is derived principally from serum cho lesterol
(83). The latter seems to accumulate in the developing fat globule in a manner paralleling
triglyceride accumulation (71 ). The fat globules
are initially formed throughout the cell but
particularly in the region of the cellular base
(90, 118). The droplets grow in size as they
move towards the apical cell membrane and eventually are extruded into the alveolar lumen, surrounded by an envelope of cell membrane. It has
been shown that the membrane of the secreted fat
globules is derived from both the apical surface
of the secretory cells and mature Golgi vesicle
membranes (40, 132,133 and reviews in 58,70,98).
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Particulate constituents of human milk

Fig. 3. Apical regions of the epithelial cells
of lactating rat mammary gland.
l : casein micelle in the lumen; 2 : fat globule; 3 : flattened cisterns of the Golgi apparatus containing submicelles; 4 : vesicles containing caseins at different stages of aggregation; 5 : rough endoplasm~c reticulum.
(From Buchheim and Welsch (22)).

basal membrane
blood stream

Fig. 2. Schematic drawing of a lactating epithelial cell of the mammary gland.
Fat droplets, formed throughout the cell, move
towards the apical part of the cell and eventually emerge into the lumen, surrounded by an
envelope of apical plasma membrane. Milk proteins,
initially synthesized on the rough endoplasmic
reticulum, move to the Golgi apparatus where
phosphorylation, glycosylation and incorporation
of calcium into the aggregating casein micelles
occurs. Vesicles containing proteins and other
milk constituents bud off the Golgi region, move
towards the apical cell boundary and discharge
their content into the lumen. (Redrawn with
some modifications from a figure by Larson (80),
with kind permission of the author).

*- 60

Fig. 5. Golgi region of lactating rat mammary
gland cell.
Three Golgi vesicles showing individual and
fully aggregated casein submicelles. (From
Buchheim and Welsch (22)).
Caseins
The caseins are synthesized from free amino
acids most of which are absorbed from the blood
stream. The rate of casein biosynthesis is very
high compared to that for other proteins (approximately 5 g casein in 24 hours in the human
and about 450 gin the cow (86)). Synthesis of
the polypeptide chains occurs at the rough endoplasmic reticulum which is rich in bound ribosomes. Following polypeptide synthesis, the
caseins leave the ribosomes on the outer surface
of the rough endoplasmic reticulum, most probably after enzymatic removal of a signal sequence
(45). Phosphorylation of the caseins is believed
to occur later in the Golgi region by a membrane
bound protein kinase (11). Also, some caseins,
for example K-caseins, are glycosylated in the
same Golgi region and calcium is incorporated
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Fig. 4. Relative volume of fat globules in
mammary gland cells during pregnancy and
lactation
(as % of cytoplasmic volume; data from Hollmann
& Verley (59), mouse mammary gland).
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into the aggregating caseins (129, 80). A first
step in the aggregation process, where calcium,
phosphate and citrate play an important role (61,
72, 102, 103, 105, 110, 120, 123) leads to the
formation of small particles called submicelles
(22, 44, ll5). In contrast to cow's milk only a
small amount of the calcium is in a colloidal form,
associated as a calcium phosphate complex with
the casein (76). In their electron microscopic
study of lactating rat mammary gland cells, Buchheim and Welsch (22) found that submicelles originate in flat Golgi cisterns and concentrate in
voluminous vesicles to form the final, spherical
micelles of various sizes (Fig. 5). The vesicles
move towards the apical cell boundary and fuse
with the plasma membrane, releasing the caseins
into the glandular lumen. Post-secretory aggregation may lead to extremely large particles,
particularly in colostrum (16). It has been argued that aggregation in the alveolar lumen is a
result of continuing co-precipitation of casein
with calcium-phosphate (16).

to remain a constant throughout the day (54).
Fig. 7 shows recent data on the change of
fat content in the course of human lactation (53).
The fat content significantly increases during
the first post partum week. Similar results were
reported in other publications (3, 63).
Structure and size distribution
Fig. 8 shows a fluorescence micrograph of
the emulsion of human milk fat globules together
with an electron micrograph of a freeze-fractured
globule in human milk and a freeze-fractured
sample of homogenized cow's milk. The fluorescence
micrograph was obtained using a diluted, 5-day
post partum sample, which was stained with Nile
Blue A (Chroma-Gesellschaft, Schmid & Co., Stuttgart, FRG). This simple and rapid preparation
technique was found to be useful for investigating
the size distribution of fat emulsions (121).
Fig. 8b shows intramembranous particles as
well as particles on the surface, similar to those
observed on other freeze-fractured milk fat globule membranes (20, 100). Spherical and folded
membrane fragments with diameters between 30 and
400 nm can be observed in milk serum (2 0, 98, 100,
11 3, 119). Part of these membrane fragments detach
from the fat globules after storage and mechanical
treatment (20, 100). By ultracentrifugation of
skim milk, membrane material can be seen as a fluffy
layer on top of the casein micelles. In this layer,
spherical and sac-like vesicles could be identified
as microvilli sloughed from the surface of mammary
cells (119). The "milk microsomes" or "lipoprotein
particles" described earlier (89) most probably
correspond to the membranous material discussed
above (98).
Fig. 9 shows spherical particles in the serum
of human (a) and cow's (b) milk which most probably correspond to membrane cerived particles (21,
43, 100). These membrane fragments usually show both
areas free and covered with small particles (100).
Almost all milk fat exists in the liquid
state at the temperature of freshly secreted milk
(90). During cooling of milk, high-melting point
fractions of the fat crystallize in layers at the
periphery of the globules and lower melting point
fractions remain liquid in the inner core. This
conclusion was drawn from electron microscopical
observation of freeze-fractured fat globules (18,
19).
The size distribution of fat globules in milk,
similar to that within the secretory cell (118),
is composed of sub-distributions (107). Fig. 10
shows typical number frequency curves of fat
globules in colostrum, transitional and mature
breast milk which were obtained using a conductometric method (106, 107). The shape of these
curves suggests the presence of three sub-populations of different-sized particles. Sub-distributions have already been observed in cow's milk
(77, 124). The postulated sub-population of small
globules with a size frequency maximum around l ~m
comprises 70 - 90 % of the total number of globules
but only a few percent of the fat volume or weight.
The population of medium-sized globules with a
frequency maximum at about 4 ~m comprises the

The fat emulsion
Composition and concentration
Milk lipids have a very complicated composition and structure. The composition varies somewhat with the diet (54, 66, 68, 70) and stage of
lactation (Table l, 46, 63). The main lipid
classes found are : tri-, di- and monoglycerides,
free fatty acids, phospholipids, sterols, sterol
esters, hydrocarbons and fat soluble vitamins (13,
66). The triglycerides comprise about 98 % of the
total lipids in milk. Typical fatty acid (Table
2) composition of human and cow's milk are shown
graphically in Fig. 6. The most pronounced differences are observed in the amounts of shortchain fatty acids, lauric and unsaturated linoleic
acid (13, 15, 66, 79). Colostral and transitional
milk were found to differ in fatty acid compos ition (46, 63) : lower colostral levels were found
for lauric acid (C 12:0) and higher colostral
levels for palmitoleic (C 16:1), oleic (C 18:1)
and some further unsaturated acids v1ith 20 or more
carbons (C 20:1, C 20:2, C 20:4 and C 22:6). Mature milk differed from transitional milk only in
the lower content of C 22:6.
The major part of the milk lipid is found in
dispersed fat globules. Some workers found a certain amount to be associated with the casein particles and acid precipitated caseins (e.g. 2, 14,
26). It must be considered, however, that lipids
associated with membranes of skim milk can sediment
along with casein particles. Bracco & Bauer (14)
analyzed the distribution of various milk lipids
among the fat, the fat globule membrane and the
casein particles The corresponding data are summarized in Table 2 (fatty acids) and Table 3
(phospholipids and various other minor lipids).
The concentration of fat in milk changes
during lactation, in the course of suc ~ ling as
well as diurnally (3, 39, 53, 54, 63, 131). In
contrast to changes in the total amount of lipids
the fatty acid composition of the milk fat seems
28

Particulate cons t ituents of human milk
Table 1 :
Content of fat, proteins
and some mineral components
in human and cow's milka

Units/
100 ml

Component
Fat
Fatty acids
essential
saturated
unsaturated
Proteins :
caseins
a-lactalbumin
Minerals :
calcium
phosphorus
magnes i urn
potassium
sodium

colostrum

Human milk
transitional

mature

Cow's milk
mature

g

2.9

3.5

4.0

3.8

g
g

0.3
1.4
1.5
4.1
1.6
1.1

1.7
1.8
1.6
0.5
0. 4

0.4
1.9
2.2
0.9
0.25
0.26

0.1
1.1
3.0
3. 3
2.7
0.1

g
g
g

g
mg
mg
mg
mg
mg

39
14
4
74
48

40
18
3.5
64
29

120
92
12
157

31
15
3.8
53
16

48

aData compiled by Blanc (13)
Table 2 :
Distribution of fatty acids
in human milka

% of total lipids

Fatty acid

fat globule
membrane

3.1
8.3
24.6
8.5
0.3
0.2

2.5
8.6
29.2
9.9
0.6
0.3

1.6
7.3
28.4
14.2
1.8
0.5

0.1
5.9
33 . 3

0.1
4.2
35.6

0.1
0.6
24.5

6.7

6.5

9.8

0. 1
tr
0.1
tr
0.1
0.1
0.1

0.2
0.1
0.2
< 0.1
tr
< 0.1
0.1

2.2
0.1
0. 7
0.6
0. 4
0.1
0.1

Saturated :
< clO
myr1Stic
palmitic
stearic
arachidic
>

c2o

Monounsaturated
lauroleic
palmitoleic
oleic
Po lyunsa tura ted
linoleic and isomers
!so- acids :
<

c

Me-~2 Me-tridecanoic
Me-12 Me-pentadecanoic
Me-12 Ne-heptadecanoic
Me-12 Me-nonadecanoic
tetramethylhexadecanoic
>

c2o

aAfter Bracco and Bauer (14) .
Table 3 :
Distribution of phospholipids
and various other minor
lipids in human milka

bound to
caseins

fat globule

tr : traces
% of total phospholipids

Component

fat globule

Phosphatidyl ethanolamine
Phosphatidyl choline
Phosphatidyl inositol
Sphingomyelin
Lysolecithin
Phosphatidyl serine
Cho 1estero 1
Dehydro-7-cholesterol
Squalene
a-tocopherol
Carotenoids

0.248
0.006
0.006
0.014
0.001

aData from Bracco and Bauer (14).
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n.d.

fat globule
membrane

bound to
caseins

36.6
29.7
4.6
26.2
1.9
1.0

5
5
70
15

0.653
0.019
0.009
0.016
0.002

0. 710
0.031
0.008
n .d.
n.d.

not determined
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Fig. 6. Fatty acid composition of human and
cow•s milk lipids.
(Data from Renner and Melcher (104)).
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Fig. 7. Changes in fat content of human milk
during lactation.
Data from Guerrini et al. (53). The length of the
bars corresponds to ± 1 standard deviation; regression equation for the 6 first points is shown.
Fig. 8. Fluorescence micrograph of human milk (a)
and electron micrograph of freeze-fractured fat
globule in human (b) and ultra-high temperature
treated, homogenized cow•s milk (c).
Fig . 8b .shows the inner surface of the fat globule
membrane because the fat core has been fractured
out of the globule. mpi: intramembranous particles,
mps : particles on surface of milk fat globule,
em : casein micelles; arrows point to fat-casein
aggregates which are formed after thermal treatment
and homogenization. Arrowhead indicates the
direction of shadowing.
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Particulate constituents of human milk
mature milk (263 days)

transitional mrlk (9 days)

colostrum(4days)

10

15

20

10

0

15

20

globule diameter . d(iJm )

Fig. 10. Typical number frequency curves of fat
globules in human milk.
The broken lines indicate possible positions of
three components (Coulter Counter data, from
RUegg and Blanc (107)).
Fig. 9. Electron micrographs of membranous
particles in human (a) and cow's (b) milk
serum.
Freeze-fracture replica of defatted milk samples.
mp : membranous vesicles "lipoprotein particles",
em : casein micelles, sm : casein submicelles.
Arrowhead indicates direction of shadowing.

tranSitronal mdk (9 days l

mature mrlk (263 days I

dvs · 184,~Jm
cs· 90 %

largest amount of fat but only 10 - 30 % of the
number of globules. This is illustrated in Fig.
11, where the volume-frequency has been plotted
against the diameter scale. Similar to cow's milk
(77, 124), a shoulder in the distribution curves
around 8 - 12 wm indicates a sub-population
of large particles. These contribute only
about 0.01 % to the total number of globules but
represent l - 4 % of the volume or weight of the
milk fat. From the limited size of the secretory
cells which produce the fat globules, it is to
be expected that the population of large particles is a consequence of fusion of smaller
globules after secretion (8, 58, 59) .

E

0

15
globule

drameter . d ( ,~Jm )

Fig. ll. Typical volume frequency histograms of
milk fat globules at three different stages of
lactation.
(Same samples as in Fig. 10 (107); for symbols
used see appendix).

,0>

4

·.
....
50

Fig. 12. Changes of the number of small
fat globules (a) (d = l- 1.5 wm), the
average globule diameter (b), the specific surface area of the fat phase (c)
and the distribution width (d) in the
course of lactation .
(For symbols used see appendix; from
RUegg and Blanc, ( l 07)) .
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The contribution of the sub-distributions
to the total distribution changes with advancing
lactation. Fig. 12a shows that there is about a
10-fold decrease of the number of globules with
diameters between 1 and 1.5 ~m during the first
two months of lactation. The fraction of large
globules also decreases but the main fraction of
medium-sized particles increases in the course of
lactation (Fig. 10). These changes affect the
size-related parameters such as the overall mean
globule diameter (Fig. 12b), the surface area
(Fig. l2c), the distribution width (Fig. l2d),
etc. The volume/surface average diameter, d s'
increases from about 1.8 ~m in colostrum tov
4.0 ~ m after 4-5 months of lactation. A reverse
situation is found in cow S milk, where the
average size of fat globules decreases with advancing lactation (69, 96, 124). The distribution
width, expressed as coefficient of variation of
the surface weighted distribution (cs, see appendix), decreases from about 110% at 4 days post
partum to 60± 5% after 90 days. The cs values
for COW S milk are smaller (47 - 52%)and show
less variation (124).
The total surface area of the fat globules
decreases from about O.l m2 per ml of colostrum
to an average of 0.05 m2 per ml of mature milk
(Table 4, 107). The change of the specific surface
area (m2 per unit weight of fat) with advancing

lactation is shown in Fig. 12c. The surface
area is related to the amount of membrane
material surrounding the fat globules and therefore to the amount of some physiologically important components such as enzymes, phospholipids, cholesterol, trace elements, etc., which
are associated with these membranes (Table 2,
70, 90). The membrane material comprises about
2 % of the weight of milk fat and is important
for the stability of the emulsion. There are
about 11 mg of membrane components per m2 of fat
surface area in COW S milk (90). If the same
value is used for human milk , an amount of 0.3
to 1.7 mg of membrane materi~l per ml of milk is
obtained.
If there are any differences in the composition of different-sized fat globule~ they
must be rather small. Mulder and Walstra (90)
have summarized the conflicting results reported
on this subject. The same authors concluded that
small globules are more stable than large ones.
In contrast to cow s milk, creaming of fat
globules in human milk has not yet been studied
in detail.However, it is to be expected that the
same mechanisms apply to both human and COW S
milk and that natural creaming is mainly determined by the cluster formation through agglutinative properties of the milk (90, 17). A clusterpromoting agent in COW S milk was found in the
1

1

1

1

1

1

Table 4 :
Important parameters of the fat globule dispersion in human colostrum and mature human and
Parameter b)

Human colostrum Mature human milk

COW 1 S

Average

Range

milk

1

COW S

milka)

Homogenized
cow s milk
Range
1

Fat content (%, W/v)
Number of globules per ml of milk c)
Number of globules over 1 ~ m per
ml of milk
Surface area of fat per ml of
mi 1k (m2)
Surface area of 1 g of fat (m2 )
Number average diameter, dn (~m)
Volume average diameter, dv (~m)
Volume/surface average diameter
dvs ( ~m)
Volume moment average diameter
dvm ( ~m)
Distribution width, c (%)
s

S.D . Average

S.D.

2.6
3.3
0.6
3.7-4.1
l.O
1010(2"1010) rvl.l •10 10 (3·lo 9 ) "'1 . 5 . 1010

rv6

2·10 9

1o9

6

1.7 . 10 9 5 . l o8 1.5-9. 10 9

0.097
3.3
0.59
0.93

0.025
0.5
0.05
0.07

0.054
1.4
0.81
1.8

0.013
0. l
0.08
0.2

1.8

0.3

4.0

3.7
100

l.O
17

5.2
58

a) After Ruegg and Blanc (107)
b) For symbols and definitions see appendix
c) Estimated by extrapolation of volume-frequency
functions (human milk)
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3.7-4.1
1012 - 1014

0.06-0.12
1.4-2.9
0.7-1.0
1.5-2.1

0 .4-l. 2

0.3

2.5-4.6

0.2-0.7

0.4
6

2.9-5.5
40 - 47

0. 3-1 . 4
80 - 100

10 - 30

Particulate constituents of human milk
immunoglobulin fraction (IgM, see review in (17)).
Table 4 summarizes important parameters of
the fat globule dispersion in human colostrum
and mature human and cow's milk (107). Data on
homogenized cow's milk are included because most
of the milk formulae used to replace human milk
have been homogenized.

Table 6 :
Amino acid composition of whole casein from
human and cow's milk
Human milk caseina
Constituents

Co lostral

Aspartic acid
Threonine
Serine
Glutamic acid
Proline
Glycine
Alanine
Cystine
Valine
Methionine
Isoleucine
Leucine
Tyrosine
Phenylalanine
Lysine
Histidine
Arginine
Tryptophan

(g/100 g protein)
8. 77
8.47 6.82
4.82
4.07 4.05
5.09
4.25
4.30
18.09
21 .03 21.87
8.00
ll. 47 13.86
2.46
l. 80
l. 37
4.30
3.55
3.00
1.80
0.55
0.48
5.85
5.87
7.48
1.95
2.01
2.05
5. 18
5.70 5.90
8. 30
9.47 l 0. 39
5.02
5.21
5.28
3.93
3.99
3.56
5.23
5.79
5. 72
2.84 2.47
2.64
4.85
3.76 2.79
l. 39
l. 47
1.06

The colloidal casein particles
Composition and concentration
Casein constitutes only about 20 - 40 % of
the protein in human milk (55~ whereas in cow's
milk it accounts for about 80 %. The composition
of the casein fraction, which is usually defined
as the protein precipitated at pH 4.6 (2, 75),
changes markedly with advancing lactation.
Table 5 shows average values for the composition
of whole human casein and gives corresponding
data for cow's milk casein. A significant decrease of the amino sugar and phosphorous content as well as the yield of recovery of human
casein was observed in the first post partum
month (29).
Table 5 :
Composition of human and cow's casein
Component

Human a

Cow

14.00
0.42
3.17
l. 99
0.60
3.37

Mature

Cow. b
case1n
6.49
4.40
5. 72
20.26
10.28
2.26
2.79
0.65
6.45
2.50
5.52
8.37
5.57
4.71
7.30
2.69
3.60
l. 55

b

aAfter Nagasawa et al. (93)
bAlais & Blanc (l)

g/100 g
Nitrogen
Phosphorus
Neutral sugars
Ami no sugars
Sialic acid
Casein yield (g/l)'

Transitional

15.25
0.85
0.38
0.36
0.36
23.5

Also, K-casein has not yet been isolated in a pure
form, but from its chymosin digest the pure
caseinoglycopeptide was obtained and analyzed (37).
K-casein which seems to account for about 20 - 27
% of whole casein (10, 38) is a glycoprotein and
is important for the stability of the distinctive
micelles in which caseins occur along with calcium,
phosphate, citrate and other minor substances (52,
120).
The mineral salts associated with the casein
particles are involved in maintaining the structural integrity of the casein micelle. There is a
significant difference between the protein :
Ca : P ratio in human milk and that in milk
other species (134). In human milk the ratio was
reported as l :0.039:0.017 and in cow's milk as
l :0.039:0.031 (65). About 40 % of the calcium and
20 % of the inorganic phosphorus of human milk is
probably associated with the casein micelles (65).
An additional fraction of the phosphorus is ester
bound in casein. Together with that bound to
phospholipids, this fraction amounts to about 20 %
of the total phosphorus (65). The calcium content
was found to decrease in the course of lactation
by about 14 ~ g/ml per month of lactation (122).
Unpublished analyses in our institute indicate a
similar, nearly linear monthly decrease of about
8 ~g/ml. Citrate and phosphorus content also decreased with advancing lactation. The calcium
content of the whey obtained by ultracentrifugation at 160 000 x g for 4 h decreased at a higher

aClement et al. (29) (4 samples)
bAlais & Jolles (2) (3 samples 32 days post
partum)

An example of the change in amino acid composition in the course of lactation is given in
Table 6. Human casein is heterogeneous electrophoretically and the components seem comparable
to the a -, B- and K-caseins of cow's milk. Colostral ~nd transitional milk caseins give
electrophoretic patterns differing from those of
mature milk (6, 93). At the beginning of lactation (l-4 days postpartum), the characteristic
pattern of S-casein was not observed (6).
B-casein is the major component of the human
casein fraction (50 - 65 %) and exhibits 6 distinct electrophoretic bands representing polypeptide chains with 0 - 5 phosphate groups attached (50, 52). The a-component which represents
only about 10 % of whole casein (38) was found
to separate into 3 electrophoretic bands but has
not yet been characterized in more detail (65).
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97 nm for COW S milk. They observed two size frequency maxima in the distribution of casein micelles. Later, Calapaj (23) reported a mean diameter of 54 nm in human colostrum and 75 ± 4 nm
in mature human milk. In COW S milk the analysis
revealed a mean diamater of 105 ± 3 nm. The frequency maxima did not change significantly between
the third and 150th day of lactation. Knoop and
Wortmann (73) used for the first time ultra-thin
sections of methacrylate embedded specimens for
the size-analysis of human casein micelles. By
counting 2740 particles they calculated a numbermean diameter (dn) of 42 nm and a volume-mean
diameter (dv) of 62 nm. The corresponding values
for COW S milk were 93 nm and 139 nm. By plotting
the particle numbers against the corresponding
relative diameter d/d , similar distribution
cu r ves for human and n COW S milk as well as colostrum of goats were obtained. An attempt was made
to set up a mathematical formula for the common
distribution function. The same authors later
published results of a similar study on colostral
milk (74). In samples obtained from one woman they
observed a very fine dispersion of casein particles
between the third and 12th day post partum, Aggregation to larger granules was only observed at
later stages of lactation. In COW S and SOW S milk,
on the other hand, formation of casein micelles
was observed already one day post partum. They
supposed that differences in the relative amounts
of the casein fractions could be responsible for
the different degree of aggregation of casein
particles. Using a negative staining procedure
Calapaj (24) saw the casein micelles as aggregates
of spherical granules. The diameter of the spherical subunits was measured and an average diameter
of 6.1 ± 1.2 nm was calculated. For comparison the
average diameter of the small granules in COW S
milk was estimated to be 8.0 ± 1.1 nm. From the
size of the submicelles a molecular weight of about
100 000 and 225 000 was calculated for the elementary casein complex in human and COW S milk. The
results on the size and structural features of
casein micelles discussed so far, were obtained
after chemical fixation and dehydration of milk
samples. It is well known that the chemical reactions and hydration-dependent conformational
changes involved in these steps can cause artefacts. Therefore, the data obtained from the
electron microscopical examination of such specimens are somewhat uncertain.
The freeze-fracturing technique, which was
applied to human milk for the first time by Eggmann (36), involves basically a physical cryofixation and is probably more suitable for revealing the original structure and size of casein
micelles. Eggmann (36) impregnated lyophilized
powder of human milk with a glycerol solution as
cryoprotective agent before freeze-etching. He
confirmed earlier findings (73, 74) about the
different sizes of the casein particles in colostrum and mature milk. The diameter of the submicelles, which in colostrum account for the
largest amount of the casein, was found to be
7.5 nm. The subunits in cow s milk had a mean

rate. Fig. 13 shows the corresponding curves and
those for the phosphorus and citrate, together
with the calculated difference between the
levels observed. in the skim milk and whey (Ca m1. ,
Pmi ) . These d1 fferences correspond to the
fractions bound to the sedimented casein micelles.
The analyses of the nitrogen content in skim
milk as well as in whey obtained by ultracentrifugation and acidification to pH 4.6 of the same
series of milk samples are shown in Fig. 14. The
insert shows the change of the ratio of protein,
which could be sedimented in the ultracentrifuge
before and after adjusting the pH to 4.6. This
fraction was terrr~d micellar casein. It increased
during the first four months, most probably because of changes in the size distribution of
casein micelles. The ratio of total Ca to total
P concentrations did not change very much in the
course of lactation (Fig. 15). The average ratio
of 2.1 found in mature milk may be compared to
that reported by other authors (1 .9- 2.2 (5)).
However, the Ca:P ratio of the fractions associated with the sedimentable casein micelles increased from about 2 after the first months up
to about 6 after 5 months of lactation. This
could partially be explained by the change in
citrate concentration. Citrate binds calcium and
can affect the fraction associated with the
casein micelles.
The voluminosity (particle volume per unit
weight) of the micelles has been estimated to be
7.83 and 7.36 ml per g of casein, using measurements of the intrinsic viscosity at 25 °C and
35 °C, respectively (112). This value is very
high compared to that for casein micelles from
COW S milk (3.7- 4.0 ml/g (125)). A negative
correlation was observed between the voluminosity of casein micelles from several species
and the colloidal calcium content of the corresponding milk (112).
Structure and size distribution
Attempts to visualize casein micelles in
human milk go back as far as 1908 but it was not
possible to see colloidal particles in the so
called ultramicroscope (microscope with darkfield illumination; final magnification was
about 1000 times) without pretreatment of the
milk (78). Nitschmann (94) and Huth (62) were
the first to publish electron micrographs of
COW S and human milk casein micelles. The techniques of shadow-casting with gold (94) or staining with Os0 4-vapor (62) were used to prepare
the casein particles for observation in the electron microscope. The milk was skimmed, diluted
with appropriate CaC1 2-solutions and a drop
transferred to a Formvar-covered grid before the
staining procedures. Huth (62) found significant
differences between the particle size distribution of human and COW S milk. He measured 100
particles on micrographs and found average diameters of 30 nm for sterilized human milk and
102 nm for pasteurized cow S milk. 0 Agostini
and Calapaj (32), using a similar shadow-casting
technique for formaldehyde treated and diluted
milk reported mean diameters of 49 nm for human,
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Fig. 14. Protein distribution in human milk
during the course of lactation.
The points correspond to mean values calculated
from 5-10 measurements. The various protein
concentrations were calculated from the nitrogen
contents of the skim milk and whey obtained
after ultracentrifugation of untreated and
acidified skim milk (pH 4.6). The insert shows the
average percentage of casein which could be sedimented in the ultracentrifuge (for details see
text).

250

Fig. 13. Ca and P distribution and concentration
of citrate in human milk during the course of
lactation.
The points shown are mean values of 5-10 measurements obtained in our laboratory. The Ca and P
contents were determined in skim milk and whey
obtained after ultracentrifugation (Catot• Cawhey•
Ptot• Pwhe ). The differences between sk1m
milk and w~ey (Cam;, Pm;) correspond to the
fractions associated with the sedimented micelles.
(The values measured in the whey have been
corrected for the difference in protein content).
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diameter of 9.0 nm. Similar values (7.0 and 9.0 nm)
were reported by other authors, who used the same
procedures (51). It should be stated that the
milk had been freeze-dried and partially rehydrated
before the cryofixation. This could have affected
the structure of the casein micelles.
The development of rapid freezing techniques,
which allow cryofixation of even dilute aqueous
solutions or suspensions at extremely high cooling
rates, makes it possible to examine untreated milk
without any cryoprotectives (7, 91, 92). We used
the propane jet-freezing technique (91, 92) for
the cryofixation of fresh, uncooled human and
COW S milk. This technique basically involves the
rapid freezing ( ~ lo 000 K/s) of a very low mass
specimen in a jet of liquid propane at 88 K. A
gold grid is dipped into the liquid or pasty
sample, placed between two copper foils and
frozen in a jet-freezing apparatus*.Freeze-fracturing was performed at 108 K in a modified
Balzers BAF 300 Freeze Etcher*. Evaporation of
platinum/carbon was initiated immediately before
fracturing. Details of the procedure have been
described by Muller et a 1. ( 92). Electron micrographs were taken with a Philips EM 301* at magnifications of approximately 20 000, 45 000 and
70 000. The negatives were enlarged three times.
The prints with the largest magnification were
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Fig. 15. Ca : P ratios in human skim milk and
casein micelles during the course of lactation.
The points are average values calculated from
5-10 measurements. The inorganic phosphorus, P.,
was calculated from the concentration differente
in skim milk and acidified, ultracentrifuged
whey. The Cam; : Pm; ratio was estimated using
the corresponding smoothed curves in Fig. 13.

used for measuring the diamter of the submicelles
and the two other magnifications for counting and
classifying the casein particles. A diameter class
width of 10 nm was chosen. The magnification at
135 000 was used for counting the particles of
*Labor fur Elektronenmikroskopie I, Eidg. Technische Hochschule Zurich, Switzerland.
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the smallest size ~lass, i.e. individual submicelles with diameters between 5 nm and 10 nm.
Particles smaller than 5 nm in diameter were not
considered. Counting and sizing of the larger
particles was performed on the prints with a
final magnification of about 60 000. Because of
the small number of large particles it was necessary to analyse a s~rface area corresponding to
about 350 - 400 ~ m of fractured milk. Conversion
of the observed, distorted size distribution of
plane sections into the real distribution of
spherical micelles was made using a method proposed by Goldsmith (47), assuming a slice thickness of 5 nm .
Fig. 16 shows electron micrographs of
casein particles in untrated human and COW S
milk, obtained by the technique described above.
In both cases the submicellar structure of the
larger particles is clearly seen. Typical particle numbers which can be counted on such micrographs are shown graphically in Fig. 17. The
ordinate of this figure is logarithmic and shows
the number of particles observed per mm2 of frac tured surface area and per nm class width. The
lowest curve is representative of human colostrum, but it can also sometimes resemble mature human milk. In colostrum by far the greatest
amount of casein occurs in the form of single
submicelles. Fig. 18 compares a fractured specimen of colostrum obtained two days post partum
with that of a mature milk. Analysis of the size
of submicelles on such freeze-fracture replicas
revealed differences between individual milk
samples. An example of a size distribution of
submicelles in human and COW S mi1k is shown in
Fig. 19. The number-mean diameter (dn) of the submicelles in human milk varied between about 6 and
8 nm . A slight underestimation of the diameters
is possible because the casein submicelles most
probably do not fracture along the surface but
along zones of weaker chemical bonds in the core
of the particle. There is also probably some
plastic deformation during the fracturing process. These features, together with the limit of
resolution on freeze-fracture replicas lead to
some uncertainty in the data in Fig. 19 and the
corresponding values on submicelles in Table 7.
With advancing lactation the fraction of single
submicelles tended to decreas~ and the number of
larger micelles tended to increase. Fig. 20 shows
two examples of casein particle size distributions (number and volume frequency histograms)
in human milk and, for comparison, a mature milk
of a Simmental cow. As already mentioned in
connection with Fig. 17, the histogram for the
7 day post-partum sample is typical for colostrum and transitional milk, but similar size
distributions are also encountered in some
samples of mature milk.
Preliminary results obtained in our laboratory on the size distribution of casein micelles at different stages of lactation revealed
a considerable variation in the size frequency
maxima. As already mentioned in the discussion
1
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of Fig. 17 and Fig. 18, some samples of mature
milk predominantly contained submicelles and others
a broad distribution with a volume frequency maximum in the range of 50 - 70 nm. This phenomenon
might explain in part the different behaviour of
individual milk samples during acid coagulation
as observed by other authors (2, 6, 121). We noted
that large micelles sometimes contained en empty
core. Similar cavities have been observed in very
large micelles of pre- and post-partum colostrum
of cows (16). The mean diameters, dy and dvm'
which we have calculated from the d1stribut1on
functions are plotted as a function of the stage
of lactation in Fig. 21. In spite of the great
scatter the data indicate an increase in average
micelle size in the course of lactation. An increase in micelle size has already been suggested
by the change of the amount of sedimentable casein
as shown in Fig. 14. The decrease of citrate concentration with advancing lactation (Fig. 13) is
also consistent with a higher degree of association of caseins at later stages of lactation. It
has been shown for artificial casein micelle
systems that citrate, which binds calcium and thus
reduces the colloidal calcium phosphate content,
has a dispersing effect on micelles (114). Table 7
summarizes important parameters of the colloidal
casein dispersion in human milk and compares them
with those of COW S milk.
1

Enzymatic and acid coagulation
of casein particles
The controlled destabilization of the colloidal casein dispersion is important for analytical and preparative purposes. Moreover, there is
nutritional interest in casein coagulation, since
curd formation can influence the digestion of
caseins and associated milk constitutents by
gastric enzymes in the stomach.
Enzymatic coagulation
When rennin (chymosin, EC 3.4.23.4) acts on
COW S milk caseins it releases a glycomacropeptide.
This destabilizes the colloidal casein micelles,
which aggregate and eventually form a curd. The
so called primary phase of rennin-coagulation
consists of the enzymatic hydrolysis of a Phe-Met
peptide bond of bovine K-casein. The clotting of
milk that follows rennin action, or the secondary
phase of milk coagulation, is still not fully
understood. A favoured hypothesis at present involves a modification of electrostatic forces as
a result of the action of rennin or of the fixation of additional calcium, which reduces the
negative charge on the micelles (48, 49). Because
of the loss of the hydrophilic glycomacropeptide,
hydration is also reduced, but not to a great
extent (82, 108). Voluminosity is, however, significantly reduced and so probably is steric repulsion (125, 127). An initial decrease of about
5 nm in the hydrodynamic radius of bovine casein
micelles after adding chymosin was observed using
quasi-elastic light scattering (127). Payens (99)
questioned the decisive role of electrostatic repulsion in rennet coagulation and drew the
1
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Fig. 16. Freeze-fractured casein micelles in
mature human (a) and cow's milk (b).
Fresh, uncooled milk samples were skimmed and
cryofixed in a propane-jet-freezer (92) without
adding any cryoprotectives. The submicellar
composition is clearly seen. Arrowheads indicate
direction of shadowing.

Fig. 18. Comparison of freeze fractured human
colostrum (a, 2 days postpartum) and mature milk
(b, 2 months postpartum).
Individual submicelles predominate in colostrum.
(Method of preparation see Fig. 16 and text).
Arrowheads indicate direction of shadowing.

®

Fig. 17. Number of casein particles observed in
freeze-fractured human and cow's milk.
The ordinate is logarithmic and gives the number
of particles per mm2 and per nm class width. The
distribution curve for the 7-day post-partum
sample is typical for colostrum but can also be
observed in some samples of mature milk.
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attention to other forces contributing to the
stability of the casein micelles .
A glycomacropeptide can also be hydrolyzed
from human casein by the action of rennin (28, 37,
84, 87), but the rennin-sensitive bond is Phe-Ile
instead of Phe-Met as in cow casein (65, 87). Human
glycomacropeptide has more prosthetic sugar groups
and a higher percentage of secondary structure (37).
However, human milk does not form a continuous gel
after treatment with rennin (13, 121). Toyoda and
Yamauchi (121) classified casein preparations from
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Fig. 19. Estimation of the size distribution of
casein submicelles in mature human and cow•s
milk from freeze-fracture micrographs.
Measurements were made on micrographs using a
magnifying glass. The final magnification of the
prints was about 200,000 times. The procedure of
Goldsmith (47) was used to correct the distorted
distribution observed on the freeze-fracture
replicas.

Fig. 20. Typical size distribution of casein
particles in human and cow•s milk.
The apparent size distributions observed on
micrographs of freeze-fractured specimens were
transformed into .. true•• size distribution using
the method of Goldsmith (47). The histogram for
the 7-day post-partum sample is typical for colostrum but can also be observed for some samples
of mature milk.

individual human milk samples into three types
with respect to renning-coagulability. In the
presence of 15 mmol CaCl2, some of the casein
preparations (0.5 %, pH 6.0) coagulated distinctly, others just became turbid and some showed
intermediate behaviour. The relatively low concentration and small size of the casein particles
may explain in part the absence of a continuous
three-dimensional network of casein micelles
comparable to that of cow•s milk. It has already
been demonstrated by Kreidl and Neumann (78) by
means of the ultramicroscope that the combined
action of ~cid and rennin accelerates the
aggregation process of the small casein particles .
Acid coagulation
The behaviour of human milk towards acid is
also different from that of cow•s milk and milk
of other species. Human milk does not always
flocculate at pH 4.6 (2) and it has a small buffer
capacity (60). The difference in buffer intensity
is illustrated in Fig. 22. Between pH 6.5 and
7.0 the buffer intensity of human milk is only
about half that of cow•s milk. Toyoda and Yamauchi (121) classified human milk into three types
with respect to acid-coagulability, i.e. acidcoagulable type and acid-noncoagulable types I
and II. More than half of the 54 milk samples
tested did not form distinct coagulation of
casein at pH 4.6. There was no significant

relationship between acid coagulability and the
components of casein observed by polyacrylamide
gel electrophoresis. The acid-noncoagulable type
only showed a tendency to have less B-casein (6).
The different microstructure of acid coagulated
human and cow•s milk is apparent from Fig. 23.
This figure also shows the acid presipitate of a
breast milk substitute (NanR, Nestle, Switzerland).
The preparations were made in our laboratory by
adjusting the pH of the milk to 4.0, fixing and
embedding of the sediments as described in the
legend to the figure. The sediments obtained from
breast milk showed a less compact structure of
aggregated casein particles when compared to cow•s
milk. Furthermore, association of fat globules
with caseins was more pronounced in breast milk
and NanR than in cow•s milk. In vivo studies of
the behaviour of breast milk in the stomach of 4
to 7 day old infants revealed macroscopically
only a fine flocculation after the meal (51).
Surprisingly, the microstructure of the milk had
not changed in the stomach, even more than three
hours after it had been ingested. The casein particles and fat globules were still intact, as
judged from electron micrographs of thin sections.
In contrast to human milk, the casein micelles of
sweetened and condensed milk and, to a lesser
extent, NanR, agglomerated into large flakes after
contact with gastric juice.
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Fig. 21. Average diameter of human casein
micelles at different stages of lactation.
(dv = volume-average diameter, dvm = volume
moment mean diameter, see appendix.
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Fig. 22. Buffer capacity curves for human and
cows milk.
100 ml samples of whole milk were titrated with
portions of 1.0 ml (human) or 2.0 ml (cow) 0.2 M
HCl. The changes in pH were measured l minute
after addition of the acid and the buffer capacity
(dB/dpH) calculated according to the equation in
reference ( 60).
1

Table 7 :
Ranges of some parameters of the colloidal casein dispersion in human and
Parameter

7

pH

days post partum

Unit

Human milk

g/100 ml
ratio
ratio
per ml
nm
nm
nm
nm
% of d
vs

0.2 - 0.5
7 3b
o:2 -·6c
rv7·l015e
rv l

8
10 11 16 1.3 0.3 -

% (v/ )

v

em 3/g
nm
nm
nm
nm
% of d
vs

14
26
55
88
6.0
0.8

7.8g
6
7
8
9
3

-

8
9
10
12
5

1

COW S

milka
Cow s milk
1

rv l

2.2 - 2.8 b
0.8 : 0.3
2.2 - 2.8d
rv7·lo 15 e
24f
21
44
90
104
0.6
2.0

- 50 f
- lOOf
- 140f
- l.Of
- 4.0f

3.710 ll 12 13 2 -

4.0h
ll
12
13

14
3

aData without reference are from the authors laboratory; parameters of the size distribution by
electron microscopy (freeze-fracturing ~echnique). bEstimated from data of Fontaine (38) (human milk)
and Davies & Law (33). csee Fig. 15.
Calculated 3from data of Schmidt et al. (116) and Jenness (65).
using dn values of ll nm and 22 nm, and volume
eEstimated according to the equation Ntot ~ 6.v/~.dn,
fractions v = 0.005 and 0.04 for human and cow s milk, respectively. fcalculated and compiled from data
of Schmidt et al. (116, 117). gFrom Sood et al. (112). hFrom Walstra (125). 1 For uncertainty in diameter values for submicelles see comment in text.
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Cellular components
The largest particles in colostrum and milk,
which may easily be sedimented at low centrifugal
forces, are found among the cellular constituents.
Typical micrographs of sediments obtained by low
speed centrifugation (50-100 x g) of human and
cow's milk are shown in Fig. 24. Some of the somatic cells are considered to play an important role
in transferring specific and nonspecific host resistance factors to the neonate (reviewed e . g. in
ref. 13, 64 and 101). The cells are comprised mainly of varying proportions of leukocytes, epithelial
cells and "foam cells" (so called because of the
vacuolated cytoplasm (27)). A sharp decrease in
the total number of cells is usually observed
throughout the course of lactation. In colostrum
the mean total number of cells is around 3 ·106/ml
( 30, 31, 57, 95, 111). It then decreases during
the first post partum week to below 105/ml and
further declines with progressing lactation. Total
cell counts between 104/ml and 105/ml have been
reported for milk samples obtained 6 months post
partum (57, 95). The leukocytes consist of varying
proportions of macrophages, polymorphonuclear
leukocytes and lymphocytes (30, 57, 111). The
lymphocytes comprise approximately equal amounts
ofT and B cells (34). The relative amounts of
each type at various stages of lactation, as reported by Ho et al. (57), are shown graphically in
Fig. 25. These authors classified the mononuclear
phagocytes into small macrophages, 8 - 20 ~m in
diameter, and large macrophages, 20- 40 ~ m in diameter (including the "corpuscules of Donne" or
foam cells (27)). In random samples a rise in the
mean fraction of macrophages from 49 % to 72 %
during the first week was accompanied by fall of
the fraction of polymorphs (44 % to 20 %). In the
study of Ho et al. (57) the mean percentage of the
lymphocytes was 5 - 7 % and did not change significantly during the first week, but Ogra and
Ogra (95) observed a parallel decrease of total
cells and lymphocytes during the same period. The
epithelial cells, typically 15 - 20 ~m in diameter,
were only found in small numbers at the beginning
of lactation, but became the predominant cell type
after 2-3 months (57). After 6 months more than
80 % corresponded to epithelial cells. Various
cytochemical and electron microscopic studies on
the structure of colostral and breast milk cells
have been published (e.g. 27, 30, 31, 57, 111).
Human milk is not sterile even when collected
with great care. It normally contains bacteria
originating mainly from the skin and duct microflora of the nipples (4, 12). If not collected
aseptically, it may contain large numbers of bacteria and yeast cells (4, 12, 88, 130). Donated
human milk ia usually considered acceptable if
less than 10 colony forming units per ml are
present (4, 88). In expressed milk the microbial
contamination is greatest during the initial flow
(first 5- 10 ml) and then drops to about 102/ml
103/ml (4, 130). Although human milk has intrinsic
antimicrobial properties (13, 85), high numbers of
bacteria in donated milk may exceed the bacteria-

static capacity and milk may become a source of
infection if contaminated with pathogenic bacteria.
Conclusions
Despite the vast amount of literature on human
milk there is a shortage of information on the
microstructure of this complex biological fluid.
Much more research on structural aspects of milk
constituents has been done on cow's milk. However,
renewed interest in feeding breast milk (also in
the case of preterm infants), development of new
experimental techniques, as well as accumulation
of data will probably increase greatly our knowledge of human milk in the near future. In
electron microscopy the application to milk of
rapid freezing techniques, especially, the jetfreezing technique, is most promising, because it
allows one to study the ultrastructure of milk
without any chemical pretreatments.
The data available on the particulate milk
constituents indicate considerable compositional
and structural variations. The composition and
structure of the dispersed lipid phase, for
example, not only changes during lactation, but
also diurnally and during a single feed. The colloidal casein dispersion also shows great individual and lactation dependent variations. These
variations must be considered when sampling human
milk and interpreting data with incomplete sampling
protocols.
The situation concerning the particulate constituents is quite different in human and cow's
milk. The mean size of fat and casein particles,
for example, changes differently during lactation.
Also, some analytical methods developed for cow's
milk do not give reliable results if applied to
human milk.
Relatively little is known about the influence of technological treatments of human milk on
its particulate components and still less of their
behaviour in the stomach and intestine. We believe
that these aspects deserve more attention in future
research.
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Fig. 23. Microstructure of acid coagulated human
milk (a), humanized milk formulae (NanR (b)) and
cow s mi l k (c) .
The cow S milk was diluted with 8 volumes of
whey to obtain a casein concentration similar to
that in breast milk. The milk was acidified with
glutaraldehyde/acrolein and Os04. The sediments
obtained were then dehydrated and embedded in a
conventional manner for thin-sectioning.
c : casein, f : fat globules, fm : fat globule
membrane.
1

1

Fig. 24. Micrograph of leucocytes in sediment
from human (a) and cow S milk (b) and SEMmicrograph of sediment obtained from mature
human mi 1k (c) .
(Micrographs a and b courtesy Dr M. Schallibaum,
Federal Dairy Reserarch Institute, Liebefeld).
1
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of particles (S9). The total number and the
fraction of sma lest particles are usually not
known precisely. Furthermore, the largest part
of the volume or weight is represented by the
larger particles. Therefore, d or d , as
weighted mean diameters are mo~~ usef~~ averages.
The distribution width can be described on the
basis of the coefficient of variation of the
surface-weighted distribution (126) :
l/2
Distribution width : cs = (S 2 s4 IS~- 1)
[6]
The total surface and volume of the dispersed
particles can be calculated from the second and
third moment of the distribution

j 106
~ 10 5

80
60
• macrophages
o polymorphonuclear leukocytes
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• epithelial cells

40
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Fig. 25. Cell counts on serial samples of human
colostrum and milk as a function of time (d=days,
w=weeks).
(Data from Ho et al. (57); samples of 18 individuals
obtained by manual expression into sterile bottles.
Predominantly Chinese population. Points in the
graph correspond to average numbers of fractions
over the period indicated on the abscissa).
for Fig. 3 and Fig. 5, to Dr D. Sidiropoulos
(Perinatologie, Universitatsfrauenklinik Bern) for
providing milk samples and to Dr M. Casey for his
linguistic assistance.

Symbols and equations used to characterize the
particle size distributions
The various moments of the distribution
functions, Sn, were calculated using the number of
particles of each size class per unit volume, Ni,
and the mean diameter of the corresponding size
class, d., according to the following equation :
1
n-th moment of the distribution functions :
J

n

= L:

i=l

-

cf.L .
1

N.

[1]

1

From these moments various parameters characterizing the mean size of particles were obtained (56):
Number mean diameter dn
s1;s0
[2]
Volume mean diamater d
S /S l/ 3
[3]
v

3

0

Volume/surface mean diameter : dvs
Volume moment mean diameter :

dvm

s3;s 2
s4;s 3

7T

•

[7]

52

Specific surface area a = 6 • 0 ·S2/S3
( 0 = particle density)

[8]

Volume fraction :

[9]

v = 1/6

7T

53

•

The volume fraction of a dispersion can also be
estimated by measuring the area fraction of a
random section occupied by transections of the
particles (Delesse principle (128))
Volume fraction from
random sections

v = 1/4 .

7T

j
L:

i =1

· x~1 ·n.1 [ 10 J

(xi : mean diameter of size class i, ni
number
of cross-sections in size class
per unit area).
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speculate that a very fine dispersion of casein,
which exhibits a large surface area, facilitates
the attack by enzymes and favors intestinal resorption. On the other hand, the casein concentration in human milk is very low and in vivo
studies (51) have shown that human milk does not
form a compact coagulum, in contrast to cow's
milk. Royer (Acta Paediatr. Scand. ~. 554 (1978))
reported that the rate of digestion of casein is
almost identical in infants (l g/kg/h) and adults
(l .6 g/kg/h), but he did not comment on the rate
of digestion during the early postnatal period.
W. Buchheim : What is the authors' interpretation
of the finding that a certain percentage of the
milk lipids seems to be associated with the casein
particles ? Could this result from a type of
association between casein and lipids as it occurs
in homogenized milk, i.e. a direct absorption of
casein by 'uncoated' fat globules, or could this
result from those fat globules which contain cytoplasmic material, i.e. also casein containing
secretory vesicles, between the fat core and the
fat globule membrane ?
Authors : Caseins easily associate with lipid
material. This is, for example, demonstrated in
Fig. Be. It is likely that casein-fat complexes
are formed after secretion which have a higher
density than the milk serum and thus sediment
during centrifugation. Other milk proteins with
re latively large hydrophobic surface areas, for
example B-lactoglobulins, are also associated
with lipids after fractionation by precipitation.
Lipids associated with membranes of skim milk can
also sediment along with casein micelles. It has
been reported that 10 to 25 % of the membrane
material in skim milk is entrapped in the casein
pellet after ultracentrifugation (119).
W. Buchheim : It is described that in acid precipitates of breast milk, breast milk substitute
and cow's milk the association is more pronounced
in the first two samples than in cow's milk. The
result for the substitute is not surprising, because it represents a homogenized system. What
factors could be responsible for the pronounced
precipitation of fat globules in breast milk ?
Authors : We must remember that human milk has a
very low casein content and that in many cases,
the casein is finely dispersed. Under these conditions, an association of destabilized casein
particles and fat globules seems to occur with
a greater probability than in cow's milk.

133. Wooding FBP. The structure of the milk fat
globule membrane. J. Ultrastruct. Res., 37,
1971' 388-400.
134. Woodward DR. The chemistry of mammalian
caseins : a review. Dairy Sci. Abstr., 38,
1976, 137-150.
Discussion with reviewers
D.G. Schmidt : From Figs. 14 and 21 it is concluded
that the size of the micelles increases during
lactation , which is ascribed to the lowering of
the citrate level. Although a lower citrate content
of milk does result in bigger micelles1 the effect
is much less than shown in Fig. 21 (Schmidt et al.
(1979), 33, 40). Is it not more likely that variations in~-casein content are responsible for the
increase of micelle size ? I further wonder
whether the high K-casein content of 20 - 27 % of
whole casein is real or some average value. With
cow's casein such high K-casein content would hardly result in micelle formation (ref. 116).
R.L.J. Lyster : The decrease in citrate concentration during lactation that you have found and shown
in Figure 13 is accompanied by an increase in
micellar casein (Fig . l4),and you indicate that
these may be directly linked. Is this really likely, in view of the much higher levels of citrate
in cow' s mi lk ?
Authors : We should generally consider that the
composition of human and cow's milk casein particles is completely different and so conclusions
drawn from cow's milk may not be directly applica ble
to human milk. Various factors could account for
the increase in average micelle size in human milk
during the course of lactation. We have mentioned
the citrate as one of the possible factors because
corresponding analysis were made in our laboratory
and because of the correlation with the micellar
calcium content. We have not yet investigated the
casein components, which also could affect the
degree of association of casein submicelles. Very
few numerical values for the K-casein content of
human milk have been reported so far. The ranges
of K-casein content given in recent reviews on
human milk protein are mainly based on the results
obtained by Toyoda and Yamauchi (Agr. Biol. Chern.
37, 783 (1979), see for examples review papers
(To), (38) and (65). The ratio B-casein : K-casein
is approximately the same in human and cow's milk.
D.E. Carpenter : As you have pointed out in several
figures, there is an increase in micellar casein
in the later stages of human lactation. As
suggested this may be due to decreasing citrate
levels. Perhaps this could have a functional/nutritional basis such as an increased ability of
·i nfants to digest the micellar casein as they
mature. Would you care to comment on this ?
Authors : In addition to the citrate, many other
milk components decrease in the course of lactation (for example : proteins, Ca, Fe, Cu, Zn,
cells, etc.). It is likely that these changes
have a nutritional basis and correlate with the
development of digestive functions. One could
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Abstract

Introduction

Nonfat dry milk and buttermilk solids used
as ingredients in meat binders can be differentiated by transmission electron microscopy. The meat
binders are suspended in water and coarser ingredients such as wheat and mustard flours are separated from the milk solids by low-speed centrifugation (415 g for 30 min). The milk solids thus
purified are concentrated by ultracentrifugation
(8 x 10 4 g for 90 min) and the resulting pellets
are embedded in a resin, thin-sectioned, stained,
and examined by transmission electron microscopy.
Buttermilk solids are revealed by the presence of
fat globule membrane fragments. In the absence of
buttermilk solids only casein micelles are found
in the pellets. Sensitivity of this technique is
1 part of buttermilk solids in 20 parts of milk
solids, i . e . 5% of buttermilk (w/w).

Binders used in Canadian comminuted meat
products are principally blends of cereal products
(wheat flour, baked crumb, and starches), milk
products (nonfat dry milk and buttermilk), salt,
and spices (which include mustard flour). Meat
binders save time and labour to meat processors
as they are handled as a single ingredient which
already contains salt and spices as well as the
binding substances. The meat binders must not
introduce any undesirable properties into the
finished meat products. Nonfat dry milk (NOM) is
one of the ingredients important for the quality
of the meat binders and, consequently, for the
quality of the meat products. Yet, there is a
possibility that NOM may contain buttermilk solids
as was mentioned earlier 3 • Mi xtures of NOM and
buttermilk solids may occur unintentionally if
sweet uncultured buttermilk, which is a by-product
in the manufacture of butter, is added to whole
milk destined for cream separation in order to
retrieve the residual fat from the buttermilk.
After the skimmed milk is spray-dried, the buttermilk solids become part of the NOM. Another kind
of unintentional mixing occurs when skim milk is
pumped into a storage tank which had been previously used to store buttermilk but had not been
completely emptied before the introduction of skim
milk. However, buttermilk may also be added
intentionally to skim milk because comparable
functionality 5 might be achieved at lower price.
Apart from being illegal without a proper declaration, such practice may introduce some unknown
factors into the products in which NOM is an ingredient. A higher susceptibility to oxidation of
lipids present in buttermilk is one of such factors .
Lipids in fat globule membrane fragments, particularly the cephalin (phosphatidyl ethanolamine)
fraction of phospholipids, contain relatively
large amounts of polyunsaturated fatty acid residues susceptible to oxidation 6 • This was demonstrated by a considerable decrease in the rate of
oxidation of butter following the removal of the
membrane substances from it 1 although membrane
lipids comprised only a minute fraction of total
lipids. Membrane substances have been assumed to
play an important role by initiating the oxidation
reactions. Although consequences of the presence
of milk fat globule membrane fragments on the development of a rancid flavour in finished meat
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suspension into a thin top layer of residual fat ,
a turbid supernatant containing milk solids and
sa lt, and a pellet consisting of wheat and musta ~ d
flours. Central portions of the supernatants (9 nl)
were withdrawn and were subjected to ultracentrifugation at 8 x 10 4 g for 90 min . All the corpuscu l ar solids present in the supernatant from lowspeed centrifugation were sedimented by ultracentrifugation in the form of a pellet (maximum
thickness of 2 mm) leaving a clear supernatant.
Each pellet was divided into the top, middl e ,
and bottom portions. Small particles, approximately
0.5 mm in diameter, were excised from the portions
and were fixed in a 1.4 % glutara ldehyde solution
for 30 min and postfixed in a 2% buffered (0.05 M
veronal-acetate buffer, pH 6.75) Os04 solution for
2 h. The particles were then dehydrated in a graded
alcohol series, embedded in Spurr's low-viscosity
medium 7 , sectioned (<100 nm), placed on 200-mesr
hexagonal copper grids, and stained with uranyl
acetate and lead citrate solutions as reported
earlier 3 • The stained sections were examined in a
Philips EM 300 electron microscope operated at
60 kV and micrographs were taken on a 35-mm fil
Compos ition of the specimens was not known to
the electron microscopist and was revealed only
after conclusions from electron microscopical
analysis had been drawn: All experiments. were
made in 4 repetitions.

products have not yet been established, preference
has been given by meat processors to NOM free from
such substances, i . e . to NOM free from buttermilk
solids.
Chemical detection of buttermilk solids in
NOM is difficult if not impossible because the
composition of both products is similar except
that spray-dried buttermilk contains approximately
5% lipids whereas NOM generally contains less than
1% lipids. To be useful, a test for differentiating NOM and buttermilk solids must be able to detect the latter at ratios lower than 15% or more
probably at 5 to 10%.
Description of an attempt to detect buttermilk solids in NOM by electron microscopy was pub1i shed earl i er 3 • The test was based on the presence of large amounts of fat globule membrane
fragments in buttermilk. As churning disrupts fat
globules in the cream allowing the fat to aggregate into butter, most membrane fragments are released in the buttermilk 4 . Being distinctly different from other milk constituents, the fragments
are detectable under electron microscope. The same
principle has been used in this study to detect
buttermilk solids in meat binders in the presence
of other ingredients after such ingredients had
been removed by low-speed centrifugation.
Materials and Methods
Materials
Meat binders were prepared on laboratory and
pilot plant scales from the following ingredients:
hard wheat flour, yellow mustard flour, milk solids,
and sa lt. Milk solids were represented by spraydried NOM and buttermilk, and by mixtures of
buttermilk and NOM solids at ratios of 1:29, l :24,
l :19, l : 14, l :4, and l :2 as shown in Table l. All
components were of Canadian origin.

Results and Discussion
In preliminary experiments, meat binders were
wetted with distilled water to a dough-like cons istency, fixed, and embedded for electron microscopy. Of all the corpuscular ingredients present,
sta rch granules in the wheat flour were most
prominent (sin Fig. l ). Milk solids were characterized by the presence of case in micelles, i . e.
globular protein bodies approximately 100 nm i n

Table l.
Composition of mi l k sol i ds ( % by weight) in typica l
meat binders conta inin g 60 % wheat f lour, 15 % mustard flour, and 10 % sa l t, analyzed by e l ectron
micro scopy .
Sample number:
1
2

3
4
5
6
7

8

NDM:
15.0*
0

14. 5t
14.4-r
14.25t
14.0H
12.0tt
10.0tt

Buttermi 1 k:
0

15.0**
0 .5 t
0.6 t
0.75 -t1. Ott
3.0t t
5.0 tt

* Four brands tested; fat content 0.1
** Five brands tested; fat content 4.1
t Two brands of NDM and two brands of
sol i ds tested in mixtures.
tt One brand of NDM and five brands of
t ested in mi xtures.

to 1.5 %.
to 4.5 %.
buttermilk
buttermilk

Methods
The meat binders (2 g ) were dispersed in 15 ml
of distilled water in graduated centrifuge tubes.
The suspensions were allowed to stand undisturbed
at 22 °C for 30 min and were then centrifuged at
415 g for 30 min. Centrifugation separated each

Fig. 1. Whole meat binder . Electron microscop y
reveals the presence of sta rch ( S) from whe at
flour and casein micelles (m) representing milk
solids. Fa t glob ul e membrane fragments (arrows )
are difficult to ide ntify in the presence of
other materials .
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Fig . 2 . Milk solids isolated by ultracentrifuga4
tion (8 x 10 g for 90 min) from a purified
aqueous suspension of a meat binder made with pure
nonfat dry milk . The pellet was divided into
top (A) , middle (B) , and bottom (C) portions;
large casein micelles (dark discs) sedimented
first (C) and the smallest micelles sedimented
last (A) . Individual fat globule membrane frag ments (arrows) were found in the bottom portion
(C) .

Fig . 3 . Milk solids isolated by ultracentrifugation
(8 x 10 4 g for 90 min) from a purified aqueous
suspension of a meat binder made with buttermilk
solids as the only source of milk solids. Fat
globule membrane fragments (arrows) were abundant
in all portions of the pellet (A = top ; B = middle ;
C = bottom) with the largest particles sedimented
i n the bottom (C) and the finest particles sedi mented in the top (A) portions. Casein micelles
( m) appear in the form of dark discs .
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fragments found in meat binders made with various
brands of buttermilk solids but in general the
micrographs were similar to those obtained with
pure spray-dried buttermilk which had been reconstituted and ultracentrifuged 3 • Differences
between the micrographs of milk solids isolated
from meat binders made with NOM or with buttermilk
solids were distinct and indicated that this technique may be suitable to detect the presence of
buttermilk solids in NOM used as an ingredient in
meat binders.
To establish sensitivity of the detection,
meat binders containing buttermilk and NOM solids
at ratios varying between l :29 and l :2 were
analyzed. In such cases it was necessary to examine
larger areas of the sections to establish the most
probable distribution of the fat globule membrane
fragments. If "clean" areas, i . e . areas completely
free of fat globule membrane fragments were impossible to find, it was concluded that buttermilk
solids were present; these conclusions were correct for mixtures at ratios of l :2 to l :19 as
compared with the composition of the meat binders
not known to the electron microscopist. A single
micrograph, such as in Fig. 4, however, would not
sufficiently reflect the mean composition of the
milk solids in the meat binder and is presented
only as an example to show a local accumulation of
fat globule membrane fragments in a l :14 mixture;
many areas of the same dimensions contained a
somewhat lower number of the membrane fragments.

diameter (rn in Fig. l). It was difficult, however,
to distinguish fat globule membrane fragments in
such heterogeneous mixtures. A preliminary purification of the milk solids appeared to be necessary. It was accomplished by the removal of coarse
components of the meat binders such as wheat and
mustard flours by low-speed centrifugation; resulting pellets were discarded. Corpuscular milk solids
in the supernatants were subsequently concentrated
by ultra centrifugation and the pellets were examined by electron microscopy. Electron micrographs
of pellets obtained from meat binders made with
pure NOM (Fig. 2) and with buttermilk solids
(Fig. 3) differed considerably.
As it is known that heavier particles sediment first and the finest particles sediment last,
each pellet was analyzed from top to bottom. In
the case of pure NOM there were only casein micelles present in all the three portions (Fig. 2).
Fat globule membrane fragments were found only
seldom at a rate of less than one fragment per an
area of 58 ~m , which means that a great number of
such areas within a single opening in the hexagonal
grid mesh, as visualized on the microscope screen,
contained not a single fat globule membrane fragment. In a small number of areas l to 3 fragments
could be found (Fig. 2 C).
In contrast, pellets obtained with meat
binders which contained buttermilk solids as the
only source of milk solids showed a different
composition. Fat globule membrane fragments were
present in all the 3 portions of the pellets
(Fig. 3) and ranged in sizes from small in the top
portion (Fig. 3 A) to large in the bottom portion
(Fig. 3 C). The fragments were abundant within a
single area of vision (58 ~m ) under the electron
microscope at the suitable magn ification (10,000 X
on the vi ewing screen) at which the detection of
the membrane fragments was pos s ible. Presence of
fat globule membrane fragment s in all the portions
of the pellet is interesting and indicates that
the sedimentation rate of the fragments is s imilar
to that of casein micelles. Although the original
fat globule membranes in cream contain lipoproteins 2 and, thus, would be anticipated to be of a
density lower than the casein micelles, the
lipid component may be gradually lost from the
membranes during processing (churning, spraydrying). Wooding 9 found that the original membrane
started to disintegrate immediately after the
secretion of milk and Brunner 2 showed that the lipoproteins were partially removed from the membranes by washing with water. The fat globule membrane fragments found in the pellets are different
from lipoprotein particles and membranes which in
the ultracentrifuge sediment in a layer just above
the casein micelles 8 and which are present in both
NOM and buttermilk 3 • Such particles are believed
to mainly consist of detached microvilli and remnants of Golgi apparatus vacuoles 8 . Noticeable
differences in the dimensions of casein micelles
were found only between the top and the middle
portions of the pellet; casein micelles in the
bottom and middle portions were of similar dimensions (Fig. 2 A to C). A more marked separation of
fat globule membrane fragments by their dimensions
is evident in Fig. 3 A to C.
There were some slight differences in the dimensions and shapes of the fat globule membrane
2

2

Fig . 4. Micrograph of an area in a mea t binder
made with a mixture of buttermilk a nd NDM solids
(1 : 14) showing an accumulation of fat glob ul e
membrane fragments (arrows) . f = fat globule; m =
casein micelles .

However, Fig. 4 indicates that is was possible to
detect buttermilk solids at a ratio of l :14 (6.7%)
in NOM in the presence of large amounts of wheat
and mustard flours. The detection was possible
even at the ratio of l :19 (5% of buttermilk solids
of the total milk solids) but this was considered
to be the limit of sensitivity; it was not possible to detect buttermilk solids with certainty
below this level and meat binders containing
buttermilk and NOM solids at ratios of l :24 and
l :29 were evaluated by the electron microscopist
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as "pure NOM".
As there was a possibility that some kind of
fibrous material present in the flours could simulate buttermilk solids, both kinds of flour were
dispersed in water and processed for electron microscopy in the same way as the complete binders.
The supernatants resulting from low-speed centrifugation were found to be only slightly opalescent
and did not produce enough sediment by ultracentrifugation for embedding. Pellets obtained on a
larger scale by doubling the volume of the supernatant were very compact and were difficult to
section. However, because there was only a threshold concentration of the flour particles in the
regular supernatants after low-speed centrifugation and because the dimensions and shapes of
these particles were different from the fat globule membrane fragments, the flours posed no risk
of misevaluating the electron micrographs. The
particles were particularly scarce in supernatants
obtained with mustard flour.
It is interesting to note that bacteria, anticipated to be present in large quantities in the
NOM and buttermilk pellets (see Discussion with
Reviewers in Reference 3), were not found in the
middle portions of the pellets routinely used for
the examination and were only occasionally encountered in the bottom portions known to accumulate
the heaviest particles. It is assumed that if
present in the milk powders, the bacteria were removed by low-speed centrifugation along with
coarser constituents of the meat binders.
One of the samples of NOM contained a higher
number of fat globule membrane fragments than
would correspond to pure NOM. As was mentioned
earlier 3 , such isolated cases require additional
studies. It has been known that microvilli and
other membrane fragments are naturally present in
cow's milk 8 • They sediment in the form of a socalled "fluffy" layer above the compact pellet
composed of casein miceiles.
In conclusion, it has been confirmed that the
presence of fat globule membrane fragments in milk
solids is indicative of buttermilk solids. The
analytical technique presented in this study is a
modification of an earlier electron microscopical
technique 3 and has been developed to meet the requirements of the meat industry. The modification
consists of the removal of ingredients other than
milk solids from the meat binders by low-speed
centrifugation, the separation being of such a
degree that neither wheat nor mustard flours present in excess interfere. The initial technique 3
could be used by meat binder manufacturers to
check the quality of their source NOM and the modified procedure could be useful to manufacturers
of comminuted meat products in checking the quality of the meat binders supplied.
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-Discussion with Reviewers
D.E. Carpenter: Aside from the membrane fragments
present in the electron micrographs of samples
prepared from buttermilk solids, the micelles
appear to be different. In the case of the buttermilk solids, the micelles have less distinct edges
compared to the micelles from nonfat dry milk
solids. Does this have any relationship to the
"hairy" micelles reported by others or is there
another explanation for this?
Authors: We have no explanation for the "hairy"
appearance of casein micelles in buttermilk. The
micelles are more "hairy" in some buttermilk
specimens than in others but we have not yet been
able to correlate such appearance with manufacturing conditions. Also differences in the dimensions
of casein micelles have remained unexplained.
J.R. Brunner: If microvilli represent extension of
secretory cell plasmalemma similar to the plasmalemma surrounding the secreted fat droplet, why
are they not sedimented into the NOM casein pellet
as are the MFGM fragments?
Authors: Stewart et al . 8 stated that skim milk
membranes found in the "fluffy" layer above the
casein pellet were morphologically different from
milk fat globule membranes; the latter ones
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would resemble fat globule membrane fragments in
both behaviour and appearance.
J.R. Brunner: This assay requires sophisticated
equipment. How would it be implemented by the meat
industry on a routine basis?
Authors: There is no need for routine i mp lementation of this method. The fact that a method and
the facilities to carry it out do exist, is believed
to be a sufficient deterrent. In Canada, the vast
majority of meat products is manufactured at
government-inspected plants. Binders are either
supplied as single ingredients or as complete
units. Only several companies supply binder units.
The binder business is very competitive and much
effort is put into building trust. If this trust
is broken, e . g . by discovering a false ingredient
declaration, it would have a serious economic
effect upon the violator.
P. Jelen: Would mi xtures of buttermilk powder
with other dairy fillers ( e . g . caseinates, decalcified NOM, whey powder, or whey protein concentrates) behave similarly to NOM in typica l meat
applications?
Authors: Caseinates, whey powder, and whey protein
concentrates are at present not being used in meat
applications in Canada. Calcium-reduced NOM
behaves in a similar way to NOM. Although casein
micelles were found to be partially disintegrated
and partly aggregated in calcium-reduced NOM
(Fig. 5), they did not interfere with the detection
of buttermilk solids in the binders.

possessed an electron-opaque layer of neutral
lipids bound to one face. Thi s ultrastructural
characteristic was not observed in thin sections
of the skim milk membranes found in the "fluffy''
1ayer.
D.E. Carpenter: It appears from the number of membrane fragments in the buttermilk solids that perhaps a membrane protein such as xanthine oxidase
would be a good indicator of buttermilk solids.
This or other chemical/enzymatic methods would
give a more quantitative analysis of materials
used in the meat binders. Are there efforts in
these areas?
Authors: There have been some recent unsuccessful
unpublished efforts to detect buttermilk solids in
NOM by chemical methods. Analytical ultracentrifugation and electrophoresis have also been used.
We were invited to participate in such studies
using electron microscopy. Concerning xant hine
oxidase, we are unable to predict how active this
enzyme would remain in spray-dried materials stored
in the presence of large amounts of a variety of
ingredients including 10% salt. In other words, we
are skeptical about an assay based on residual enzyme activity because this would be expected to be
sensitive to both the processing and storing conditions.
J.T. Hynes: Dispersal, low-speed centrifugation,
and ultracentrifugation over a minimum of 150 min
could promote microbial growth at ambient temperature. Is this a matter of concern in fragment
identification?
Authors: In spite of the relatively lengthy preparation of pellets prior to fi xation, we have not
encountered any microbiological problems. In fact,
even the bottom parts of the pellets obtained by
ultracentrifugation had low bacteria cou nts (Fig.
2 and 3). It is probable that most bacteria sedimented along with coarser particles and were removed by low- speed centrifugation.
J.T. Hynes : Homogenization of buttermilk prior to
spray-dry in g would preclude the use of this technique. Do you agree?
Authors: We cannot answer this question because we
do not know what changes would be caused in the
appearance of the fat globule membrane fragments
in buttermilk by homogenization. It is a good
question and the only safe answer is that the
method has been shown to work with buttermilk produced in Canada.
P. Jelen: Fillers other than wheat or mustard
flour may be included in meat binders. Is the
described method of buttermilk detection suitable
for binders containing starch, bread crumbs, potato meal, or other fillers?
Authors: Wheat and mustard flours were used in
our experiments as ingredients most likely to
cause problems in buttermilk detection. Starch
and bread crumbs are, in fact, other forms of
wheat flour. Mustard flour is a ground whole seed
and yet, in spite of its complex nature, it does not
interfere with the determination of buttermilk
solids in the binders. Potato meal is rarely used
in meat binders and is also unlikely to interfere
with the method. Fillers, which are completely
sedimented by low-speed centrifugation, evidently
do not contain submicroscopical particles which

Fig . 5 . Calcium- reduced NDM. Casein micel les are
bo th aggregated ( a ) a nd disintegrated (d).

P.Jelen: Do you know of any reason why the meat
processors do not like to use buttermilk solids
despite their superior emulsifying capacity and
lower cost as compared to NOM?
Authors: Our experience has been that the performance of b~tt e rmilk solids in comminuted meat products regarding texture and stability is similar to
but not better than that of NOM. Comparable functionality at a lower price has been mentioned in
our study. Buttermilk solids are being used by meat
processors but skim milk powder has a better image
because historically there have been ser ious problems
with the quality of buttermilk solids, partic ularly
with high bacteria counts, off-flavours, off-colours,
and variable fat levels. Buttermilk solids are not
always available, which is another prob lem since
there is a reluctance to change ingredient labels
on comminuted meat products.
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Abstract

Introduction

The functional properties of different lipids
in foods are demonstrated and related to the structure of lipid or lipid-water phases. On the basis
of new X-ray data on the crystal structure of the
B'-form and the a + B' transition in fats, the
polymorphic transitions are considered as different lateral arrangements of triglyceride dimers.
The physical properties of fat crystals can be
explained from the structures, as well as possibilities to influence the polymorphic transitions.
Molecular interaction between polar 1 ipids
and proteins or starch is discussed, and the effect
of the amylose-lipid inclusion complex on gelatinization temperature and water penetration of
starch is demonstrated.
Aqueous phases of polar lipids can form different structures, and the lamellar 1 iquid-crystalline phase is the most important one with regard to functionality in foods. The role of this
phase in emulsification and in foam stabilization
is considered. The effect of lipids in th e breadmaking process can be fully explain ed on the ba s i s
of foam stabilization by lipid monolayer s provided
by a dispersed lipid-water phase. A cubic phase,
which can solubilize large amounts of proteins,
is finally described.
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Even if lipids are present only in minor
amounts in foods, they can still have profound
effects on the structure and physical properties.
This is due to the fact that most foods are colloidal systems, in which polar lipids, due to
their surface-active nature, accumulate at interfaces. In this paper some recent results from our
laboratory and the related published literature on
the functional properties of lipids are summarized.
Results and Discussion
From a physico-chemical point of view it is
natural to divide 1 ipids into polar and non-polar
ones. Polar lipids, contrary to non-polar, - inter~
act with water, giving 1 iquid-crystalline phases,
and their use as functional additives in foods is
usually related to their aqueous interaction.
The structural results given here are based
mainly on X-ray diffraction studies; some surface
balance measurements are also included [2].
Fat crystals -Structure and functionality
The rheolog1cal propert1es of plast1c fats
are, beside the solid/liquid ratio, related to
the morphology and size distribution of the crystals. The polymorphic crystal forms are different
in this respect, and it is therefore important to
be able to control the polymorphic transitions.
Information on the molecular packing in the crystals provides a tool to influence the phase behaviour, as will be demonstrated below. A short
description of fat crysta 1 structures will first
be given.
When a simple fatty acid triglyceride in the
1 iquid state is cooled, an a-form is obtained,
which later can be transformed into the metastable
B'-form, and finally the stable B-form is formed
[ 5, 12].
Some X-ray data on the B'-form have earlier
been reported [12]. Using triundecanoin, which
can be crystallized in the B'-form from solvents,
we have now obtained complete unit cell data. The
dimensions of the monoclinic unit cell are a =
23.6 ± 0.2 A, b = 5.69 ± 0.05 A and c =
58.8 ± 0.5 A and B = goo ± 0.5°. The cell contains
eight molecules, and the space group is ~2 1 /£.
As the hydrocarbon chain packing geometry

K. Larsson
depending upon which crystal forms occurred in the
fat before it was melted. To get a statistica l
molecular disorder after melting of a complex fat,
it is known from experience that about 0.1 - 1 h
at 20 - 40°C above the melting point is needed

(orthorhombic chain packing subcell, O.l) and the
tilt of the chains within the unit cell are known,
it is possible to derive the positions of the
chains. It can then be concluded that the space
available for the glycerol groups, as well as the
relative position of the ester bonds, are the
same or nearly the same in the B'-form as in the
earlier known B-form. Furthermore we have recorded the X-ray diffraction pattern versus temperature for the transition a -+ B' in triundecanoin
after different thermal pre-treatment, in order
to get the transition as slow as possible. An intermediate form or a kind of transition state
could then be seen, in which the hydrocarbon
chain packing changes continuously from the he xa gonal arrangement with rotational disorder in the
a -form to the orthorhombic chain packing, O.l.
This observation indicates that the glycerol
group structure is similar also in the a - and
B'-forms. With this background the phase transitions can be rationalized as different lateral
arrangements of dimeric units.
In the melt of fats there is, according to
low-angle X-ray scattering, a considerable degree of order [13]. The molecules should be expected to be preferably arranged in dimers resulting
in space-filling units. By lateral packing of
such units a mainly bilayer type of structure is
obtained, and the proposed structure is shown in
Fig. 1. An estimation from X-ray 1 ine-broadening
near the melting point results in an average bilayer diameter of about 200 A. The bilayers must
be highly curved to give an over-all isotropic
structure with Newtonian flow properties. Although
the structure is highly dynamic with rapid exchange of molecules, there is a 'memory' for a
considerable time in the melt of the crystal
structure from which it was formed. Different
crystallization behaviour can thus be observed,

[11].

The a -crystal form, which is obtained when
the melt is cooled, is to some degree disordered.
Van den Tempel has discussed similarities between
the a -form and a smectic liquid crystal [24]. In
a way similar to the formation of liquid crystals
without a nucleation step and therefore with no
supercooling, the a-form is formed from the melt
without supercooling. The hydrocarbon chains, as
shown in Fig. 2, are vertically oriented in the
layers, i.e. the chains keep the average chain
direction in the melt. The molecules in the aform are not close-packed in an efficient way.
Within the bilayer the hydrocarbon chain arrangement, allowing rotational disorder, means a 2
cross-section area per c2ain of about 19.5 A ,
compared to about 18.2 A in the B'- and B-forms.
Furthermore the appearance of the methyl end
group planes of the bilayers complicates the
packing of one bilayer in relation to adjacent
layers. Ideally all methyl end groups from a
chain layer should be located in one plane, as
the stacking of the bimolecular layers to form
the crystal is complicated if the chains from one
bilayer have to penetrate into neighbouring bilayers (cf. Figs. 2 and 4).
In the transition a -+ B' (see Fig. 3) a closer chain-packing is adopted, and also the chain
penetration between adjacent bilayers is reduced.
The tilt of the chains in the bilayers can adopt
only certain discrete values, as the chain
packing subcell must fit the crystal lattice, and
when orthorhombic chain packing is adopted in the
B'-form, there is still some degree of chain
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Fig. 2. Proposed structure of the a -form of triglycerides. The lateral arrangement of the structure units results in bimolecular layers. Due to
the shape of the end group surfaces of the bilayer there is a considerable penetration of
hydrocarbon chains between adjacent bilayers. The
molecular arrangement in the structure unit as in
Fig. 4.

Fig. 1. Illustration of the tendency for molecular dimer formation and lateral arrangement in
bilayer units in the liquid state of triglycerides.
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above, but also in one of the directions within
penetration. The final transition B' ~ S, however, means that the chain penetration of the S'the bilayer. The growth along the short unit
form is almost eliminated. The adoption of the
cell axis (b = 5.69 A) is rapid, whereas the motriclinic close-packing arrangement of the hydrolecules have to adopt a much more complicated
carbon chains in the B-form allows a chain tilt
arrangement for the repetition in the long axis
which is in agreement with the tilt angle of the
direction (a= 23.6 A), and therefore the growth
dimeric structure unit, as shown in Fig. 4.
is slow.
The crystal morphology can be related to the
Knowledge of the crystal structures is usecrystal structures. The a-form forms very thin
ful for understanding relations between the chemical composition of fats and crystallization
plates. Due to the chain penetration discussed
properties. The following example illustrates
above the growth perpendicular to the layers is
how crystal structure information can be used to
extremely slow. Also the B-form forms plates
parallel to the molecular bilayers, but they are
solve a technical problem.
For nutritional reasons the erucic acid conmuch thicker. The S'-form, on the other side,
forms long needles. The reason for this is that
tent of rapeseed oil has been reduced during recent years by plant breeding. In Sweden this recrystal growth is slow perpendicular to the bilayers, due to the chain penetration discussed
duction from about 50 % erucic acid to about 1%
has resulted in an oil which cannot be used for
production of margarine. The solid fat in a mart-garine should stay in the B'-form, as transition
\
into the B-form results in crystals, which are
\
\
too large, giving a 'sandy' feeling in the mouth.
\
It is probably the homogeneous fatty acid pattern
\
in the new rapeseed oil which is causing the
\
\
rapid B' ~ B phase transition. About 90 % of the
\
acyl groups consist of C1s acids. We have in
\
different ways tried to inhibit this phase tran\
sition on the basis of crystal structure infor\
mation. One successful approach has been to use
lipid additives, which can co-crystallize with
the triglyceride and which furthermore have a
stable crystal form with the same chain packing
(0~) as the triglyceride B'-form [13]. Thus the
addition of diglycerides has been shown to delay
the B' ~ B transition, and tests in pilot plant
scale have shown that the addition of a few percent of a rapeseed oil diglyceride can give an
acceptable rapeseed oil margarine. All triglycerides form diglycerides when they are digested
in the intestine, and therefore the use of diglycerides as additives is a solution which hardly can be questioned from a nutritional point of
view .
Fig. 3. Main features of th e structure of the
B'-form of triglycerides, illustrated in analogy
Molecular interaction between polar lipids and
with the a - and B-forms. (The true unit cell conother food components
sists of four of the indicated structure units).
The pr1nc1ples for formation of molecular
association structures between lipids and proteins have been extensively discussed by Tanford
A
B
[23] on the basis of hydrophobic interaction. It
is well-known that lipids, which form micellar
,-----\
\
solutions, are able to unfold and solubilize
\
\
\
\
proteins.
Such lipids can also, however, give
\
\
the opposite effect, and stabilize the native
\
\
protein structure. Dr. Hegg in our Laboratory
\
\
has shown how alkyl sulphates and fatty acids
\
\
can stabilize ovalbumin and bovine serum albumin
't~-..l~\~-- ' , - - -,~-- , , - - -.;,-against thermal denaturation [9, 10]. Pasteuriza\
\
\
\
\
\
tion without denaturation of egg white or blood
\
\
\
\
\
'\
\
\
\
\
\
plasma might be practical applications of these
\
\
\
\
\
phenomena. An alternative way to protect the
\
\ \\ \\ \
native protein structure in a cubic lipid matrix
\
\.:...- - .L - - - ' - - - ~-- - ' - - will be discussed in the next paragraph.
A very important example of molecular interFig. 4. Structure of the B-form of triglycerides.
action in foods is the comple x between mono-acyl
The true crystal structure is shown to the left
lipids and amylose. The formation of this incluand the simplified illustration of lateral
sion complex , with the lipid hydrocarbon chain
arrangement of the bimolecular structure units
surrounded by the helical V-amylose, has been
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Fig. 5. Structure of helical inclusion complex
between the monoglyceride of stearic acid and
amylose according to a Raman spectroscopy study
[ 4].

structure, according to Raman spectroscopy studies
[4] is shown in Fig. 5. In order to understand
the effects of lipids on starch products, a recent
study on the mechanism of starch gelatinization
provides a good basis. According to this work
[19], gelatinization can only take place if amylose molecules can leach out from the starch granules to the water phase. The lipid-amylose complex can be insoluble. From this one should expect that if lipid m9nomers are supplied to the
surface of the granules so that an insoluble surface film is formed, gelatini za tion should be inhibited. This was also verified experimentally,
using a liposomal dispersion of monolaurin [14].
Thus surface coating by lipids offers a possibility to increase the gelatinization temperature, and
to reduce the water uptake. Such effects on potato starch by monoglycerides are demonstrated in
Fig. 6.
The well-known ability of polar lipids to
reduce stickiness of starch foods, such as pasta
products, is probably due to reduction of free
amylose in the continuous phase by formation of
an insoluble lipid-amylose complex. Staling of
bread involves water transport, by which water
moves from the continuous gluten phase to the
starch granules [7]. The anti-staling effect of
polar lipids is probably due to formation of an
insoluble comp lex at the surface of the starch
granules, and this surface film should be expected
to act as a barrier against water transport.
Cereal starch contains about 1% (w/w) of
lipids, mainly lysolecithin. Different functions
of the lipids in the biosynthesis of starch have
been proposed, such as conformation effects which
will determine the amylose/amylopectin ratio [1].
From studies of degradation by pancreatic a -amylase we have proposed that the lipid-amylose complex can contribute to dietary fiber [15].

Fig. 6. Effect of a lipid surface coating on the
gelatinization of potato starch viewed in the
optical microscope. The temperatures are:
60° in (a) and (d), 65° in (b) and (e), and 70°C
in (c) and (f) respectively. (d), (e), and (f)
show lipid coated granules corresponding to the
uncoated granules in (a), (b), and (c) respectively. The lipids used were monoglycerides,
2.8 weight per cent calculated on starch weight
[6' 23].

Functional properties of lipid-water phases
Polar l1p1ds 1n foods, such as monoglycerides
and phospholipids, are able to form l iquid-crystalline phases with water. The formation of the
lamellar liquid-crystalline phase from lipid
crystals is shown in Fig. 7. When crystals of,
for example, monoglycerides are heated, the thermal movement of the chains in the lattice increases successively. Due to the strong intermolecular bonds in the polar sheets compared to the
weak van der Waals interaction between neighbouring hydrocarbon chains, it is possible that
the chains can 'melt' although the polar sheets
keep the overall structure (lipid bilayers). The
same type of structure can also be formed in the
presence of water, when water penetrates the polar sheets at the transition, so that a structure
of lipid bilayers separated by water layers is
formed. This is the most important lipid-water
phase from a functional point of view with regard
to foods. The phase can form surfaces from either
hydrophilic (polar heads) or hydrophobic (methyl
end groups) groups. Therefore the phase as a
whole is very effective in forming films between
oil and water phases. The significance of this
liquid crystalline phase in emulsions was first
demonstrated by Friberg and co-workers (cf. Ref.
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[8]). The emulsion stability due to such films can
in fact be further increased by crystallization
of the chains of the lamellar liquid-crystalline
phase, after such an emulsion has been formed
[17]. This increased stability is not surprising
as crystalline bilayers in the interface result
in mechanical properties similar to a solid 'skin'.
True emulsions of the water-in-oil type are
rare in foods. Although butter or margarine often
are classified as water-in-oil emulsions, they
are not emulsions in strict meaning, as the oil
phase is partly crystalline. (The emulsion is destroyed if the crystals are melted). There is,
however, a liquid lipid-water phase, termed L2phase, which can be relevant to food emulsions.
The L2-phase can be formed in ternary systems
consisting of polar lipids/fats/water, and it
consists of water aggregates in a continuous hydrocarbon chain matrix [22]. It might therefore
also be described as a water-in-oil microemulsion.
Such a ternary system is shown in Fig. 8. In the
large three-phase area of this diagram, consisting
of the triglyceride oil phase, the L2-phase and
water, the interfacial tension between this L2phase and water is about 1.5 mN/m, and the L2phase/oil interfacial tension is even lower [22].
It is therefore easy to disperse the L2-phase in
an oil. If a small amount of water is stirred into this dispersion, it is possible to see in the
microscope how water droplets can be surrounded
by the L2-phase, which in turn is dispersed in
the oil phase. Such as three-phase emulsion has
very low kinetic stability, but might still be
relevant in food emulsification processes. In the
production of margarine, for example, monoglycerides are frequently used as emulsifiers, and before cooling the phase equilibria can be represented by the ternary diagram of Fig. 8.

Fig. 7. Formation of lamellar 1 iquid-crystalline
phase from the crystalline state of a polar lipid.
The formation of this phase by heating only, giving a thermotropic 1 iquid crystal, is shown above and the formation of a lyotropic liquidcrystalline phase in the presence of water is
illustrated below.
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Fig. 8. Phase equlibria in a ternary system of
sunflower oil monoglyceridesjwater/soybean oil
at 40°C. L-LC, C-LC and H-LC are liquid-crystalline phases (lamellar, cubic and reverse hexagonal, respectively), and 0 corresponds to the triglyceride oil phase. The three-phase region
L2/0/H20 is proposed to be relevant in the formation of a water-in-oil emulsion, such as margarine.
Lipid-water phases are also able to stabilize foam structures in foods. The role of polar
lipids in breadmaking will be used to illustrate
such a mechanism. The unique baking properties
of wheat flour can be attributed to the gasholding capacity and rheological properties of the
gluten gel. When wheat flour is worked with wa- ·
ter to a dough, which is a dispersion of starch
granules and air bubbles in a continuous gluten
phase, the following 1 ipid changes can be observed. The polar lipids, mainly digalactodiglycerides, monogalactodiglycerides and phospholipids,
form liquid-crystalline phases with water, and
the non-polar lipids, mainly triglycerides, are
emulsified (using parts of the polar lipids as
emulsifiers) [3]. Of approximately 1% (w/w) of
lipids (calculated on dry weight of the flour)
about half is polar and the other half non-polar.
The polar lipids have also a tendency to form a
monomolecular film at the air/water interface in
the dough, as evident from surface balance measurements [2]. When wheat flour is spread on the
water surface of a conventional surface balance,
an equilibrium pressure of about 20 mN/m is obtained within a second. This value is characteristic for proteins. After some minutes an equilibrium spreading pressure of about 40 mN/m is
successively reached. This value of the film
pressure is characteristic for polar lipids, and
it is therefore proposed that the change reflects
how the protein molecules are squeezed out from
the monolayer by lipid molecules.
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When gas is produced by the yeast fermentation and amylase degradation of starch, the dough
is changed to a foam structure. The polar 1 ipids
have a crucial role in the gasholding capacity
of the dough, and it has been possible to correlate the baking properties with wheat lipid-water
interaction and phase equilibria. Thus the formation of a lamellar liquid-crystalline phase when
cereal lipids interact with water is observed for
cereal flour with good baking performance. Moreover it has been possible to obtain the X-ray
diffraction pattern characteristic for this lipidwater phase from such a gluten gel [16]. The lamellar liquid-crystalline phase forms small aggregates, so-called liposomes, in an excess of water
type of environment. These small particles are
ideal to stabili ze an expanding gas/water interface. A demonstration of the ability of polar
lipid to increase bread volume is given in Fig. 9.
Among other lipid-water phases of interest
in foods a cubic phase formed by monoglycerides
and water [18] should be mentioned. This phase
can be formed in the intestine during fat digestion, and it may have a role in fat absorption
[20,21]. We have recently found that large amounts
of protein, for example lysozyme, can be solubilized in this phase, and this lipid-protein phase
can be an alternative to the lipid-water molecular
complexes, earlier discussed, in order to stabilize or protect the native protein structure.
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P. Walstra: Your discussion in the text implies
t hat polymorphic transitions occur in the solid
state. It is often assumed that such transitions
~r i ma r ily occur via the liquid state. Anyhow,
1t has been observed that polymorphic transitions
are ~reatly slowed down if very little liquid
fat 1s present. What is your opinion about these
aspects?
Author: My view of the state of order during
~ystal phase transitions is related to the
structure and dynamics of liquid crystals. It is
t hus _obvious that the molecular rearrangement
requ1res a mobility similar to that of a liquid.
On the other hand the main structural features
should be expected to be kept, such as the chain
axis directions within the dimeric units.
J.M. deMan: There is no doubt that there is some
relationship between crystal morphology and polymorphic form of the crystals. However I do not
think the relationship is as simple as is indicated by some authors. I have seen different types
of crystal growth patterns in hydrogenated
Canola oil, which do not fit into a simple scheme.
I feel that more critical examination of this
relationship in different fats is necessa ry.
Do you agree?
Author: I agree, my own discussion concerns
s1mple triglycerides only. The differences in
end group planes are in my view the most important factor for morphology
J.M. deMan: It is mentioned that diglycerides
can prevent the transition s ' ~s . How is this done
in practice? Diglycerides are not commercial
p~oducts but oc~ur in all technical monoglycerldes as contam1nants . Would technical monoglycerides have the same effect?
Author: Diglycerides (about 90 %) can be obtained
as-a-Dy-product in the production of distilled
monoglycerides and are therefore already today
commercially available. An addition of the order
o~ magnitude 1% (w/w) can give the S'-stabilizlng effects described in the paper.

Discussion with Reviewers
P. Walstra: To me the results on the s' unit cell
suggest an orthorhombic rather than monoclinic
crystal system.
Author: Although the unit cell dimensions corre~to the orthorhombic system, the true symmetry 1s mon~cl~nic. This is a cause of 'perfect'
crystal tw1nn1ng, and earlier data on S' have
suffered from this twinning effect.
P. Walstra: The rheological properties of a fat
strongly-depend on the formation of a network of
crystals and on the attractive forces between
c~ystals in the network. If there is no crystalllzation equilibrium, additional crystallization
or ~ecrystallization (dissolution of some crystal
reg1ons and growth of others) may occur. This may
~ause s~ntering of adjoining crystals, greatly
1ncreas1ng the strength of the network. On the
other hand, very slow recrystallization may cause
the formation of very large crystals (often spherulites), which form at most a weak network. Do
you consider polymorphic transitions to be of importance for the mentioned changes in rheological
properties?
~:
I do think that polymorphic transitions
can 1n~lue~ce the mentioned rheological changes,
and th1s m1ght take place in the following way.
At a polymorphic transition new crystal surfaces
are formed, and_there will always be a tendency
to reduce the s lZe of the crysta 1/oi 1 interface.
Formation of 'joints' between neighbouring crys-

D.N. Holcomb: You refer to a-form as that formed
d1rectly from the triglyceride melt. Is this
always the case? Are the S' and S-forms never
formed directly?
Author: As far as I know the a -form must always
oe-TOrmed first. In some cases, such as very pure
~aturated monoacidtriglycerides (like tristearin)
1f has a very short time of existence, but it
can always be detected in the microscope.
D.N. Holcomb:

How "long-range" is the lateral
in Figure 1 for the liquid
state of tr1glycer1des? I would think such ord~ring _must be fairly "short-range" since the
v1scos1ty of a melted triglyceride does not seem
to be extremely high.
Author: An estimate of the size of the ordered
un1ts based on X-ray line-broadening indicates
that the order of magnitude is 100 A.
arrangement _ depict~d
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R. Perron: For usual even saturated monoacids
triglycerides, it was recently founded by calorimetric measurements, that B' forms would have a
less compacity at the end groups level (M. Ollivon
and R. Perron, Thermochimica Acta, 53 (1982)
183-194), and two B' forms are probably to be considered (J.W. HAGEMANN and W.H. TALLENT, JAOCS,
49 (1972)118), (M. OLLIVON and R. PERRON, Chern.
Phys. Lipids, in press). In this last paper, it is
also shown that the liquid a is structurally
different (at the end groups level) from the supercooled liquid. This difference is induced during
the crystallization of the a form. Independently,
8' and 8 nuclei are formed in these two liquids,
and induce 8' or 8 forms.
Author: We have also observed two different B'rorms-in odd-membered triglycerides, and they
differ by a few degrees in the angle of tilt of
the chains. In even ones, however, we have not
been able to observe more than one.
Since I do not have access to your paper in
press, I am unable to offer detailed comments.
A.C.M. van Hooydonk: The stability of an oil-inwater emuls1on depends, among other factors, on
the presence of fat crystals in the oil droplets.
It was found that the rate of coalescence could,
for instance, be six orders of magnitude greater
if part of the fat in the droplets is crystall i zed.
The crystal habit in the droplet was found to be
important for the stability. The most unstable
systems were characterized by a preferential
orientation of the crystals near the oil-water
interface. This phenomenon seems to be related
to the type and concentration of the emulsfier.
It might well be that the formation of a liquidcrystalline phase, as described in this paper,
causes orientation of neighbour triglyceride molecules and therefore promote crystallization at
the oil-water interface when the emulsion is
cooled below the melting point of the fat. In
this case the crystalline bilayer of the surfactant results in a more unstable emulsion.
What is your opinion about this?
Author: It seems probable also to me that alamellar liquid-crystalline phase or gel phase,
formed by the emulsifier at the triglyceride
/water interface, will induce an increased degree
of order of the triglyceride molecules, and in
this way promote crystallization.
0. Johari: Can you please detail your materials
and methods?
Author: Since the paper concerns discussion and
interpretation of already published data, an
experimental section was not included. All the
details can be found in the papers being referred.
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Abstract

Introduction

Scanning electron microscopy was used to
observe the morphology and structure of protein
bodies in dormant and imbibed sunflower cotyledons and to document the morpho 1og i ca 1 changes
in protein bodies during germination and seedling growth. In order to clearly visualize dormant seed structure, anhydrous fixation techniques were employed.
Definite differences in
cellular structure are seen in comparisons of
dry and imbibed seed tissues.
As germination
proceeds, protein bodies lose their smooth
spherical shape and become indented and pitted.
Protein body coalescence and fusion precedes the
formation of a central protein vacuole. As protein is hydrolyzed, protein vacuole density
decreases, and its surface becomes granular,
then fibrous, in appearance. Removal of protein
from the protein vacuole appears to proceed more
rapidly in cells closest to the embryonic axis.
The protein vacuole becomes the main cell
vacuole as remaining storage protein is hydrolyzed.
The cotyledon ce 11 s undergo a gradua 1
change in function from a quiescent storage
stage, through a major exporting phase and to
their final function of photosynthesis.

Various forms of nutrient reserves are present in cells of mature seeds which are utilized
by the deve 1oping seed 1i ng.
Storage proteins
are deposited in organelles which are usually
called protein bodies (Lott, 1980).
Protein
bodies are membrane-bound and contain an amorphous proteinaceous matrix in which inclusions
may be embedded (Weber and Neumann, 1980). The
two most common types of inclusions are:
1)
crystalloids, composed of crystalline protein,
and 2) globoids, composed of storage phosphates,
usually in the form of phytin (K, Ca, or Mg salt
of myo-inositol hexaphosphoric acid). Phytin is
a major form of phosphate and mineral storage in
many seeds (Bewley and Black, 1978).
Crystalline calcium oxalate inclusions are also present
in protein bodies of some seeds (Lott, 1981).
Rost (1972) used inclusion types to classify
protein bodies, and the taxonomic use of protein
body structure has been suggested (Butt rose and
Lott, 1978).
Saio et al. (1977) investigated sunflower
protein bo{f:Y -ultrastructure and reported the
presence of crystalloid-like inclusions along
with globoids. However, observations by Gruber
et a 1. ( 1970) as we 11 as more recent reports
TButtrose and Lott, 1978; Allen and Arnott,
1981) indicate that crystalloids are absent from
protein bodies of sunflower, likewise, crystalloids are not reported in protein bodies of
sever a 1 other members of Compos i tae, inc 1ud i ng
Lactuca sativa (Paulson and Srivastava, 1968),
Bidens radTafa (Simola, 1969), Bidens cernua
(Simola,
1973),
and Helichrysa~acteafUm
(Buttrose and Lott, 1978).
Sunflower seeds contain 25-32% oil, depending on variety (Vaughan, 1970).
Intracellular
lipid-containing bodies are easily recognizable
with transmission electron microscopy (TEM) of
sunflower cotyledons (Buttrose and Lott, 1978) .
Ultrastructural features of dormant seeds in
their dry state have been difficult to observe
because usual preparative techniques for electron microscopy
involve aqueous solutions.
Buttrose (1973) showed that water uptake by seed
tissue occurs very rapidly, and, using anhydrous
freeze fracture techniques, he demonstrated
marked cytological changes which occurred in
seed tissue upon hydration.
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Materials and Methods
Osmium tetroxide (Os04) vapor fixation has
been used with limited success for TEM (Perner,
Sunflower seeds (Helianthus annuus L., cv.
1965; Yatsu, 1965).
More recently, Webb and
Mammoth) were obtained throughalocal retail
Arnott (1980, 1982), used vapor fixation and
supplier from W. Atlee Burpee Company, Clinton,
scanning electron microscopy (SEM) to demonIowa.
strate hydration-related changes in zucchini
Germination
cotyledons. These changes include straightening
of convoluted cell walls and separation of
Shelled seeds were placed on several layers
of filter paper in plastic petri dishes and
storage lipids into distinct bodies.
Several
other authors have reported hydration related
moistened with distilled water.
Seeds were
changes in intact seeds or in isolated tissues
allowed to germinate in the dark at 25° C for 3
or organelles ( Tulley and Beevers, 1976;
days. Seedlings were exposed to light on subsequent days through day 7. Germination is conVarriano-Marston and De Omana, 1979; Wolf and
sidered to commence with initial imbibition, and
Baker, 1980; Allen and Arnott, 1981).
aqueously fixed dry seeds are considered to be
Protein body modification and storage protein mobilization during germination and seedhydrated at 0 day germination. Seeds fixed 24 h
after hydration are at day 1 germination. Three
1i ng growth have been studied in several seed
or four seedlings of medium size were chosen for
types with light microscopy (LM) and TEM
each day and all specimens were fixed aqueously.
(Ashton, 1976; Pernollet, 1978; Weber and
Anhydrous fixation
Neuman, 1980; Lott, 1981 for reviews). SEM also
has proved useful in a variety of seed investiDry seeds were removed from their shells
and cut with a razor blade into sections less
gations which include germination, and a bibliography of seed studies through 1976 in which
than 1 mm thick. Tissue sections were suspended
on a screen in a sealed vial which contained an
SEM was utilized has been prepared (Brisson and
Peterson, 1977).
opened ampule of 1 g osmium tetroxide (Os04)
crystals and allowed to fix for 4-6 weeks.
Many variations in the details of protein
body breakdown have been described from which
Fixed sections were then placed overnight in a
vacuum desiccator to draw off excess Os04 (Webb
certain generalizations can be made.
Protein
and Arnott, 1980).
bodies tend to enlarge or swell very early after
Aqueous fixation
imbibition and many become pitted either
infernally or peripherally. As germination proCotyledons were cut with a razor blade into
approximately 1 mm sections and fixed in 5% gluceeds, the protein bodies within a cell fuse to
form a central protein vacuole containing a
taraldehyde (GTA) in a 0.1 M sodium cacodylate
buffer at pH 7.2 for 8-10 h.
Sections were
relatively solid protein mass. A gradual reducrinsed in four changes of buffer and postfi xed
tion in vacuole density is observed as protein
is hydrolyzed and presumably transported from
for 3 h in 2% Os04 in the same buffer. Sections
the cells. As the protein vacuole empties, it
were again rinsed with buffer and dehydrated in
a graded ethanol series.
becomes the main cell vacuole (Ashton, 1976).
Storage proteins are hydrolyzed to peptides
Postfixation preparation for SEM
or amino acids which are transported to the
Anhydrously fixed sections were fractured
developing embryonic axis
(Beevers,
1968;
with forceps and mounted on specimen stubs as
discussed below.
Aqueously fixed sections,
Ashton, 1976).
Digestion is accomplished by
proteolytic enzymes which may be contained
dehydrated to 100% ethanol, were critical point
dried in a Pelco unit using liquid C02. Dried
inside the protein body or synthesized de novo
during seedling growth (Ashton, 1976; Van Der
sections were fractured with forceps and mounted
on brass or aluminum specimen stubs with doubleWilden et al., 1980). The production or activation of-some-of these enzymes appears to be consided carpet tape.
Prepared stubs were coated
trolled by hormones produced by the embryonic
with a Polaron E5100 sputter coater using a
axis (Penner and Ashton, 1967; Wiley and Ashton,
gold-palladium target and viewed with a JEOL
JSM-35C SEM at a working distance of 15 mm and
1967; Varner, 1964).
Schnarrenberger et al.
(1972) isolated protein bodies from sunflower
an accelerating voltage of 15 kV.
cotyledons using sucrose gradient and isopycnic
Postfixation preparation for TEM
centrifugation.
They also measured low levels
Aqueously fixed sections in 100% ethanol
of proteolytic activity in dormant cotyledons
were transferred to a 50% mixture of Spurr's low
and reported activity changes and protein loss
viscosity embedding medium (Spurr, 1969) and
which occur after germination.
ethanol.
Infiltration was carried out under
constant rotation in capped vials for 12 h.
SEM, TEM, and LM were used in the present
study to observe protein bodies in dormant and
Vial caps were removed to allow ethanol evaporaimbibed sunflower cotyledons and in cotyledons
tion for an additional 24 h.
Sections were
of growing seedlings.
Digestion of storage
transferred to fresh 100% resin and placed in a
materials during seedling growth is also
vacuum desiccator for 8 h. Sections were placed
described.
Although the necessity for corin latex embedding molds with fresh plastic and
roboration of SEM findings with other methods is
polymerized overnight at 600 C.
understood (Clark and Glagov, 1976), it is clear
Thin sections were cut with a Sorvall MT-2B
that much valuable information concerning seed
ultramicrotome using a diamond knife. Thin secstructure and physiology can be gained with SEM
tions were supported on copper grids and stained
techniques.
with alcoholic uranyl acetate followed by lead
citrate (Reynolds, 1963) for 30 min and viewed
with a Zeiss EM9 TEM.
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Results
Dormant tissue
Comparisons of tissues prepared anhydrously
with Os04 vapor fixation
(OVF) and those
aqueously fixed reveal marked structural changes
which accompany imbibition (compare Figs. 1 and
3 with Figs. 2 and 4). External surfaces of OVF
ce 11 s are transversely convo 1uted or compressed
(Fig. 1). These convolutions are not present in
aqueously fixed tissue (Fig. 2).
Extracellular
material which has been shown to be lipid in
other seeds (see discussion) fills the intercellular spaces in OVF tissue (Fig. 1).
This
material is also present in most aqueously prepared tissue (Fig. 2); its occasional absence
may be explained by inadequate fixation and
lipid extraction during alcohol dehydration or
by variation in its distribution.
Transversely fractured OVF cells appear
solidly packed with storage materials (Fig. 3).
Fractured protein bodies are seen as rounded
areas which appear darker than surrounding
regions (Fig. 3).
Many small spherical protein
body inclusions are seen which are most probably
globoids.
No separations between globoids and
protein matrix which would suggest soft globoid
regions are seen.
External protein body surfaces in OVF ce 11 s are generally smooth but may
be somewhat i rregu 1ar in appearance, and no surface pattern is present.
Aqueously fixed protein bodies also contain globoids, and globoid
cavities or soft globoid regions, which appear
as separations between globoid crystal and protein matrix, can often be discerned (Fig.4,).
G1oboi ds
occasionally
appear
angu 1ar
or
granular which is an indication of partial
extraction during fixation (imbibition).
Protein body surfaces exhibit flattened regions
surrounded by a ret i cu 1ate patte r n of granu 1ar
cytoplasmic material. Cytoplasmic material also
appears between lipid bodies (Fig. 4, arrow).
Remarkable changes in morphology of lipid
reserves are seen when OVF tissues are compared
with tissues i mbibed during aqueous fixation.
Lipid in OVF cells appe ars as a solid mass which
surrounds protein bodies and fills the remaining
cell volume (Fig. 3).
No subdivisions of
storage lipid into discrete bodies can be
detected; rather, the entire mass fractures like
glass.
The border between lipid and protein
bodies is also fuzzy and indistinct.
Lipid in
aqueously fixed cells is separated into polygonal units, and a sharp distinction between
individual lipid bodies and between lipid and
protein bodies is evident (Figs. 4, 5 and 6).
A network of granular cytoplasm, which has been
termed cytoplasmic reticulum (Webb and Arnott,
1980), is seen between 1ipid bodies and extends
throughout the cell.
Figs. 1-6, 8-16 are SEM views of sunflower (Helianthus annuus L.) cotyledon cells.
Fig. 1. Osmi urn vapor fixed ( OVF) dormant ce 11 s showing convo 1uted cell walls ( W) and associ a ted external cytoplasmic surface (C). Intercellular lipid (IL) can be seen.
Bar= 10 lJ m.
Fig. 2. Aqueously fixed "dormant" seed showing imbibed cells. Note that cell wall (W) and cytoplasmic
surfaces which are immediately interior to cell wall (C) no longer show convolutions.
Intercellular
lipid (IL) can be seen. Bar = 10 ]J m.
Fig. 3. Fractured surface of an OVF cell.
Intracellular storage lipid fractures smoothly and protein
bodies (P) appear embedded in a lipid matrix. Globoids and globoid holes are present. Bar = 1 ]J m.
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Complementary faces of fractured, imbibed
appears to extend from the protein body surface
(aqueously fixed) tissue provide an excellent
and results in small surface holes (Fig. 8,
arrow). Globoids are numerous and appear to be
demonstration of the cellular features (Figs. 5
somewhat enlarged and soft globoid zones or gloand 6). A fractured granular region, which posboid cavities are easily observed. While it is
sibly represents the cell nucleus, can be seen
difficult to distinguish between globoid holes
in both faces. The size and shape of the 1arge
protein body c 1early demonstrate its re 1at ionand actual protein body degradation, it seems
likely that at least the larger holes which conship to the many lipid bodies that surround it.
tain
fibrous
material
represent
protein
Clear correlation of globoid structure and numhydrolysis.
ber can be gained by comparing the fracture
faces of four protein bodies shown in Figures 5
Mobilization of intracellular lipid is not
apparent during this stage.
Although
lipid
and 6. The smooth contour of the cell wall is a
dramatic change that occurs with imbibition; one
bodies may appear more rounded, no definite degradative changes can be seen.
Intercellular
can also see the relationship between cell wall
lipid material is occasionally seen, but is
and lipid bodies.
Note that the fracture prousually eroded or pitted. Whether this erosion
cess occasionally displaces globoids, and they
is artifactual or actually represents storage
may be seen overlaying other cell components
mob i 1 i zat ion, has not been determined.
Inter(Fig. 5, arrow). These bodies are clearly discellular lipid is never seen in cotyledons of
placed because there is no complementary hole.
older seedlings, which does suggest that it is
This also correlates with the fact that in some
utilized at this time.
cases neither complementary fracture shows a
globoid, but both show holes.
2) Protein body fusion -- Coalescence of
protein bodies appears to occur uniformly in
TEM observations of aqueously prepared
cells throughout the cotyledon about 2 days
material provide confirmation of the SEM as well
after germination. The process of fusion occurs
as show new or complementary information (Fig.
7).
Because of their dense nature, globoids
over a period of 1-2 days and, in cells which
tend to pull out during thin sectioning, or they
exhibit very early stages of protein body
fusion, separate protein body out 1 i nes can
may be extracted from sections during staining.
easily be discerned at the periphery of the proThis leaves holes in the protein bodies that are
tein mass (Fig. 10, arrows). The fractured face
larger than actual globoids seen with SEM.
of the fusing protein bodies has a smooth
En 1argement may be due to deformation of the
appearance, and numerous embedded globoids are
material during sectioning or by instability and
seen.
More camp 1ete co a 1escence and condensas hr i nkage of the p 1as t i c i n the e 1e c t ron be am.
tion of fused material into a central vacuole is
Electron-dense cytoplasmic regions surround the
apparent in Figures 11 and 12. Although protein
protein and lipid bodies and extend throughout
body membranes cannot be distinguished with SEM,
the ce 11. Occasionally, sma 11 organe 11 es may be
seen in this dense cytoplasmic matrix. As seen
it does appear that actual fusion does occur.
3) Protein hydrolysis and vacuole formation
in SEM, the lipid bodies are more numerous than
Final prote1n hydr0lys1s appears to commence
protein bodies and do not appear to contain
inclusions. Intercellular spaces contain mateafter protein body fusion and during formation
of the protein vacuole.
As development conrial which is similar to lipid bodies in electinues, the surface of the protein vacuole first
tron density (Fig. 7, IL).
This material may
represent intercellular lipid.
becomes granular (Fig. 11) then slightly fibrous
Protein body modification and change during
or spongy (Fig. 12) in appearance.
Globoids,
germination
which appear somewhat enlarged in previous
stages, show signs of decomposition. Many gloThe pattern and sequence of protein body
change in sunflower cotyledons can be repreboids appear as hollow pitted shells (Fig. 11,
sented in three distinct stages: 1) intact proarrows), and they are absent in more mature
cells.
tein bodies (imbibition through day 1 of germination) (Figs. 1-8); 2) coalescence and fusion
The change in protein vacuole appearance
suggests a reduction in the amount of protein
of protein bodies (day 2 through day 3 of seed1 ing growth) (Figs. 9-11); and 3) hydrolysis of
which it contains and may be described as a
reduction in protein vacuole density.
As prostorage proteins and vacuo 1e formation (day 3
through day 7 of seedling growth) (Figs. 12-17).
tein is removed from the vacuole, its fibrous
nature becomes more apparent (Fig. 13), and the
A similar sequence has been described for
Cucurbita maxima cotyledons by Davis (1974), and
strands have a somewhat beaded appearance. Protein vacuoles sometime appear subdivided by
for C. pepo (zucchini) by Webb and Arnott
(1980}.
cytoplasmic strands which suggests they are composed of several smaller vacuoles which clump
1) Intact protein bodies -- Enlargement of
protein bod1es at day 1 to I lowing imbibition is
together near the center of most ce 11 s. Spherica 1 cores of more so 1 i d materia 1 can be seen
accompanied by the appearance of 1arge, smooth
indentations in the external protein body surwithin many vacuoles (Fig. 13). This may indicate that protein vacuoles are hydrolized from
faces (Fig. 8).
These depressions, along with
the periphery inward.
numerous smaller ones, are probably due to presUnlike the protein body fusion, protein
sure on the expanding protein bodies from surhydrolysis
does
not
occur
simultaneously
rounding
lipid
bodies
and
cytoplasmic
organelles.
Fractured protein bodies reveal
throughout the length of the cotyledon. Protein
extensive internal degradation of the proteidecomposition first begins on about day 3 in
naceous matrix (Fig. 9). Some internal pitting
cells closest to the embryonic axis and
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~·
Fractured surface of an aqueous ly fixed (imbibed) seed. Fractured protein body ( P) contains
many globoids and globoid holes.
External protein body surface can be seen.
Individual lipid
bodies (L) are polygonal in shape and are separated by cytoplasmic reticulum (arrow). Bar= 1 ~ m.
Figs. 5 and 6.
Complementary fracture faces of an aqueously fixed (imbibed) seed showing the interrelationship between protein bodies (P) and lipid bodies (L).
Many globoids can be seen.
Some
globoids are displaced during the fracture process (arrow).
Central granular area is believed to
represent the nucleus (N). Bar = 1 ~ m.
~:
TEM view of aqueously fixed (imbibed) sunflower seed showing smooth walls (W), lipid bodies
(L), protein bodies (P), and cytoplasmic reticulum (C). White areas in protein bodies represent places
where the globoids (G) have dropped out. Intercellular lipid is also .present (IL, arrow). Bar= 5 ~ m.
Fig. 8: Fractured cell at day l postimbibition. Protein bodies (P) show indentions and holes (arrow)
in their surfaces. No intercellular lipid material is visible. Bar = 10 ~ m.
~:
Fractured protein bodies at day 1 postimbibition showing prominent pitting within protein
bodies (P).
Some larger internal holes which contain strands of fibrous material are seen.
Bar = 10 ~m.
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Fig. 10: Fractured cell at day 3 postimbibition showing protein bodies which appear to be coalesced.
Globoids are still present. Separate protein body outlines can be seen (arrows). Bar 10 ~m.
Fig. 11: Fractured cell day 3 postimbibition showing fused protein mass (F) with enlarged globoid
areas which contain remnants of globoids (arrows). Bar = 10 ~m.
Fig. 12: Fractured cell day 4 postimbibition showing central protein vacuole (PV) which has a fibrous
external surface. Lipid bodies and other organelles are seen at cell periphery. Bar= 10 ~ m.
Fig. 13: Fractured cell day 4 postimbibition showing several protein vacuoles (PV) with fibrous protein contents. A solid core of materials can be seen in the vacuoles (S). Lipid bodies and organelles
are peripherally located. Bar = 10 ~m.
Fig. 14:
Fractured cells day 5 postimbibition showing large central vacuoles with peripheral
organelles. Some vacuoles are subdivided by membraneous structures (M) and some residual protein may
be seen. Bar = 10 ~m.
Fig. 15: Fractured palisade parenchyma cells showing cytoplasmic strands (S) extending across central
vacuole (V). Cell wall has been stripped away on upper cell to reveal external view of cytoplasm
composed of spherical lipid bodies and chloroplasts. Bar = 10 ~m.
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progresses to more distal regions on succeeding
days.
For this reason, it 1s possible to
observe cells along the length of a single cotyledon at several different stages of protein
removal. For example, the cell seen in Figure
13 was 1ocated near the axis of a day 4 cotyl edon, while the cell in Figure 12 was located
near the center of a similar cotyledon.
Although the cell in Figure 11 was located in a
day 3 cotyledon, similar cells can be seen in
distal regions of day 4 cotyledons.
By day 6,
all cells appear to be devoid of storage
proteins.
As storage protein is depleted, it is
apparent that the emptied protein vacuoles
become the main cell vacuole (Fig. 14). Lipid
- bodies and cytoplasm are restricted to the cell
periphery, and the remnants of a torn membranous
structure, which may represent the tonoplast,
can be seen in several fractured cells (Fig.
14).
These membranes appear to subdivide the
vacuo 1e space into sever a 1 chambers which may
represent separate vacuoles which eventually
fuse.
Vacuolate cells are seen throughout the
cotyledon by days 6 and 7 after germination, and
cell vacuoles in day 7 cotyledons are usually
not subdivided.
Irregularly shaped structures can be seen
immediately interior to the cell wall in appropriately fractured day 6 cells (Fig. 15). These
bodies, seen at higher magnification in Figure
16, are plastids and are observed with TEM to
contain grana and starch grains (Fig.
17).
Lipid bodies and other organelles, which may
include microbodies and mitochondria, surround
p1as t i ds i n the s e c e ll s .
Dr am at i c c han ge s i n
lipid body structure are not observed during the
period of cotyledon development studied. Lipid
bodies appear essentially unaltered unt i 1 protein hydrolysis is well underway.
They then
assume a more spherical shape and gradually
become smaller on succeeding days.
Small,
spherical lipid bodies surround the plastids in
· day 6 and day 7 cells and are visible in Figures
16 and 17.

Fig. 16: External view of chloroplasts (C) a~d
surrounding lipid bodies and other organelles 1n
a day 5 postimbibition fractured cell.
Bar =
1 )J m.

Fig . 17: TEM view of day 7. p.o stimb.ibition cells
showing chloroplasts (C), l1p1d bod1es (L), wall
(W), central vacuole (V), and mitochondria (M) .
Bar = 1 pm.
Material which fills intercellular spaces
has been reported in storage tissues of sever a 1
oil seeds, and has been characterized histochemically as lipid (Webb and Arnott, 1980;
1981).
In sunflower, this material appears to
be digested within the first few days of germination and is presumed to be additional storage
material; however, the details of its metabolism
are unknown.
Intracellular storage lipid is present in
dry cells and appears as a continuous mass which
surrounds the protein bodies and fills the
remaining space.
Upon hydration, a membranous
network of cytosol becomes hydrated and separates the lipid into distinct bodies. Webb and
Arnott (1980) also observed glassy fracture surfaces of lipid in zucchini cotyledons with SEM,
and by using freeze fracture replicas, they were
ab 1e to detect rows of part i c 1es which out 1i ne
lipid bodies in dry tissues.
These particles
were not vis i b1e with SEM and may represent a
11
dormant 11 or dehydrated form of membrane as

Discussion
Dormant sunflower cotyledons are compact
storage structures.
Cells are engorged with
storage materials and appear to be longitudinally compressed, resulting in deep convo 1uti ons
of the cell walls. 11 Wavy 11 cell walls have been
reported in dry seed tissues by a number of
authors (Lott, 1974; Perner, 1965; Buttrose,
1973; Webb and Arnott, 1980).
Following hydration, cellular expansion results in
straightening of convo 1uted cell walls.
Similar
phenomena have been described in both zucchini
cotyledon and barley scutellum and in yucca and
okra seeds
(Webb and Arnott, 1980; 1982;
Buttrose, 1973).
Webb and Arnott (1982) have
shown a close association of cytoplasm to convoluted cell walls which is maintained during
cellular expansion at imbibition.
They suggest
cell wall compression may be important for maintaining contact between cellular components
which shrink differientially during dehydration.
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Van Der Wilden, et al. (1980) ha \e shown
suggested by Simon (1974). Webster and Leopold
that proteolytic enzymes -are produced in the
(1977) also r eport that membranes in soybean
cytoso 1 of cotyledon cells in mung be en seedcotyledons lose their integrity by dehydration.
lings.
These enzymes later accumulate in the
More recently, however, McKersie and Stinson
protein bodies.
We speculate that stnflower
(1980) found membranes in Lotus corniculatus
protein bodies are mobi 1 ized during twc phases
seeds to be damaged by dehydration, but x-ray
of proteolytic activity.
The first which
diffraction indicated that they maintained their
results in protein body fusion, may be facililaminar structure .
Therefore separation of
tated by endogenous protein body enzyme ~ . Howlipid bodies during imbibition may simply be due
ever, the second phase which results in protein
to expansion of the surrounding cytosol.
vacuole hydrolysis may be mediated by enzymes
The protein bodies present in OVF tissues
He first
produced de novo in the cytop 1asm.
appear very simi 1ar to those in aqueous ly prephase may-be-necessary to re 1ease ami ro acids
pared material.
Globoid inclusions are easily
required for enzyme synthesis.
observed; however, crystalloid or crystalloidThe proximity of cotyledon cells to the
like protein inclusions are never seen.
These
embryonic axis appears to influence th f timing
observations agree with previous reports and
of protein digestion.
Hydrolysis is i1itiated
published micrographs of sunflower seeds and
close to the axis and spreads prog~ssively
seeds of sever a 1 other Compos itae (Butt rose and
throughout the cotyledon. Although we 1ave not
Lott, 1978).
Soft globoid inclusions, which
investigated the effects of the axis on protein
appear as a cavity surrounding the hard, globoid
mobi 1ization, these results do suggest -.hat the
crystal, are not seen in dormant tissues, but do
second phase of enzyme activity i ~ under
appear and enlarge i n aqueously prepared and
The effect of the enbryonic
hormonal control.
The development of soft
germinated material.
axis on proteinase activity has been repJrted in
globoid regions appears to be hydration depen other seeds ( Wi 1ey and Ashton , 1967; Vebb and
dent, or possibly due to extraction of globoid
Arnott, 1980), and Penner and Ashton ( 1937) were
components during aqueous fixation (Buttrose and
ab 1e to reproduce the effect of the a;i s with
Lott, 1978; Lott et al . , 1978).
exogenous hormones in squash ( Cucurb ita maxima)
Cytological Changes which accompany germiseedlings .
Hormonal control of de nov o enzyme
nation represent storage reserve mobilization.
synthesis within the a 1eurone 1ayer Of sever a 1
Sunflower protein bodies first swell and undergo
cereal grains is well documented (Be~ley and
i nterna 1 change, then fuse to form one or more
Black, 1978); however, similar proce; ses in
large protein vacuoles.
This pattern, with
dicot
seeds
have
not
been
conpletely
variations, is described for a large number of
demonstrated.
Globoid and lipid dige ~ tion in
species and is the mast commonly reported prosunflower appears to coincide with the initiatein body fate (Ashton, 1976). Peripheral degtion of protein hydrolysis; therefore , it is
radation of protein bodies is reported less frepossible that phytase and 1 ipase pro duction
quently .
Horner and Arnott (1966) reported
begin concomitantly with that of prcteinase,
intern al degradation of protein bodies in the
starting at about day 3 after germination, and
perisperm of three species of Yucca; however, in
that the production of these enzyme s is also
Yucca schidigera, peripheral---erGsion occurs.
hormonally controlled. Additional stud ies using
Ashton (1976) suggested that i nterna 1 degradaexcised sunflower cotyledons
and
Exogenous
tion is media ted by pro teo 1yt i c enzymes ( endohormones, along - with protein synthesis inbibipeptid ases ) present within protein bodies, and
tors, may provide useful informatio n in this
an acid proteinase has been demonstrated in sunarea.
flower protein bodies (Schnarrenberger et al.,
As storage protein is hydrolyzed :rom the
1972). Protein body autolysis has been showllin
cotyledon, it becomes apparent that the emptied
a number of cases (Davis, 1974; Harris and
protein vacuole is transformed into 1he main
Chrispeels, 1975), and protein body fusion
cell vacuole.
The theory that protei 1 bodies
occurs in acetone defatted , water soaked sungive rise to the vacuole is well establ ished and
flower seeds within 15 minutes (Allen and
supported by many authors (Ashton, 1976 ), and is
Arnott, 1981).
These details, plus the simulconsistent with the present study.
Cytop 1asmi c
taneous occurrence of protein body fusion
strands, which appear to subdivide the vacuole,
throughout the cotyledon, suggest that this is a
suggest that all protein bodies in a :ell may
programmed response automatic upon hydration,
not fuse to form a single protein vacuole,
and that hydration may activate endogenous prorather several protein vacuoles may orm and
tein body enzymes.
Whether these enzymes are
empty (Figs. 13 and 14).
These vacU)les may
controlled by the embryonic axis is not known at
subsequently fuse to form the main cell vacuole.
present.
A dramatic increase in proteinase
The cotyledons deve 1op over the period cf germiactivity is suggested by the distinct progresnation and seedling growth from cuiescent
sive reduction in protein vacuole density which
storage structures to met abo 1i ca lly ac tive phobegins at about day 3 and cant i nues through day
tosynthetic units.
Bi ochemi ca 1 data reported
5 after imbibition.
SEM, combined with various fixatim techby Schnarrenberger et a 1. ( 1972) correspond
niques, is a unique and valuable tool for the
closely with these observations.
Low levels of
investigation of seed germination and seedling
proteinase activity were reported in dormant
development. Although TEM has been usEd extenseeds and in seedlings 1 and 2 days after germisively in previous seed studies and is required
nation, followed by a rapid increase in activity
for comparison of SEM findings and crganelle
and a gradual reduction of total protein on days
identification, many details, such as t he sur3-5.
face texture and fibrous nature of the protein
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vacuoles, could not be fully appreciated using
Horner HT, Jr., Arnott HJ.
(1966).
A histomore traditional methods.
The capability of
chemical and ultrastructural study of pre-and
sca~ning large areas provides cell-by-cell compost-germinated Yucca seeds, Bot. Gaz.; 127: 48 -64.
pan sons throughout a specimen and fac i 1itates
correlation of cytological characteristics with
Lott JNA.
(1974).
Cell walls in Cucurbita
respect to cellular location. Energy dispersive
maxima cotyledons in relation to imbibition,
x-ray analysis, combined with SEM provides
Can. J. Bot.; 52: 1465-1468.
another valuable method for analysis.
These
techniques seem applicable to many comparative
Lott JNA.
(1980).
Protein Bodies, in:
The
or developmental studies in seeds.
Biochemistry of Plants, vol. 1, Academic Press,
Inc., 598-623.
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H. T. Horner, Jr. :
How can you be sure that
your anhydrous flxation procedure stabilized the
seed tissue?
Does the Os04 penetrate 1/2 to
1 mm into dry seed sections?
Authors:
The major need for fixation of dry
oilseed material for SEM is to stabilize the
storage lipid.
Protein bodies and other cytoplasmic features can be seen in acetoneextracted tissue without fixation and appear to
be stable. Lipid on the other hand is released
from fractured unfixed cells and obscures cellular details (Allen and Arnott, 1981). Penetration of Os04 depends on exposure time but
generally penetration does not exceed 0.5 mm.
The central regions of larger seed sections are
often unfixed and can be easily distinguished
visually (unfixed regions appear white), and
with SEM (unfixed regions are obscured with
lipid).
H. T. Horner, Jr. : Using the secondary e 1ectron
mode of your SEM can you really determine density differences in your seed material?
Authors: Differences in electron density can be
determined by secondary electrons (Postek, et.
al., 1980). These differences allow visualizatTOn of darker, less electron dense, protein
bodies embedded in 1i ghter osmi oph i 1i c and more
electron dense lipid regions in Figure 3.
We
have also used the phrase 11 reduction in density ..
to describe the 1oss of materia 1 from protein
vacuoles.
Protein vacuoles appear to retain
their volume while the amount of storage proteins they contain appears to be reduced.

Discussion with Reviewers
H. T. Horner, Jr.: In sunflower do all protein
bodies fuse together to form one large protein
mass or are there sever a 1 masses produced per
cell?
Authors: We be 1i eve that sever a 1 protein masses
are produced, and their masses coalesce to form
a single protein vacuole such as is seen in
Further hydrolysis in the protein
Figure 12.

J. N. A. Lott: Does the
(F1g. 14) mean that you
cessing damage? What do
faces revea 1?
Authors:
Since these
broken open during the
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torn membrane structure
have considerable procomplementary fracture
cells are physically
fracture process, one

Sunflower Protein Bodies
expects a certain amount of damage to intracellular components . However, membranes within
the vacuole appear to divide it into subchambers
which may represent separate vacuoles. Cells
which fracture evenly usually exhibit similar
membrane patterns in complementary faces.
H. T. Horner, Jr.: What is your explanation of
the fibrous nature" of the protein vacuole?
Authors: The protein vacuole appears to be composed of a large number of strands which become
less numerous as storage protein hydrolysis progresses. This apparent fibrosity may be due to
the characteristic fixation of fluid storage
proteins. However, we have not observed unfixed
cotyledons of seedlings, so it is difficult to
speculate on the true nature of the protein in
the vacuoles prior to fixation.
11

Reviewer IV: Would the authors care to speculate
what may be lost where pitting is observed
on the protein bodies? Is this, perhaps, due to
the loss of phytin? Have the authors looked at
protein bodies with energy dispersive x-ray
analysis?
Prate in body pitting may be due to
Authors:
loss of phytin; however, since globoids are present in l day protein bodies as well as in later
stages, it does not seem likely. The strands of
fibrous material seen in some of the larger
internal holes (Fig. 9) resemble the fibers seen
in protein vacuoles (Fig. 12).
This suggests
that these holes result from protein hydrolysis,
although smaller holes may be globoid cavities.
We have not analyzed these seeds by energy
dispersive x-rays.

~ltD

Reviewer IV: Did the authors compare the protein
bodies from dried dormant seeds with protein
bodies from fresh collections?
Air drying of
seeds apparently induces shrinkage (wavy cell
walls), have the authors looked at fresh seed
that were critical point dryed?
We have not looked at fresh co llecAuthors:
tions or critical point dryed fresh seeds.
It
would be interesting to see when cell wall
wrinkling is initiated.
Reviewer IV: Can any correlation be made from
the number of protein bodies and surrounding
lipid bodies as to whether the seed is from a
healthy or diseased plant?
Authors: It seems reasonable that such correlations could exist. Investigations of these and
other factors such as soi 1 ferti 1ity and water
availability would be interesting.
Additional Reference
Postek MT, Howard KS, Johnson AH, McMichael KL.
(1980).
Scanning Electron Microscopy, A
Students Handbook, Ladd Research Industries, p.
29.
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Abstract

Introduction
Cold shortening in prerigor chilled muscle
with its associated negative effect on meat tenderness (Locker and Hagyard, 1963) is a serious
problem in the meat industry. Meat scientists
have responded to this problem with different degrees of success. Techniques such as mechanical
tenderization, delayed chilling, electrical stimulation and hydrostatic pressurization (Macfarlane, 1973; Busch et al., 1967; Smith et al.,
1971; Carse, 1973) were suggested to eliminate or
minimize this problem and hopefully render meat
acceptable to consumers.
Prerigor pressurization (PRP) of ovine or
bovine muscles has profound effects on the
physico-chemical properties of meat (Macfarlane,
1973; Kennick et al., 1980). Rapid drop in pH,
accelerated postmortem glycolysis, reduced W-B
shear force values and higher tenderness ratings
were all reported for the pressure treated sample
over the corresponding control.
Studies involving pressurization of isolated
protein components of myofilaments have demonstrated an F-G transformation of actin (Ikkai and
Ooi, 1966) and depolymerization of myosin (Joseph
and Harrington, 1968). Pressure in the order of
150 MNm- 2 caused sarcoplasmic reticulum (SR) to
lose its extra adenosine triphosphatase (ATPase)
with no effect on the basal ATPase (Horgan, 1981).
Electron microscopy techniques were successfully used to study ultrastructural changes of
aged meat (Schaller and Powrie, 1971; Eino and
Stanley, 1973), heat induced changes (Leander et
al., 1980; Parrish et al., 1973) and changes induced by electrical stimulation of carcasses
(Will et al., 1980; Savell et al., 1978).
Although all pressure treatment studies demonstrated its tenderizing effect (Macfarlane,
1973; Kennick et al., 1980; Bouton et al . , 1977)
yet the mechanism by which it does so has not
been conclusively established. Macfarlane and
Morton (1978), using the electron microscope, observed absence of M-line, loss of integrity and
aggregation of !-band filaments as a result of
postrigor pressure treatment. Consequently the
purpose of the current study was to a) investigate the PRP induced changes in meat microstructure; b) relate these changes to our earlier observations on the physico-chemical and organoleptic properties; and c) over all to shed light on

Bovine longissimus muscle was prerigor pressure treated at 103.5 MNm- 2 at 37 °C for 2 min and
immediately sampled, fixed and examined by light
microscopy, scanning and transmission electron
microscopy. Parameters like pH, Warner-Bratzler
shear force values and sarcomere length were
measured and related to the microscopic observations. Pressure treated samples have shorter
sarcomere length, lower pH and W-B values. Physical changes include separation of sarcolemmal
and endomysial sheath, contraction bands, disruption of myofibrillar structure and increased interfibrillar and intermyofibrillar spaces. At
the subcellular levels, disappearance of glycogen
granules, appearance of swollen mitochondria,
sarcoplasmic reticulum and in some cases ruptured
mitochondria were observed . These morphological
changes in mitochondria and sarcoplasmic reticulum should furnish the additional Ca 2 + to account
for the pressure induced contraction. The interactions between the chemical and physical effects
should account for the tenderizing effect of
pressure treatment.
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the mechanism by which PRP treatment tenderizes
meat.

for a further 12 hr.
Samples for transmisson electron microscope
(TEM) were placed for 1 hr in 1% osmium tetroxide
(Os04) in 0.1 M phosphate buffer (pH 7.2), followed by successive dehydration in 50, 70, 90 and
100% acetone solutions and stained with a saturated solution of uranyl acetate in 70% acetone.
Specimens were infiltrated, embedded in Spurr 1 s
epoxy formulation and cured for 12 hr at 70°C.
Silver-grey sections were cut, using a diamond
knife, on a Porter - Blum MT-2 Ultramicrotome,
stained with Reynold S lead citrate and examined
with a Philips EM-300 transmission electron microscope.
Fixed samples of tissue recovered after the
selection of TEM samples were placed successively
for 30 min in 50, 70, 90 and 100% acetone then
followed by a similar treatment in 50, 70, 90 and
100% trichlorotrifluoroethane in acetone. From
absolute trichlorotrifluoroethane, samples were
critical point dried in absolute monochlorotrifluoromethane. Samples were then mounted on
aluminum planchets and rotary coated with approximately 100 A0 of 60:40 gold-palladium in a
Varian VE-10 vacuum evaporator. The coated samples were viewed and photographed in an AMRAY
1000 A scanning electron microscopy (SEM) at an
accelerating voltage of 20 kV. Images were recorded on Polaroid type 55 film.
Statistical Analysis
Since the design of the experiment utilizes
a paired comparison, the data were analyzed by
the paired t-test (Steel and Torrie, 1960).

Material and Methods
Sample preparation and treatment
Samples were obtained from 5 steers of Good
and Choice grade (approx wt 470 kg) slaughtered
at our laboratory. Immediately after slaughter,
skinning, evisceration and washing of the carcass
(approx 25-35 min), the longissimus muscle (12th
thoracic to the 2nd lumbar vertebrae) from one
side of each carcass was excised, vacuum packed
in Cry-0-Vac bags (Cry-0-Vac with R5 Series single stage rotary vacuum pump, Busch Inc.) and
placed in a water bath at 37 ± 1°C for 10-15 min
to equilibrate to the treatment temperature.
Thereafter, the samples were transferred to a
pre-heated pressure chamber (10.2 em in diameter
and 30.5 em long) filled with water at 37 ± 1oc,
as a working fluid. The chamber was then tightly
closed and a pressure of 103.5 MNm- 2 (1030 kg/
cm 2) was applied and maintained for 2 min. After
release of the pressure, the samples were removed and stored in a cooler at 1 ± 1°C. Matching muscles on the opposite side of each carcass
were left on the carcass and stored along with
the treated samples until they were sampled at
appropriate times postmortem.
The pH of the samples was measured with a
Corning pH Meter Model 125 fitted with an Orion
combined gl ass electrode (Orion Res. Inc.). The
qlass electrode was inserted in a freshly made
incision (approx 3-5 em deep) each time pH was
taken.
Sarcomere length of the samples was measured
24 hr postmortem. About 5 g of finely chopped
muscle tissue were blended with 50 ml of 0.25 M
sucrose solution for 30 sec at low speed in a
Waring blender. Immediately after blending, 1-2
drops of this suspension were dispersed on a
glass slide, covered with a cover slip and examined with a phase contrast microscope equipped
with a filar micrometer. The length of 10 sarcomeres in each of 25 randomly selected myofibrils was measured and their mean was taken to
be the sarcomere length of the sample and expressed in micrometer (~m).
Shear force measurements were made 7 days
postmortem. The samples were placed in polyethylene bags and cooked in a water bath at 80 ±
1°c for 40 min to an internal temperature of
70 ± 1oc. After the samples were cooled to 45°C,
rectangular pieces 1.25 x 0.8 em with their axis
parallel to the fibers were removed and sheared
in a Warner-Bratzler shear device. For taste
panel assessment (panel consisted of 10 trained
judges), each sample was cut into 10 serving portions with a gi ven judge always receiving the
same section from each sample. The same 10
judges served on all panels.
Electron microscopy
Within 1 ~ hr postmortem samples (approx
2x3xl mm) were re~oved, with a razor blade, from
the control and PRP treated muscles and fixed
immediately in a 3% glutaraldehyde in 0.1 M phosphate buffer (pH 7.2). After 4 hr the samples
were then transferred to a fresh phosphate buffer

1

Results and Discussion
As shown in Table 1, the physico-chemical
and organoleptic properties were affected by the
pressure treatment. The pH value and W-B shear
force values of the PRP treated samples were significantly lower than the corresponding control.
Table 1 - Effect of hydrostatic pressure on the
physico-chemical and organoleptic properties of bovine longissimus muscle.
Treatment
-------PRPa
Item
Control
pHb
6.78 ± 0. 36d 5.73 ± 0.32e
2
8.2 ± 0.40d 2.9 ± 0.24e
W-B (kg/cm )
5.35 ± o.3od 6.7 ± 0.45e
Tenderness ratingC
1. 78 ± 0. 20
Sarcomere length (~m) 1.95 ± 0.15
a PRP = prerigor pressurization (103.5 MNm- 2 ,
37°C, 2 min).
b pH of the control and pressure treated samples
measured immediately after the treatment.
c n/mean = lOj x 5 rep. = 50j/mean, tenderness
rating was based on an eight-point scale, desirability increasing with score.
d,e values in the same row bearing different
superscript are significantly different
(P <.05).
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Also the taste panel assessment was in the favor
of the pressure treated samples. Sarcomeres from
the pressure treated samples were 8.2% shorter
than those from the control samples.
All the electron micrographs (Figs 1-6) show
detectable differences between the control and
PRP treated samples. It appears that the PRP
treatment has its effects both at the cellular
and subcellular levels.
SEM micrographs of the control samples show
the muscle fibers to be intact without any damage
on their surfaces (Fig 1a). On the other hand
the SEM micrograph of PRP treated samples reveals
distorted endomysial and sarcolemmal sheath (Fig
1b), interfibrillar spaces (Fig 1b), intermyofibrillar spaces (Fig 1c) and globular material
on the surface of the fibers (Fig 2). The nature
of the globular material is not known but thought
to be disintegrated collagen fibers and/or coagulated sarcoplasmic protein (Cheng and Parrish,
1976).
The banding pattern, the different components of the sarcomere and the subcellular fractions are intact and distinct in the micrograph
(Fig 3a) of the control sample. Most of the
ultrastructural changes induced by PRP treatment
can be pointed out from Fig 3b. The mitochondria
and sarcoplasmic reticulum are shown to be swollen. The triads and T-systems can be easily
identified in the control sample whereas in the
treated samples only remnants of triads can be
seen. Effect of pressure on the Z-line is very
prominent where some breaks along its entire
length can be seen and in some instances the material of the Z- line is almost removed. The degradation of the Z-line is thought to be caused
by a protease endogenous to the muscle fiber and
that its activity is Ca 2 + dependent (Busch et al.,

1972; Olson et al., 1977). Myofibrils isolated
from at-death bovine muscles and incubated with a
calcium activated factor (CAF) lost their Z-line
in 3 min (Olson et al., 1977). Under our experimental conditions, it is likely that the Ca 2 +
concentration in the sarcoplasmic fluid increases
as a result of the observed effect of pressure on
the Ca 2 + pumping systems (mitochondria and sarcoplasmic reticulum). Degradation of Z-lines has
been implicated in postmortem meat tenderness
(Olson et al., 1977, 1976; Parrish et al., 1973;
Mo 11 er et a 1 . , 197 3) .
Another feature of the PRP treated sample
was the disappearance of the H-zone and M-line
characteristics of myofibrils. Macfarlane and
Morton (1978) reported a similar finding in postrigor pressure treated (100 MNm- 2 for 60 min at
250C) ovine semimembranosus muscle. Since the
disappearance of the H-zone was observed in shortened sarcomeres as well as in stretched ones, it
is not likely that the material of the H-zone was
removed.* Rather, it suggested that in the case of
stretched sarcomeres the H-zone was extended to
the entire length of the A-band as a result of
the thin filaments pulling away. In the shortened
sarcomere the thin filament pull in towards the
center of the A-band to the extent it shaded all
the H-band area thus making it indistinguishable
from the rest of the A-band.
The clearly dense areas of glycogen-like
granules apparent in the control samples (Fig 4a)
cannot be seen in the PRP treated samples (Fig
4b). This observation agrees well with the pH
results presented in Table 1. The drop of pH in
the PRP treated muscle could be explained by the
accelerated breakdown of glycogen to lactic acid
according to the following reaction:
C5H 10 05 + H20 --- 2 1actate- + 2 H+ ( 1).

Fig 1 - Scanning electron micrographs of bovine longissimus muscle sampled and fixed 1 ~ hr postmortem:
a) Longitudinal section of muscle fibers from the control sample. b) Same as (a) except the
samples are PRP treated (103.5 MNm- 2 , 37 °C for 2 min). Note the damaged surface of the muscle
fibers, exposed myofibrils (em), and interfibrillar spaces (IF). c) Same as in (b) except
at high magnification, note intermyofibrillar spaces (IM) and fragmented myofibrils (fm).
Bar in Fig la and b is 50.0 ~m. Bar in Fig lc is 2.0 ~m.
*See Discussion with Reviewers .
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Fig 2 - Scanning electron microscopy micrograph
of PRP treated (103.5 MNm- 2 , 370C for 2
min) longissimus muscle sampled and fixed
1~ hr postmortem.
Note the globular material (G), endomysium (E) and the granular appearance of sarcolemma (SL). Bar
is 2.0 ~ m.

Fig 4 - Transmission electron micrograph of bovine longissimus muscle sampled and fixed
1 ~ hr postmortem.
a) Cross section from
the control sample, note the dense areas
of glycogen-like granules (g) and the
clear arrangement of thin filament around
thick filament. b) Same as (a) except
the samples are PRP treated (103.5 MNm- 2 ,
at 370C for 2 min). Note: only dispersed
remnants of the dense area noted in (a)
can be seen and the blurred appearance of
filaments (mf). Bar is 0.5 ~ m.

The hexagonal arrangement of actin filament
around the myosin filaments in the control sample
(Figs 4a and 5a) can be seen clearly whereas in
the treated sample such a feature is indistinct
(Figs 4b and 5b). Several investigators have reported the sensitivity of actin to pressure treatments (Ikkai and Ooi, 1966; Ivanov et al., 1960;

Macfarlane and Morton, 1978).
At high magnification (68,970X), TEM

Fig 3 - Transmission electron micrographs of longissimus muscle sampled and fixed 1~ hr postmortem. a)
Longitudinal section from the control sample, note the intact sarcomere components and the subcellular fractions. b) Same as (a) except the sample is PRP treated (103.5 MNm- 2 , at 370C for
2 min); note: swollen mitochondria (m), swollen sarcoplasmic reticulum (sr), disintegrated
Z-lines, disappearance of H-zone, M-line, triads (t) and T-systems (T). cb =contraction band,
S = sarcomere, bar is 2.0 ~m.
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Fig 5 - Transmission electron micrographs of bovine longissimus muscle sampled and fixed 1~ hr postmortem. a) Cross section from the control sample, note the clear hexagonal arrangement of thin
filament around the thick filament (as in circle), mitochondria are intact (M). b) Same as (a)
except the samples are PRP treated (103.5 MNm- 2 , 37oc for 2 min). Note the mitochondrial membrane is almost burst at both ends of the mitochondria (arrows), also note the blurred appearance of the filaments. Bar is 0.3 ~ m.
micrographs (Fig 5b and 6b) show the mitochondrial
membrane of the PRP sample to be ruptured whereas
that of the control is intact (Fig 5a and 6a).
Electrical stimulation had a similar effect on
mitochondria (Will et al ., 1980). In the presence of mitochondrial uncoupling agents or under
anerobic conditions, chilled muscle strips shortened extensively (Buege and Marsh, 1975). Shortly

after slaughter and exsanguination of the animal,
muscle tissue becomes anoxic and this was even
aggravated under our experimental conditions
where the samples have to be vacuum packed prior
to the treatment. This coupled with our observation above raises the possibility that the additional sarcoplasmic Ca 2 + required for the pressure induced contraction came from mitochondria.

Fig 6 - Transmission electron micrograph of bovine longissimus muscle sampled and fixed 1~ hr postmortem. a) Longitudinal section from control sample showing mitochondria (M) intact and normal.
b) Same as (a) except the sample was PRP treated (103.5 MNm- 2 , at 37oc for 2 min), note ruptured
mitochondrial membrane (thick arrows) and the dense granules (thin arrows). The nature of these
granules is unknown. Bar is 0.3 ~m.
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However, if the sarcoplasmic reticulum is not
affected by PRP treatment it could have accumulated the Ca 2 + released from mitochondria. Therefore, a combined effect of pressure on mitochondria and sarcoplasmic reticulum is more loqical
to explain the origin of the additional Ca 2+ required for the pressure induced shortening.
The PRP treatment brought a substantial decrease in W-B shear force values and high tenderness ratings by the panelists. This could be
attributed to the effect of pressure on the physical strength (endomysial and sarcolemmal sheath)
of the muscle fibers and the disruption of the
myofilament structure. Also, preliminary results
at our laboratory indicated an increase in the
free activity of lysosomal enzymes as the result
of the pressure treatment. This could contribute
to the observed improvement in tenderness.
Some of the ultrastructural changes observed
in this study are likely to be aggravated upon
cooking (heating) of the meat sample. Therefore,
interaction between pressure treatment effects and
cooking effects is another possible mechanism to
account for the observed improvement in tenderness
as a result of pressure treatment.
In conclusion, it is likely that more than
one mechanism is responsible for the tenderizinq
effect of PRP treatment.
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prerigor muscle for 10-15 minutes prior to pressurizing the sample is likely to induce a contractile reaction in the muscle fibers with consequent
structural disruption.
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J.J. Macfarlane:
Because at 14 hour PM the control muscle would still be in the prerigor condition, was the sample restrained from contracting
on removal from the muscle and before it was
fixed?
R.J. Carroll: Were the muscles restrained during
fixation?
C.A. Voyle:
Were any precautions taken to avoid
shortening of the muscle fibers during the removal of samples for EM at 14 hr postmortem?
H.D. Geissinger: Why did you not pin out your
samples before fixation?
Authors:
The samples were not restrained. We
do not expect the pressure treated sample to shorten during removal, however the control samples are
likely to do so during removal but commercially
hot boned meat is not restricted and we prefer to
make our comparisons under commercial condition,
in other words under practical conditions.

Discussion with Reviewers
C.A. Voyle:
In the experiments described in this
paper pressure was applied for two minutes. Macfarlane and Morton (1978) applied pressure for
sixty minutes and found that pressure applied for
only a few minutes does not affect the ultrastructure significantly.
How do the authors explain
this discrepancy?
Authors:
There is no discrepancy here, because
the comparison is not valid.
The Macfarlane and
Morton (1978) experiment was on postrigor muscle
whereas our experiment was on prerigor muscle.
These are two different systems which are likely
to differ in their de g ree and rate of response to
the pressure treatment.
H.D. Geissinger:
Is the appearance of exposed
myofibrils in Fig 1b due to the PRP treatment, or
due to the specimen preparation method?
Authors:
No doubt, it is due to the PRP treatment
for some good reasons: 1) the two samples (control
and treated) were prepared similarly by a highly
qualified experienced electron microscopy personnel; 2) the observation was made on more than one
sample and on different muscles as well.

H.D. Geissinger: Were fractured myofibrils (Fig
1c) and interfibrillar spaces (Fig 1b) seen in
the control samples?
Authors:
The muscle fibers in Fi g 1a lie side by
side in a compacted manner so it is difficult to
see any interfibrillar spaces .
Fractured myofibril is a feature of the pressure treated sample (Fi g 1c) and we did not observe it in the
control sample (Fi g 1a).

J.W. Savell: The a uthors discuss the apparent
disappearance of glycogen-like g ranules in the
PRP tr ea tment and based on pH data, postmortem
glyco lysis has been accelerated.
By what mechanism do the authors feel that postmortem g lycolysis
would be accelerated by PRP?
Authors : This is a very interesting question but
difficult to answer at this stage of our research.
We have speculations rather than a definite answer
to share with you.
It is likely th at the treatment stimulates the activity of some of the glycolytic enzymes.
For example the activity of
phosphofructokinase increases at low ATP concentration.
The conditions of the muscle postmortem
and PRP treatment favor low ATP concentration.
During pressurization there is an increased demand for energy resulting from extreme contrac tion (observed thereafter) to cope with this situation, it is likely that glycolysis was enhanced
to compensate for energy used in the contrac ti on
process.

R.J. Carroll: How do the sarcomere leng ths obtained by light microscopy compare with sarcomere
lengths obtained from the transmission electron
micrograph?
Authors:
They compare favorably.
J.W. Savell: According to the Material and Methods section, there appears to be about 30 minutes
between the end of the PRP treatment and the time
at which the samples for electron microscopy were
removed.
Do the authors feel that the vast majority of the results observed between control and
PRP treatments occurs during the 2 minute treatment or does the PRP process merely accelerate
many of the physical and chemical events which
may occur in the 30-plus minute period before the
samples are fixed?
Authors: We strongly feel that most of the ob served differ·ences between control and pressure
treated samples had occurred during the pressurization period. As an example we measured the pH
of the treated sample immediately upon removal
from the pressure chamber, in other words within
1-2 minutes post-pressurization.
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of the pressure treated sample.
Our plan is to
extend the aging period to the point where the
difference between control and PRP samples disappear, if ever this is going to happen.

R.J. Carroll: Why were the tissue samples fixed
at pH 7.2 when the pH ' s of the tissue after treatment were 6. 78 and 5. 73?
Authors:
It would have been a good idea to do so.
But we preferred to use the standard procedure
available in the literature for the preparation
of muscle sample for the electron microscopy observation. Also, in doing wo we will be able to
compare our findings with that in the literature.

J.J. Macfarlane: (P.77: ... not likely that the
material in the H-zone was removed). As the H-zone
is thought to arise because of the absence of
thin filaments,
it seems odd to associate the
absence of an H-zone with removal of material
from the H-zone. You pointed out that in transverse sections of pressure treated muscle the
thin actin filaments are indistinct. Therefore
pressure presumably had a pronounced effect on
the structure of the thin filaments and this
effect may also account for the absence of an
H- zone.
Authors:
Thank you for your comment.

H.D. Geissinger: You show some electron dense
granules in Fig 6a, although these are not as
electron dense as those in Fig 6b. What is the
nature of the granules in Fig 6a?
Authors: We do not know the nature of these
granules.
J.J . Macfarlane:
I question whether much, if any,
reliance can be placed on a mean value of sarco mere length in PRP treated samples . In my experience, in meat pressure treated so as to give the
large decrease in shear values reported here, a
large range of sarcomere lengths are present, from
those contracted to form clots to those that are
highly stretched . I presume a large variation in
sarcomere lengths was also observed here - you
referred to shortened and stretched sarcomeres in
PRP treated samples .
It is possible that the
technique used for sarcomere length measurement
was selective, perhaps because highly contracted
and highly stretched sarcomere were destroyed or
lost in the course of sample preparation.
Aut h ors : Throughout the course of our investigation we had some difficulties in measuring the
sarcomere length of the pressure treated samples .
However it is beyond the scope of this study to
enumerate these difficulties.
Generally we do
agree with your comment .
J.W. Savell: Based on the substantial and significant differences found in both Warner-Bratzler
shear and sensory panel tenderness between the
control and PRP treatments and the f act that the
samples were evaluated at seven days postmortem,
I wonder if there is a point in time where the
tenderness of both treatments would be somewhat
similar? There always appears to be a treatment
X postmortem aging interaction in most studies,
where postmortem treatments have been applied
where the response to postmortem aging by the
treated samples will be less than the response to
postmortem aging by the control samples . Has
postmortem aging of PRP meat been studied to learn
the impact of treatments such as 3, 7, or 21 days
would have on tenderness or the extent to which
the magnitude of the difference between control
and treated becomes less with increasing time?
Authors: We wondered the same thing but have not
yet studied this aspect thoroughly.
The preliminary results which we obtained on two samples
indicated that up to 15 days of aging there was
an obvious difference in tenderness in the favor
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Introduction

Abstract

Milk is the sole source of nutrition for
newborn humans and other mammals during the suckling period. Milk and milk products are also of
great dietary and economic importance as food
components. The main particulate components of
milk are fat globules and casein micelles. Triacylglycerol in milk fat provides a major portion
of the caloric content in milk. The processes of
the synthesis of milk by cells in the mammary
glands of several species have been reviewed by
Linzell and Peaker (27) . Casein micelles consist primarily of ~s-casein, ~casein and
k-casein (41) in bovine milk. The location of
the .k-casein component in bovine milk casein has
been of muc h interest (10,26,31,33,34). Possible
similarities in the structure of bovine and rat
casein particles are not yet clear.
Whereas rat mammary tissue has frequently
been used as a subject for the examination of the
synthesis of milk proteins and fats (12,35)
structural changes that occur following the ingestion of milk by suckling animals have received
little attention.
Digestive enzyme levels and biochemical
specificities have been reported to differ sig nificantly when those of suc kling rats are compared to those of adult rats . In the oral cavity
amylase of parotid origin is at low levels of
activity until weaning . Lingual lipase activity
levels are high but not effective within the oral
cavity. Pepsin activity is lacking in the stomach until weaning. In the small intestine chymotrypsin is active at birth but trypsin, pancreatic lipase and amylase are at low activity levels until about day 15 of suckling (19). During
the suckling period ingested milk is exposed to
these regional enzymes. The changes in appearance of milk fat globules and casein in the stomach and small intestine of suckling rats of
different ages are the subjects of this report .

The structure of milk in the stomach and
proximal small intestine of suckling rats at 12
and 24 hours, 5, 10 and 15 days of age was examined by scanning and by transmission electron
microscopy. The milk curd in the gastric lumen
consisted of chains of casein micelles which entrapped milk fat globules. The appearance was
similar to that reported for bovine milk curd and
cottage cheese. The gastric milk curd at 12 and
24 hours also contained large masses of granules
4-8 nm in diameter. The relationship of these
particles to casein micelles is unknown.
Casein micelles in the duodenum appeared to
disperse irrespective of age. In the central duodenal lumen milk fat globules lost their encircling membranes and underwent lipolysis, evidenced
by progressive peripheral irregularity as they
passed between the lateral regions of the villi .
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Materials and Methods
Pregnant Sprague-Dawley rats were received
"due to deliver in 3-4 days" and were watched so
that the dates of birth of the rat pups were
accurately recorded. The rats were housed in a
controlled environment and had constant access
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Fig. 1. Protein (P) surrounds milk fat globules
(F) in gastric curd of a 24 hour old suckling rat.
Epon section, phase contrast.

Fig. 3. A milk fat globule in gastric curd of
a 10 day old rat has a network on its surface.
SEM; bar = lO ~ m; 15 kV.

Fig. 2. Milk fat globules (F) are mixed with
protein (P) in gastric curd of a 10 day old rat.
SEM; bar = lO~m; 15 kV.

Fig. 4. The network on the milk fat globule of a
10 day old rat is composed of chains of casein
particles (P). SEM; bar= 1 ~ m; 15 kV.

to food and water. In a few experiments 1actati ng
rats were fed ground lab chow which contained
corn oil (15% by weight) to enhance the unsaturated fatty acid content of the milk.
The rat pups were decapitated and short
pieces of small intestine from within 4 em of the
pylorus and fragments of the gastric milk curd
layers were taken for electron microscopy.
The specimens were fixed in 3% glutaraldehyde in 0.1 M cacodylate buffer at pH 7.3 for 30
minutes at 4°C. For transmission electron microscopy the fixed specimens were then washed in
0.1 M cacodylate buffer pH 7.3 with 10% sucrose
and were post-fixed in 2% osmium tetroxide in
0.1 M cacodylate buffer at pH 7.3 for 2 hours.
Some specimens were fixed in 2% osmium tetroxide
in 0.1 M phosphate buffer, pH 7.3 for 2 hours.
The specimens were dehydrated in a series of
cold acetones over a 65-minute period, brought to
room temperature in the final acetone, passed
through acetone-epon mixtures and were embedded
in epon. Some specimens of intestine were dehydrated in Durcupan Fluka and embedded in a mixture of Durcupan and Araldite. One-micron-thick
sections were examined for orientation and the
appropriate areas were selected for thin sectioning. Sections were cut on Reichert OMU-2 or LKB

ultramicrotomes, picked up on 200 or 75 x 300
mesh grids, stained with uranyl acetate and lead
citrate and examined with a Philips EM-300 electron microscope (3,4).
Specimens for scanning electron microscopy
were fixed in 3% glutaraldehyde in 0.1 M cacodylate buffer at pH 7.3 for 24 hours, were washed
in 0.1 M cacodylate buffer pH 7.3 with 10% sucrose and were post-fixed for 2 hours in 2% osmium
tetroxide in 0.1 M cacodylate buffer at pH 7.3.
After again washing in buffer the specimens were
dehydrated in ethanol and were critical point
dried. The mounted specimens were sputter coated
to produce an approximately 20 nm thick layer of
gold. The specimens were examined with an AMR
1200 B scanning electron microscope.
Observations and Discussion
Casein in Gastric contents
Newborn rats suckle most of the daytime and have
continually full stomachs. This gastric curd
consists of concentric solid layers separated by
liquid strata of whey. Each solid layer is a
mixture of casein micelles and fat globules as
recognized by Platt (32). Ingested milk curd may
remain in the stomach as long as 20 hours and
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Fig. 7. A casein micelle in the gastric curd
has parallel rows of electron-opaque substance
(arrows). TEM Photo, courtesy reference 4.

Fig. 5. Milk fat globules (F) are surrounded by
casein particles. A fragment of cytoplasm, including casein particles is at arrow. TEM

Fig. 6. Sectioned casein micelles in gastric curd
have a patterned opacity. TEM

Fig. 8. Homogeneous masses of milk protein (P) are
present within the gastric curd at 24 hours of age.
Phase contrast of Epon sections.

there appears to be a continued release of softened curd at the pyloric antrum which provides
to the duodenum a continual flow of milk components in various stages of digestion (32).
Light microscopy of gastric milk curd from
rats 12 and 24 hours, 5, 10 and 15 days old,
showed irregularly arranged fibers about 1 ~m
wide which surrounded fat droplets (Figure 1).
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) showed
rounded or oval fat globules approximately 1-10
pm in diameter in an irregular mass (Figure 2).
Higher magnifications showed chains of 0.1 ~m
particles on the surface of the fat globules
(Figures 3 and 4). These 0.1 ~m particles were
casein micelles. The appearance of the casein
curd and chains of micelles was similar to that
of milk gels produced by heat and acid (23) and
also similar to that of acid set curd of cottage
cheese (13,14,24).
Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) showed the sectioned fibers to be composed of clumps
and chains of oval casein particles. These had
diameters of approximately 0.1 pm and appeared
to be fused at the points of contact (Figure 5).

The sectioned particles were composed of electron
opaque and less opaque areas. In most casein
particles the dense areas appeared as irregularly
interconnected polygonal rings (Figure 6). In
some sectioned particles, the opa~ue areas were
organized in parallel lines at intervals of
approximately 20 nm (Figure 7) as previously
reported (4) .
Chemical analyses of the fractions of rat
casein micelles are presently of much interest.
Recent reports (20,36,40,41) have identified at
least three major components with one, m.w.
25,000, being homologous to bovine ~-casein.
The coagulative linking of these casein
particles has probably resulted from a change in
pH. Koldovsky (25) has reported that the gastric
lumen of newborn rats is pH 5.6-6.6. Parietal
cells are present at birth and gastric acid production is reported to be stimulated by the first
ingestion of milk (29). The gastric pH drops to
3.0-4.6 during the first two days of life (25).
Woodward and Messer (40) reported that rat casein
precipitates at pH 4.0-5.0. Slattery has suggested that the /t-casein component in bovine
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Fig. 9. Homogeneous masses of milk protein are
fine particles as seen with the transmission
electron micro scope.

Fig. 11. Casein particles (arrow) in the duodenal
lumen at 10 days of age lost their irregular pattern of opacity. TEM

Fig 10. The particles in Figures 8 and 9 vary in
opacity and in size at high magnification in the
transmission el ectron micrograph.

Fig. 12. Milk fat globules in the central duodenal
lumen of a 10 day old rat have ruffled surfaces
(arrow).
SEM

milk micelles may be the anchor points for formation of the chains of the coagulum (34) . Bovine
caseins have been shown to be digested in the
stomach of the adult rat (2 8) . In the stomachs
of suckling rats, casein micelles in the chains
of the coagulum did not appear to be dispersing.
Whereas parietal cells have been shown to produce
acid at birth (29), pepsin is not produced until
after weaning at about day 25, and therefore proteolytic activity of the gastric contents is probably low (25).
Gastric contents of 12-and 24-hour old suckling rats included large lobulose homogeneous
masses. Phase microscopy showed these sectioned
masses as light gray and surrounded by fat droplets. They were adjacent to masses of casein
micelles (Figure 8). By TEM, they were shown to
be smooth bordered and appeared as tightly packed
confluent masses of 4-8 nm diameter particles
(Figure 9). Individual particles differed in
electron opacity (Figure 10). Vacancies with
varying diameters were present within the compact

masses. Some of these were devoid of opaque particulate matter while others contained free granules, small clumps of granules, membrane fragments or lipid droplets . These masses of fine
particles have not been reported by other investigators. Perhaps they are a form of casein in
colostrum (4).
Milk Fat Globules in Gastric Contents
By light microsccpy, the milk fat globules in the
curd fragments were found to be surrounded by
casein particles (Figure 1). In the SEM, the
disrupted curd showed chains of small oval parti cles which covered the fat globules in a net-like
fashion (Figures 3 and 4). The TEM revealed that
the fat globules were round and were smooth in
outline, and had homogeneously electron opaque
cores imcompletely surrounded by single or multilaminar membrane fragments (3). Fat globules of
varying opacity were near the periphery of the
gastric milk curd. Membranes encasing milk fat
globules have been noted in the breast milk of
several species as reported by Wooding et al.
(37,38,39) and by Linzell and Peaker (27).
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Fig.l4. A milk fat globule (F) between the duodenal villi of a 10 day old rat has an irregular
surface. SEM; bar= 10 ~ m; 30 kV.

Fig.l3. Milk fat globules in the central duodenal lumen of a 10 day old rat have detached membranes nearby (arrow) . TEM
Lipolytic activity within the stomach has
been identified by several investigators (16,18).
Recent identification (15,16) of a strong lipase
produced by the von Ebner glands of the tongue
may explain gastric lipolysis. This enzyme
hydrolyzes medium and long chain fatty acids.
Ester bonds of medium chain fatty acids and long
chain unsaturated fatty acids are hydrolyzed at
higher rates than those of long chain saturated
fatty acids (1,16,21). No structural signs of
lipolysis were observed in the gastric contents
in this study. Perhaps lipolysis is occurring
in the soft portion between the layers of gastric
curd and is therefore lost in preparation of curd
fragments. My specimens were prepared from the
centers of gastric curd layers and would be
expected to miss superficial fat globules. Gastric epithelial cells of suckling rats have been
found to absorb medium-chain length fatty acids
but the significance is not known (9).
Fat globules with associated cytoplasmic
remnants were occassionally present as described
by Wooding et al. (39) and by Linzell and Peaker
(27). These cytoplasmic fragments have originated from loss of portions of the mammary epithelial cells at the time of fat droplet extrusion
and can usually be identified by the presence of
casein micelles within. Vegetable fragments with
bacteria adjacent were also seen in the stomach
contents. These may have originated from accidentally ingested bedding material.
Casein in Duodenal contents
During suckling, the yellow-white color of
wall of the proximal and jejunal portions of the
rat small intestine is probably a result of the
intraluminal fat being absorbed. The distal
(ileal) portion has a yellow-brcwn color.
Most of the casein particles in the duodenal
lumen of suckling rats were not adherent to one
another. As shown by TEM, those which were still
linked did not have the pattern of differing
opacities, but appeared as clumps of fine particles (Figure 11). Many micelles appeared to be
fragmenting. The homogeneous masses noted in the
gastric content at 24 hours of age did not have
smooth borders and appeared to be dispersing.

Although pepsin activity is low in the stomach
(29), proteolytic trypsin and chymotrypsin are
present in the duodenal lumen and may disrupt the
chains of casein and the individual micelles.
Proteolytic activity (nitrocasein substrate) is
present in the jejunums of suckling rats but has
been shown to be about half of that in adult rats.
Proteolytic activity in the distal portion of the
small intestine in suckling rats is similar
throughout suckling to adulthood (30).
Milk Fat Globules in duodenal contents
Milk fat globules in the central portion of the
duodenal lumen were uniformly opaque and were
smooth in outline. SEM showed their surfaces to
be covered by folds or ruffles (Figure 12).
TEM showed that there were few membranes surround ing these globules (3). The membrane fragments
were in the lumen nearby (Figure 13). This suggests that the membrane fragments present on milk
fat globules in the ga stric lumen become detached
from the droplets when the latter are in the duodenal lumen. Sodium deoxycholate has been used
experimentally to remove the membranes from bovine milk fat globules (17) and therefore biliary
secretion may be acting similarly within the
duodenal lumen.
Bergener (5) reported in 1962 that long
clefts appeared in milk fat globules in the duodenal lumen. It is likely that these long clefts
resulted from polymerization changes during the
methacrylate embedment.
Milk fat globules between the villi were
irregular in shape by SEM (Figure 14) and had
irregular outlines with many lucent indentations
by TEM (Figure 15). This has also been reported
by Ferlatte and Zeman (11). Fat globules deeper
between the villi were more irregular than those
near the villus tips (Figures 16 and 17) as was
also noted by Bergener (5) in hamster intestine.
This appearance is similar to that of chylomicrons (serum lipid droplets) undergoing lipolysis
..:!..!!_vitro (6 ,7 ,8). Similar indentations in chylomicrons have been considered to be the sites of
accumulation of the amphiphilic molecules with
water resulting from lipolysis of triacylglycerol.
11
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F

Fig. 17. Some milk fat globules (F) between the
villi of 10 day old rat appear to be fragmenting
TEM
(arrow).

Fig. 15. Milk fat globules between the duodenal
villi of a 10 day old rat have indentations
(arrow) similar to the appearance of serum
lipid droplets undergoing lipolysis. TEM
Photo, courtesy reference 3.

Fig. 18. The duodenal lumen of a 10 day old rat
also contains lipid droplets and cell fragments
(arrow) which have originated from desquamated
epithelial cells.
TEM

Fig. 16. Milk fat globules between the villi of
10 day old rats develop very irregular peripheries. TEM

that these will be reabsorbed.
It is concluded that ingested milk is converted to a curd within the stomachs of suckling
rats. The linked casein micelles surround milk
fat globules. There is no ultrastructural evidence of intragastric proteolysis. A granular
form of casein is present as part of the intragastric curd of 24-hour old rats. This form is
not seen at 5 days or later ages. Its nature is
not known. Within the duodenum casein particles
separate and disperse. This probably results
from the action of chymotrypsin. Milk fat globules within the stomach are surrounded by membrane fragments. Milk fat globules lose these
membranes in the central duodenal lumen. Between
the villi the milk fat globules show peripheral
lipolysis. The absorbed triacylglycerol reappears within the duodenal epithelial cells.

In the rat, pancreatic lipase levels are only one sixth of adult levels during the first 10 days of
suckling and rise to adult levels by day 20 (25).
During suckling, milk fat globules trapped between the villi probably have more time to be
hydrolyzed by the low lipase activity.
The potent lingual lipase recently discovered by Hamosh et al. (15,16) may be significant
particularly during the first 10 days of life in
the suckling rat and in other mammals in which it
may compensate for the low level of pancreatic
lipase.
Breakup of the fat globules is also
aided by biliary emulsification (22) . This emulsification and lipolysis produces macromolecular
units which are then absorbed by the intestinal
epithelial cells. The duodenal epithelial cells
of suckling rats re-esterify the products of
lipolysis to produce chylomicrons (2). Fat droplets associated with membrane fragments and cell
organelles are also present in the duodenal lumen
contents. These have originated from desquamated
villus tip cells (Figure 18). It is probable
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Discussion with Reviewers

M. Kalab: Is there a protease similar to calf
rennet also present in the stomachs of newborn
monogastric animals?
Author: No such enzyme has been identified.
Parietal cells produce gastric acidity, but pepsin does not appear until weaning. Thus, in the
rat, curd formation is probably a function solely
of pH. The low level of gastric proteolysis
conserves the lingual lipase present in gastric
contents, but may be sufficient to produce
liquification of the curd at the pyloric antrum.
J. Glaser: What do you feel is the reason for
some of the casein particles exhibiting electron
dense areas as irregularly interconnected polygonal rings (Figure 6) while other opaque areas
appear as parallel lines (Figure 7)?
Author: The interconnected polygonal rings seen
in some casein particles probably represent those
in which the particles have been sectioned
through the centers, and therefore represent the
internal structure of the particles. Casein
particles with opaque parallel lines probably
represent particles in which superficial sections
have been cut. The opaque parallel lines are
probably surface features.
J. Glaser: What do you feel is the reason for the
change in electron opacity between fused casein
micelles in the gastric curd and those unfused
micelles in the duodenal lumen?
Author: The patterns in casein micelles in the
gastric curd are probably lost by those in the
duodenal lumen following exposure to the proteolytic action of pancreatic chymotrypsin.
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Abstract

Introduction
Textural modification of proteinaceous
materials from animal or plant sources has been
gaining importance in contemporary food technology. Macroscopic textural changes based on
protein response to heat, chemical, or physical
treatments have been exploited for centuries to
increase palatability and consumer acceptance of
certain foods. Gluten in bread, casein in cheese,
or egg white and egg yolk in hard-boiled eggs are
common examples of conventional food proteins
involved in structure formation. Modern texturization techniques such as spinning or extrusioncooking were developed relatively recently with
the main objective of simulating meat structure in
non-meat proteins9.
Formation of identifiable texture in proteinaceous materials by freezing has attracted much
attention in recent years6'7'8,11,12,13,14. However, the technique is not new; in 16th century
Japan, freezing preservation of tofu (a soybean
protein curd) was found to produce a stable,
porous, sponge-like matrix1 5 • In recent patent
literature, the first reference to fibre formation
in frozen defatted soybean protein extracts was
that by Okumura and Wilkison1 4 . Boyer and
Middendorfl and Middendorf et az.12 were awarded
the first patents for simulating a meat-like
texture in freeze-texturized protein concentrates
and slurries. The general process of Middendorf
et az.1 2 is followed in several recent patents6'7'
8,11,1 3.
While patent literature on freezetexturization has been growing rapidly, little
specific information and explanation of the
phenomenon has been forthcoming. It is generally
accepted 5 that the freeze-induced fibre formation
is caused by the growth of pure ice crystals in an
aqueous system containing dispersed or dissolved
proteinaceous material. The growth of the ice
crystals forces the proteinaceous material ahead
or to the side of the ice crystal boundary,
causing a separation and compaction of the
protein. Whether any chemical or biochemical
reactions in the protein matrix accompany the
mechanical effects of the ice crystal growth is
not well understood at the present time.
The work reported herein describes the
freeze-fibre formation in acid precipitated
chicken protein, extracted by alkali from the

Coagulated protein obtained by alkali extraction and acid precipitation from the bonecontaining residues discarded after mechanical
separation of chicken was textured by freezing in
semi-infinite cylinders followed by heat-setting
in a microwave oven. Macrophotography was used
to illustrate textural differences resulting from
pH variations (4.5-6.0) in the precipitated
protein, and changes in the ambient temperature
used for freezing (-5°C to -32°C). Well identified, permanent fibres were fanned by the process
under all conditions studied. The thickness of
the fibres decreased and their radial orientation
increased with increasing pH and decreasing ambient temperature of freezing. Cross-linkages
between parallel fibres of the main fibre structure were observed primarily as a function of pH,
high pH samples showing the highest tendency for
formation of these cross-links.
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Revised manuscript received March ll, 1982.
For this paper contact P. Jelen,
(telephone number 403 432 3236).

KEY WORDS: Freeze-induced Fibre Formation,
Protein Texturization, Macrophotography, Alkaline
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bone-containing residues of mechanical separation
( "deboning") of poultry . The aim of this paper
is to illustrate the macrostructure of the
freeze - texturized chicken protein extracts as
recorded by macrophotography. Our objectives
were to study the effects of freezing rates
(ambient temperature -5°C to -32°C) and pH of the
protein extracts (pH 4.5-6.0) on the visual
appearance of the freeze-texturized, heat-set
protein.

Freezer. The distances between the individual
cylinders were approx . 25 em. Flow of liquid
C0 2 used as the freezant was maintained at a preprogrammed rate giving the desired constant
ambient freezing temperature. The gas circulation in the cabinet was maintained by a fan
positioned in the vicinity of the C0 2 entrance
part . The samples were left in the cabinet until
the temperature of the centre of the cylinder,
determined by a thermocouple, differed from the
ambient temperature by less than l°C . Correspondingly, the approximate retention times for
the four trials were about 5 hrs (-5°C); 3 hrs
( -l2°C); 2 hrs ( -22°C); and 100 min ( -32°C) .
Upon completion of the freezing process, the
products were sealed in plastic bags to prevent
loss of moisture, and stored at -25°C for two
days . The frozen cylinders were heat set by
placing them - without the sausage casings - i nto
a Toshiba microwave oven (Model ER-T86BT, 650 W)
for 6 min so that the internal temperature of the
cylinders reached approximately 85°C. The total
solids content of the heat-set sampl es was
determined using again the vacuum-oven method as
given above .
Photography
Several thin, 5 mm high circular discs were
cut with a sharp razor from the central region of
the heat-set cylinders after these cooled to room
temperature. The samples with the most consistent flat surface (to facilitate complete
focusing) were selected for the photography work.
Color pictures were taken under artificial illumination on Kodak Electrochrome 160 ASA Tungsten
slide film using a rigidly mounted 35 mm Canon EF
camera with a 50 mm, F 3.5 macro lens with a 25
mm extension tube. Higher magnifications were
taken using a 24 mm F 2.8 lens which was reverse
mounted and combined with the 25 mm extension
tube. Maximum depth of focusing was obtained by
using ape rtu res between F 16 and F 32. The
slides were printed using a positive printing
process (Kodak R 1000 chemistry on 2203 paper) to
minimize loss of detail. The black-and-white
reproductions for this report were produced from
the or iginal color printsiO .

Materials and Methods
Raw rna teri a1
All freeze-texturization work was carried
out with chicken protein extracts obtained from
the normally discarded residues resulting from a
mechanical separation process. The raw material
for the mechanical separation was from chicken
backs, necks, and spent layers processed by a
Beehive mechanical deboner in a local poultry
processing plant. The bone-containing residues
were extracted in our laboratory the same day as
they were processed. The alkali extraction acid
precipitation technique of Jelen e t aZ. 4 was used
to produce the chicken protein extracts. Briefly,
the method included mixing of the ground bone
residues with distilled water at the residue:
water ratio of 1:1 .25; adjustment to pH 10.5 by
NaOH (10% w/w solution) at room temperature
(about 22°C); tumbling for 30 min in a Turbula
(WAB, Bachofen, Switzerland) mixer; centrifugation at 1750 x g for 15 min to separate the
liquid protein extract; acidification of the
extract by 6.0 MHCl in a vigorously stirred
baffled container; and centrifugation at 2400 x g
for 15 min. Protein and total solids of the precipitates (Table 1) were determined by AOAC
analytical methods for meat and meat products
(micro-kjeldahl and vacuum oven at 80°C for 24
hrs, resp.).
Tab 1e 1
Composition before freezing of chicken protein
coagula obtained by alkali extraction and acid
precipitation at various pH levels.

Results and Discussion
pH

Total Solids (%)

4.5

14.0

75 . 2

5.0

12.0

75.4

5.5

9.5

75.4

6.0

8.0

75.3

Protein (% of TS)

The overall effect of pH and freezing temperature on the macrostructure of the heat-set,
freeze-texturi zed extracts is shown in Fig. 1 .
The trend towards finer fibre structure with
increasing both pH and the rate of heat removal
(i.e. lowering the ambient temperature) is
clearly evident. A color change is also noticeable in Fig. 1; the effect- from light pink at
pH 6.0 through grey to dark brown at pH 4.5 - is
much more pronounced in the colored originalslO.
The heat setting caused some shrinkage of the
textured material due to the water loss, which
was much higher in samples frozen at the low pH
and low rate of heat removal (Fig. 2). The
differences shown in Fig. 1, Fig. 2, and Table 1
are undoubtedly related to the well known relationships of pH to water holding capacity of
meat protein, as well as to the size of the water
crystals formed during the freezing process.

Freezing
The protein precipitates were tightly packed
by hand into sausage casings of 5.4 em diameter.
Cork stoppers of 3.5 em thickness were placed at
both ends of the filled casings to simulate the
conditions of heat transfer in a semi-infinite
cylinder. The length of the protein-filled
cylinders was 15 em. The cylinders were tied at
both ends and hung in a Liquid Carbonic Cryogenic
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Higher magnifications of the freezetexturized heated samples, showing the most
striking changes in texture, are shown in Fig. 3
to 7. Fig. 3 shows a sample frozen at pH 4.5
and -5°C. The fibres (or, more specifically, the
fibre planes) are thick, easily identifiable, and
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Fig. 1. Effect of freezing temperature (T*) and
pH of chicken protein extracts on the freezeinduced fibre structure .

Fig. 3. Fibre formation in a protein precipitate
frozen at -5°C_, pH 4.5 .
Fig. 4. Protein precipitate frozen at -12°C_,
pH 5.5.

Fig. 2. Effect of freezing temperature and precipitation pH on total solids of the heat-set_,
freeze-texturized protein.

Fig. 5. Protein precipitate frozen at -12°C_, pH
6.0.
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relatively randomly oriented. Large voids are
apparent with little visible cross-linking. This
allowed easy flaking of the fibres. The large,
randomly oriented fibres are typical of the low
pH, high ambient temperature freezing.
Increasing the freezing rate by decreasing
the ambient temperature to -l2°C, while simultaneously increasing the pH to 5.5 (Fig. 4) or 6
(Fig. 5) produced a noticeable decrease in the
fibre size and increase in fibre cross-linking.
This dense, sponge-like structure was especially
characteristic of all pH 6.0 samples examined .
Decreasing the freezing temperature to -22°C
(Fig. 6) or -32°C (Fig. 7) further decreased the
fibre thickness. In addition, a clearly noticeable pattern of radial fibre orientation was
produced i n all samples regardless of pH .

ICE

WATER

Fig . 8. Schematic r epresentation of ice crystal
growth ( f rom de Quervain, 1975) . (Refer ence 2)

rate of energy removal is increased (Fig. 6 and 7)
the amount of fibres norma 1 to the surface ( i .e.
giving an impression of radial orientation) is
greatly increased. This demonstrates the rapid
production and growth of ice crystal nuclei from
the surface inwards. According to Hallett 3 ice
crystal growth occurs most rapidly in a planar
direction, defined as the a axis, while growth
across the planes (the c-axis) is much slower.
Crystals with the a axis perpendicular to the
surface of the cylTnder nucleate and grow much
more rapidly at low freezing temperatures; this
rapid growth inwards suppresses any crystals growing with their a axis parallel to the surface.
The faster the rate of energy removal, the more
numerous the nuclei, and the finer the fibre
structure.
The increased water holding capacity of the
protein at higher pH, characteristic of most meat
proteins, is undoubtedly responsible for the finer
structure of the high pH samples. It is probably
also related to the sponge-like appearance of
these high pH samples (Fig. 9) which is caused by
the numerous cross-linking fibres. These crosslinks appear to have formed in the interstitial
areas between the branches of the ice-crystals,
running perpendicular to the large fibres. During
the acidification step to precipitate the proteins
from the alkaline extracts, it was noted that at
pH 4.5 and 5.0 the protein formed small, easily
recognizable floccules. At pH 6.0, the precipitate was quite homogeneous with little flocculation occurring. It appears that the flocculated
protein is not capable of forming the cross-linked
structure upon its freeze-concentration into the
voids between the ice crystal planes (Fig. 10).
This may be due to the non-homogeneous nature of
the precipitate or the more unfolded state of the
protein at the higher pH. Alternatively, the
explanation of this phenomenon may be related to
differences in the ice structure as effected by
the pH variations. At higher pH, the ice
11

Fig. 6. Protein precipitate frozen at - 22 °C,
5 . 5.

pH

Fig. ?. Pro tein preci pitate fro zen a t - 32 °C,
pH 5. 5 .

The effect of the freezing rate on the fibre
orientation in the semi-infinite cylinder configuration can be illustrated by the schematic representation shown in Fig. 8. Initially, at low
rates of heat removal, a few randomly nucleated
ice crystals appear in the surface regions of the
protein cylinder. These crystals can grow in
various directions, producing the wedge-shaped
areas of fibre bundles (Fig. 3 to 5). As the
11

11
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Fig . 9 . Illus tration of the s po nge- like struc ture
of freeze - tex tured chicken protein f r ozen at
- 32 °C, pH 6 . 0 .

Fig . 10 . I llustration of the incohesive structure
of freeze-textured chicken protein frozen at
- 5°C., pH 4.5

structure may have changed due to the lower NaCl
content and/or differences in water binding to
the meat protein.
Conclusions
Our intention in this study was to demonstrate the texture forming effects of freezing in
an aqueous protein concentrate. The major
observed effects of the temperature of freezing
and pH of the protein material on the heat-set
structure formed by the freezing process are
readily explainable from current knowledge of
protein-water interactions as effected by pH, and
from the theory of ice crystal formation. However, the formation of cross-linked, sponge-like
structures observed primarily in the high pH
samples appears to be a more complicated phenomenon which may need further elucidation.

Discussion with Reviewers
D.S. Reid: Have the authors made any measurement
of the rate of propagation of the ice front
during freezing under various conditions or have
they calculated this quantity?
Authors: Yes, this was determined experimentally
from time-temperature profiles measured by four
thermocouples equally spaced along the radius 1 0.
For each temperature studied, the frozen boundary
movement progressed at approximately constant
rate (lower temperatures showing faster rates) in
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to the frozen storage at -2S°C. It is recognizer
that storage at -2S°C after freezing to -5°C will
diminish the amount of unfrozen water, and thus
will cause additional water to freeze out. However, as our photographs show, the additional
freezing is unlikely to change substantially the
structural patterns of the protein fibres which
were set by the initial freezing conditions. (If
it did, then in fact our Fig. 3, 4 and 10 would
not look the way they do). The absolute dimensions of the individual fibres could perhaps be
subject to change although the comparison of the
individual samples (Fig. 1) still shows rather
substantial differences related to the initial
freezing conditions. A possibility can be
considered that a secondary dendritic growth of
ice crystals might occur in the samples frozen at
-S°C as a result of the two stage freezing. This,
in turn, might be related to the occurrence of
some of the cross-linkages observed. However,
Fig. 3, 4 and 10 (illustrating samples frozen at
-S°C or -l2°C) do not show any cross-linking, and
thus make such a conjecture dubious. The reason
why -2S°C was used for storage of all samples, was
to minimize any protein denaturation which is
known to occur in frozen storage of meat proteins
at relatively high ambient temperaturesl7~ls. As
certain properties of the freeze-textured samples
were to be measured (e.g. water-holding capacity,
strength of the textural patterns, retort stability), it was deemed desirable to minimize any
likelihood of protein denaturation occurring in
the frozen materials.
P.B. Addis: Have the authors considered that
explanation for the changes in color as a function
of pH shown in Fig. 1 could be provided by autoxidation reactions?
Authors: The pH-induced color variations in the
freeze-textured extracts were recorded as an
incidental -although consistently occurring observation. This color change was also apparent
in the fresh extracts before the freeze - texturization and heat - setting. We have not determined
the exact cause of these color changes, although
it is believed that the primary explanation would
be related to the pH-related chemistry of myoglobin.
P.B. Addis: It is known (Owen JE and Lawrie RA,
J. Food Technol. 10, 197S, 169-180) that oxidation
in meat occurs more rapidly at lower pH than at
higher pH. Was any evidence obtained of phospholipid oxidation (warmed-over flavor) in the
studies conducted by the authors?
Authors: Flavor aspects were not part of this
study. In related studies, similarly prepared
(but not freeze-textured) chicken protein extracts
were used in luncheon meat-type products without
any adverse effects on the flavor.

the outer half of the radius. In the inner half
of the radius, the rates of the frozen boundary
movement increased. A detailed account of these
measurements will be published (in preparation).
Similar effects were described by Meryman 19 for a
7% starch solution frozen in cylindrical forms.
O.S. Reid: Rohatji PK, Brush EJ, Jain SM, Adams
CM (Materials Sci . and Eng. 13, 1974, 3-18) showed
a relationship between freezing rates and the
dimensions of ice columns in dendritic freezing of
salt solutions. Have the authors looked for similar relationships between their observed freezeinduced structures and freezing conditions?
Authors: We did not measure the structure of the
ice crystals~~; rather, the object of our
study was the structure developed in the frozenthawed protein. Obviously, the ice crystal
structure should have an effect on the textural
phenomena as illustrated in this paper. As one of
the quantitative correlations between the freezing
rates and the textural phenomena observed, we
adopted a measure of 11 fibre density 11 • This was
determined as a number of fibres crossing an arbitrary 1 em long line drawn perpendicular to the
main bundles of fibres. The correlation, as shown
in Table 2 below, confirms what was shown qualitatively in this paper. Higher pH and lower
ambient freezing temperature resulted in higher
fibre density, i.e. more fibres crossing the 1 em
line. The details of this work will be published
1ater.
Table 2
Fibre Density in Freeze-Texturized, Heat-Set
Chicken Protein Extracts.
No. of fibres crossing an arbitrary 1 em
long line in samples frozen at different
temperatures
pH
4.S

10

12

18

21

s.o
s.s

10

11

21

24

13

11

23

26

6.0

12

16

30

34

O.S. Reid: On the subject of freezing conditions,
the authors quote 11 ambient freezing temperatures 11
of -S°C to -30°C. Since at the higher temperatures used, especially -S°C, ice formation will
not be complete, a significant ice growth could
take place after the transfer of the cylinder to
-2S°C storage. This two-stage freezing process
could produce modified freezing. If a cylinder
frozen at -S°C is immediately cooked, is the
protein fibre structure similar to that obtained
if cooking occurs after a period of -2S°C storage?
Authors: For logistical reasons related to the
experimental design, it was necessary to keep all
frozen samples in storage before the heat-setting.
We did not attempt to heat-set any samples prior

O.F. Wood: Have the authors determined whether or
not the extracted protein has any functionality
in a comminuted meat system? Before heat-setting
and after heat-setting?
Authors: As mentioned above, certain functionality
tests were carried out with the freeze-textured
samples. In other studies, the fresh extracts
were used as an ingredient in luncheon meats. All
these tests indicated that the extracted protein
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appears to have functional properties similar to
the mechanically separated protein paste. However, a thorough study of functional properties
of the protein extracts before and after the
freeze texturization appears necessary and is
being planned.
D.F. Wood: Have the authors tried looking at the
protein matrix using TEM or SEM, especially to
better investigate the structure of the crosslinkages observed in the high-pH samples?
Authors: No. This is another area requiring
future work which is now in progress.
Om Johari: Can you please provide a reference to
AOAC analytical methods you used?
Autho rs : Please see ref. 16.
Om Johari: Please provide the titles of
patents in refs. 1,6,7,8,11,12,13 and 14.
Authors: Please see below.
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Abstract

Introduction

Texture profile analysis, Instron punch and
die testing, laser diffraction measurements and
scanning electron microscopy (SEM) were used to
evaluate the effects of catheptic enzymes on
flaked and formed beef. Although salt (NaCl) and
sodium tripolyphosphate (TPP) have often been used
to improve the textural quality of flaked and
formed beef, the catheptic enzymes used in this
stud~ were shown to be as effective as NaCl/TPP,
and 1n many cases more effective, in improving
the textural characteristics of this product.
I~stron pu~ch and die and scanning electron photom1crograph1c analysis showed that the enzyme and
NaCl/TPP samples were quite similar; however,
laser diffraction measurements of sarcomere
lengths were significantly longer for the enzyme
treated samples. Also, various te xtural parameters including amount of connective tissue were
significantly improved by catheptic enzyme treatment.

The purpose of comminution (i.e. flaking
and fabricating) has been to upgrade less acceptable cuts of meat (Seideman, 1982) by mechanically breaking down connective tissue, which is a
major contributor to toughness, and thus improve
te xtural and other sensory characteristics (Anon.,
1973). Flaking, as in the Comitrol orocess
(Urschel Laboratories, Inc., Valparaiso, IN 46383 )
is accomplished by revolving meat inside a circular cutting head and forcing the meat through
columns of vertical knives. Next, the flaked meat
is mixed (sometimes under vacuum) with binding
adjuncts (usually a combination of sodium tripolyphosphate [ TPP ] and salt [ NaCl ] ) and then,
after tempering and pressing, which re-forms the
flakes into a solid log of meat of suitable
cross-section area, the meat is sliced to an
appropriate thickness to produce a steak-like
product (Fenters and Ziemba, 1971).
Although the meat is more tender after
flaking, the incorporation of different cuts of
meat, each with varying amounts of connective
tissue, into the same produc t, may cause differences in textural uniformity.
Catheptic enzymes, which are lysosomal
proteases, have been shown to degrade myofibrillar
Z-bands and sarcolemma at post-mortem pH (Eino
and Stan ley, 1973a,b; Robbins and Cohen, 1976;
Robbins et al., 1979) as well as collagen
(Etherington, 1974; Barrett, 1972). Not only
do these enzymes play a significant role in
aging-related tenderization, but they have also
been shown to increase the textural uniformity
of pre-cooked, freeze-dried meat (Cohen et al.,
1979).
To date, the effects of catheptic enzymes on
flaked and formed processed meat have not been
determined; therefore, in this paper we present
data on the action of these enzymes, compared
with NaCl and TPP, on the texture of flaked and
formed meat.
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Materials and Methods
KEY WORDS: Cathepsin, sensory, instrumental,
flaked and formed, Comitrol, Instron, laser,
SEM, enzymes, beef.

Preparation of Spleen Extract Containing Catheptic Enzymes
As described by Robbins and Cohen (1976),
fresh bovine spleen obtained from a local slaughterhouse was cut into small pieces, added to 3X
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its volume of acetone and stirred for one hour at
5°C. Upon decantation, the residue was air-dried
to remove the acetone. Next, the residue powder
was suspended in 4X its volume of water, stirred
for one hour, and then filtered through cheese
cloth. The residue was then discarded and the
filtrate adjusted to pH 3.2 with 2N HCl. Following centrifugation of the filtrate at 30,000 x g
for 15 minutes, the pH of the supernatant was
adjusted to 7.0 with 2N NaOH and the solution
centrifuged again at 30,000 x g for 15 minutes.
After the supernatant was dialyzed against distilled water to eliminate the chloride ion, it
was freeze-dried. Prior to use as a freeze-dried
powder, the specific catheptic enzyme activity
was assayed by the methods of Keilova and Tomasek
(1976) for cathepsin D and Barrett (1972) for
cathepsin B. For cathepsin D, one unit of enzyme
activity is equivalent to an increase of 1.00
absorbance unit at 280 nm in 1 min. using acid
denatured hemoglobin as the substrate. For
cathepsin B, one unit of enzyme activity is
equivalent to 1.00 ~mole of benzoylarginine-pnitroanilide (BAPA) hydrolyzed in 1 minute.
Flaked and Formed Beefsteak Production
Boneless USDA Utility square cut beef chucks
obtained from a local slaughterhouse were held
overnight in a tempering box at between -2°C and
ooc. The next morning the meat was flake-cut
with an Urschel Comitrol Model 3600 using a
2-J030750-D cutting head (about 2 em openings)
and then divided into three 4.5 kg portions. The
flake cut meat was randomly assigned to one of
three treatments: (1) no additives (control);
(2) 0.5% salt (NaCl) and 0.25% sodium tripolyphosphate- Na 5 P3 0 10 _ (:PP); (3) a_freeze-dried
spleen extract conta1n1ng cathept1c enzymes at a
level of approximately 8 gm of the dry powder per
4.5 kg (10 lbs.) of meat.
All the samples from each treatment group
were mixed under vacuum in a Keebler ribbon-type
mixer for 15 minutes and then stuffed into polyethylene tubing. Next, the meat logs were frozen
to approximately -18°C and then tempered to
between -2°C and 0°C. Then the meat logs were
pressed at 500 psi in Die #452 (approximately
10.8 em square with rounded corners) into a ribeye
shape using a Bettcher Press Model #70. The
formed logs were sliced with a Bettcher Cleaver
Model #39 to a thickness of approximately 12.7 mm
(0.5 in.) and weight of 170 gms (6 oz.), separately wrapped with freezer wrapping paper (this
packaging was employed since storage stability was
not a factor in this study), frozen to -18°C and
stored until used.
Instrumental Texture Analysis
Samples were cooked from the frozen state on
a preheated Farberware Grill Model 455N for
approximately 12 minutes per side, to an internal
temperature of 68°C. A 13 em long copper-constanan thermocouple probe was inserted into the
partially cooked steak after it was turned the
second time. The end of the probe was placed as
close to the geometric center as possible. Because the thermal gradients perpendicular to the
steak surface were very large, the location of
the thermocouple was cri ti ca 1. It was necessary,
however, to do some probing with the thermocouple
to assure that all parts of the steak had reached

desired temperature. After cooking, all samples
were allowed to reach room temperature (22°C)
before instrumental analysis was carried out.
Measurements were made using the Instron Universal Testing Machine Model TTDM with a punch and
die test ce 11 (Segars et a 1 . , 1975). The deformation of the meat produced a force-deformation
curve from which the shear-stress (y) parameter
was derived. Shear stress (y) = Ft/ndT 0 where
Ft = maximum shear force, d = punch diameter and
T0 = sample thickness. Since the shear force is
tangential to the cylindrical wall of the punch
and is directed along its axis, the area over
which the force is distributed = ndT 0 . Shear
stress was calculated in Newtons/cm 2 and statistical significance at the p <0.05 level was
determined using the matched t-test.
Texture Panel Analysis
Samples were cooked on a Farberware Grill
Model 455N to an internal temperature of 68°C,
turning once. After cooking, samples were halved
and placed on heated ceramic dishes for evaluation by the panel. Five trained texture profile
panelists evaluated each of the three test samples at each of eight test sessions. Occasional
absences of panelists resulted in a total of 36
evaluations for each sample.
Samples were evaluated for seven textural
attributes. Each attribute was rated at a
specific time during the mastication process.
These times and the definitions of each attribute
were as fallows:
1. Durin
artial com ression with molar
teeth: (a Springiness - extent to which the
sample returns to its original shape and thickness after slight compression with the molar
teeth.
2. During first bite with molar teeth: (b)
Hardness - perceived force required to compress
the sample between the molar teeth; (c) Cohesiveness - degree to which the sample holds together
upon biting.
3. During mastication: (d) Chewiness force required to reduce the sample to a consistency ready for swallowing when chewed at a constant rate; (e) Moisture/oil content - amount of
water and/or oil perceived in the sample during
mastication; (f) Cohesiveness of the mass degree to which the sample holds together as a
single mass during mastication; (g) Amount of
connective tissue (gristle) in the sample.
Samples were presented in random order within
each session and panelists were instructed to rate
all three samples on one attribute before proceeding to another. Each attribute was rated on a
seven-point category scale of intensity, where
1 = slight and 7 = extreme.
The statistical difference in means of the
enzyme vs. control and enzyme vs. NaC l/TPP sample
for each of the seven attributes was tested by a
matched t-test with a two-tailed probability.
Criterion for significance was set at the 0.05
probability level. In addition, analysis of
variance with linear contrasts was performed
using ANOVA and Newman-Keuls tests.
Samp le Preparation for Scanning Electron Micros- '
~
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from each sample and immersed in 2.5% glutaraldehyde in phosphate buffer pH 5.8 overnightat 4°C.
The next morning they were rinsed twice for two
hours each in buffer, postfixed for one hour in 1%
OsO~ and they dehydrated in a graded ethyl alcohol
ser1es (30%, 50%, 70%, 90 %, 95%, 100%) for 30 minutes each. From absolute ethyl alcohol, the samples were critical-point dried with C0 2 using a
Balzers CPO 010 critical-point drier. They were
then mounted on alumin~m stubs using double-sided
tape, sputter coated with AuPd in a Commonwealth
Scientific mini-coater and, finally, examined in
a Coates and Welter 100-2 Scanning Electron Microscope at between 15 and 20 kV.
Sarcomere Length Measurements
Muscle fiber bundles were teased from those
samples which were being prepared for scanning
electron microscopy and immersed in a few drops
of the fixative used above on a depression slide.
Ten individual fibers were dissected from the
bundles and mounted in a drop of fixative which
had been pipetted onto a clean glass slirle. A
coverslip was placed over the drop and excess
fluid blotted from around the edges .
The slide was then mounted onto a holding
device on an optical bench so that when a fiber
lay in the path of a laser beam from a Spectra
Physics Laser (HeNe - 632.8 nm) diffraction bands
were produced on a screen which was pla~ed exactly
100 mm from the sample. The formula used to convert the distance between the zeroth and first
order diffraction bands to sarcomere length is as
follows:
(632.8 x 10- 3 wm) (D)
d =

s

Comparative Mean (N=36) Shear Stress Values 1 of Cooked
Control, Salt (NaCl )/Sodium Tripolyphosphate (TPP) and
Catheptic Enzyme Treated Flaked and Formed Meat.

Table 1.

1

Samples

Shear Stress
(Newtons/em - 2 )

Contra 1

14.627

3. 364

NaCl/TPP

11.210

2. 076

Cathepti c
Enzyme

10 . 699

1. 799

Standard
Deviation

There were significant differences (p<O . OS) between the NaCl/TPP
vs. Control and Cathepsin vs. Control, but none between the NaCl
vs. Cathepsin .

Table 2.

Sensory Texture Profile Analysis' of Cook ed Control,
Catheptic Enzyme and Salt (NaCl)/Sodium Tripolyphosphate
Treated Flaked and Formed Bee f .
Control

Enzz-me

NaCl/TPP

Resu 1ts of ANOVA
F- va lue, dF , erobabi 1it.):

Springiness

2. 53b

2. 72b

3.86a

F= l 4.53, dF=7 0 , p<O. 05

Hardne ss

3. 88

3.86

3. 64

F=O. 47 , dF =70, p<O . 05

Cohesive ne ss

3. 47

3. 31

2. 83

F=2. 54, dF=70, p<O. 05

Chewiness

4. 70a

4. 14b

4. 86a

F=6. 32, dF=70, p<O . 05

Moisture/Oil
Co nten t

3. 94b

3.86b

4. 75a

F= ll . 84, df=70, p<O. 05

Coh esiveness of
the Mass

3. 61 a

3.06b

3. 72a

F=3. 95, dF=7 C, p<0 . 05

Amo unt of Con necti ve Ti ssue

4. 44a

3.28b

4. 33a

F=l4. 22, dF=70, p<O. 05

'Differe nces in means (N=36) we r e evaluated by Neuman-Kue l s contrast tests.
Mean values in the same row with different superscripts are sig nifi cant l y
different at the 0 .05 probabi l ity leve l .

Sarcomere Length Measurements
The laser diffraction-sarcomere length
measurements are given in Table 3. When statistical comparisons were made between the control vs .
enzyme and NaCl/TPP vs. enzyme samples, it was
found that treatment with the enzyme produced
significant sarcomere lengthening . The NaCl/TPP
samples had significantly longer sarcomere lengths
than the control; however, they were, in turn,
shorter than the enzyme treated samples.

where the sarcomere length (d) equals the wavelength of laser light expressed in micrometers
times the distance (D) from the muscle fiber to
the screen on which the diffraction bands are
formed, divided by the distance (S) in millimeters
between the zeroth and first order diffraction
band s . The matched t-test was used to calculate
the significance at the p <0.05 level.
Results

Table 3.

Instrumental Texture Analysis
In Table 1 the shear stress values for the
control, NaCl/TPP ~nd enzyme treated samples are
compared. The shear stress value for the control
samples was significantly higher than for the
NaCl/TPP and enzyme treated samples; however,
there was no significant difference between the
NaCl/TPP and enzyme samples. Both the enzyme and
NaCl/TPP samples had lower standard deviation
values than the control which indicates perhaps
more uniformity.
Texture Panel Analysis
In Table 2, sensory te xture profile data for
enzyme-treated flaked and formed beef is compared
with control samples and samples prepared with
NaCl/TPP . The enzyme treated samples were significantly less chewy, had less cohesiveness of the
mass and had less connective tissue than the controls. The enzyme samples were also significantly
less springy, less chewy, had lower moisture/oil
content, less cohesiveness of the mass and had
significantly less connective tissue than the
NaCl/TPP samples.

1

Comparative Mean (N=36) Laser Diffraction-Sarcomere
Length Values 1 of Cooked Control, Salt (NaCl)/Sodium
Tripolyphosphate (TPP) and Catheptic Enzyme Treated
Flaked and Formed Beef .
Samp 1es

Sarcomere
Length (IJm)

Standard
De vi a ti on

Control

1. 42

0.13

NaCl/TPP

1. 54

0. 12

Cathepti c
Enzyme

1. 69

0. 08

The differences between all of the samples were significant at
the p < 0. 05 1eve 1 .

Scanning Electron Microscopy
In the uncooked control (Fig. 1) one can see
small globular structures (arrow) covering the
meat surface. Also present are a few larger
structures (G) which might be caused by the
coalescence of smaller ones. When the control
was cooked, many more larger globular structures
appeared on the surface (Fig. 2).
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Fig. 1. Uncooked Control. Globular particles
(arrow) are found over the surface of muscle
fibers. The large globular structure (G) was
probably produced by the fusion of many smaller
ones during mixing.

Fig. 2. Cooked Control. Fusion of the globules
(G) is probably caused by coagulation when the
meat is heated.

Fig. 4. Cooked Samples Treated With NaCl and
TPP. Heat-induced coagulation produces very
large globules (G).

Fig. 3. Uncooked Samples Treated With NaCl and
TPP. Some degradation has occurred exposing the
underlying myofibrils (arrow).

Fig. 6. Cooked Sample Treated With Catheptic
Enzyme. Cooking causes the fusion of coagulated
globules (G).

Fig. 5. Uncooked Sample Treated With Catheptic
Enzyme. Degradative action on the sarcolemma
has exposed the myofibrils (arrow).
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these steaks, the reduction in springiness
effected by the enzyme is a beneficial result of
this treatment.
Neither the hardness nor cohesiveness values
were significantly different between the control,
enzyme and NaCl/TPP samples. On the other hand,
chewiness values were significantly different,
with the enzyme-treated samples requiring less
total force to chew when compared with the NaCl/
TPP group or with the controls.
Both the moisture/oil content and cohesiveness of the mass were significantly higher in the
NaCl/TPP samples. NaCl has been shown to increase
the juiciness of restructured meat (Mandigo, 1974)
and NaCl, together with polyphosphate, have increased the binding of beef rolls (Pepper and
Sc hm i dt , 19 75 ) .
According to Siegel and Schmidt (1979), a
combination of NaCl and phosphate increased the
ability of myosin to bind by solubilizing the
sarcoplasmic proteins. They concluded that NaCl
acts to solubilize myosin whereas phosphate causes
the dissociation of actomyosin. Ford et al.
(1978) showed that "crude" myosin, either alone
or in combination with sarcoplasmic protein has
the potential for binding pieces of meat without
the addition of NaCl.
Finally, the connective tissue, which is a
major contributor to meat toughness (Anon., 1973),
was perceived to be significantly less in the
enzyme-treated samples compared with the controls
and the NaCl/TPP samples. Therefore, the use of
catheptic enzymes, which degrade connective
tissue as well as myofibrillar proteins, perhaos
combined with polyphosphate, which is synergistic
with cathepsin D (Watabe et al., 1979), might
improve textural characteristics sufficiently to
permit the use of less costly cuts of meat at
significant monetary savings.

Typical myofibrillar bundles (arrow) are
evident in the uncooked NaCl/TPP sample (Fig. 3);
however, when the NaCl/TPP samples were cooked,
very large globular structures (G) as well as
smaller ones appear on the surface (Fig. 4).
The uncooked enzyme-treated sample (Fig. 5)
appears somewhat similar to Fig. 3, and, upon
cooking, the very large globular structures (G),
which are quite similar to those in Fig. 4,
appear in Fig. 6.
Discussion
Although there were significant sarcomere
length differences between the NaCl/TPP and
enzyme-treated samples, the results of the shear
measurements showed no such differences. In work
on the effect of catheptic enzyme on stored
freeze-dried beef, Cohen et a l. (1979) found that
not only did those samples treated with cathepsins have longer sarcomere lengths than the controls, but that there was an inverse correlation
between shear stress and sarcomere length values,
i.e. the higher the sarcomere length, the lower
the shear stress. It appears from the data presented in Tables 1 and 3 that a similar relationship exists for both the NaCl/TPP and enzymetreated flaked and formed meat.
As seen in the micrographs, the differences
in the surface appearance of the uncooked control
samples, as compared to the uncooked NaCl/TPP or
enzyme samples suggests that treatment with
NaCl/TPP or catheptic enzymes (West et al., 1974)
results in degradation of the sarcolemma, and
leads to increased exudation of myofibrillar and
sarcoplasmic proteins. Furthermore, the exudated
substances coalesce upon heating.
Booren et a l. ( 1981) found that mixing
causes the release of some sarcoplasmic proteins
with some coagulation prior to heating. Since
NaCl/TPP (Theno et al., 1978) and cathepsins make
the membranes more permeable, substantially more
heat coagulation of the proteins occur when these
samples are heated (Jones et al., 1977; Bard,
1965). Schaller and Powrie (1972) suggested that
the granular material seen on the surface of
bovine muscle fibers which had been heated was
coagulated sarcoplasmic protein. Also, in a study
of the ultrastructure of heated bovine muscle,
Cheng and Parrish (1976) stated that the globular
structures found on the surface of heated muscle
could be either disintegrated collagen fibers or
coagulated sarcoplasmic proteins. This could
explain the very large globular structures seen
in the micrographs.
Mandigo (1974) found that when NaCl alone is
added to restructured meat, the flavor and texture
were significantly improved, and when NaCl was
combined with TPP, Huffman (1979) found a reduction in cooking loss. Panel evaluation data presented by Schwartz and Mandigo (1976) indicated
that addition of NaCl and TPP improved most sensory characteristics.
When our texture panel evaluated the textural parameters of flaked and formed meat treated
with NaCl/TPP or catheptic enzymes, they found
the springiness of the enzyme samples to be significantly less than that of the NaCl/TPP samples.
Since springiness is an undesirable attribute of
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Discussion With Reviewers
E. A. Davis: Why did the authors use a matched
t-test in analyzing their data? An analysis of
variance (ANOVA) with a least significant difference test applied, where appropriate, would have
been more accurate and powerful. Was there a
statistical reason for not doing this?
R. W. Mandigo: Would not data have been better
analyzed and would not greater confidence in the
analytical work resulted if the data were analyzed
by linear contrasts, not by paired t-tests?
Authors: The use of a matched t-test is appropriate since the obtained alpha level for the
tests was 0.02. With only 3 grouos of samples
and 3 apriori comparisons, the actual overall
error rate for any of the sensory variables has
a Bonferroni upper bound of slightly over 0.05.
We deemed this acceptable in our calculations.
Because of the reviewers' questions, we recalculated some of our data (Table 2) using reoeated
means ANOVA and Newman-Keuls contrast tests and
found that the conclusions regarding significant
differences did not change from our matched
t-tests.
S. C. Seideman: You claimed in your paper that
the enzyme-treated steaks had less organoleptically detectable connective tissue. Do you believe the cathepsins actually break down connective tissue?
Authors: Based on Etherington (1974) who discussed the degradative action of catheptic
enzymes on connective tissue and Robbins and
Cohen (1976) who show the degradation of connective tissue surrounding myofibrillar bundles, we
do believe that at least one of the cathepsins
breaks down connective tissue.
R. W. Mandigo: Please interpret the li kelih ood
that the small and large globules in the electron
micrographs with respect to whether they are fat
or protein?
H. D. Geissinger: How do the authors know that
the structure marked with an arrow in Fig. 1
(uncooked control sample) is a small globule of
sarcoplasmic protein? Could the structure also
be part of endo- or perimysial connective tissue,
or even a preparation artifact?

z,

Schwartz WC, Mandigo RW. Effect of salt, sodium
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Segar RA, Hamel RG, Kapsalis JG, Kluter RA. A
punch and die test cell for determining the
textural qualities of meat. J. Texture Studies
.§_, 1975, 211-225.
*See Discussion with Reviewers.
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R. W. Mandigo: Are catheptic enzymes approved
for use by either USDA or FDA for use with flaked
and formed meat?
Authors: We have not applied for approval from
either of these agencies to use catheptic enzymes
with flaked and formed meat. Since these enzymes
are naturally occurring lysosomal enzymes found
within most tissues in the human body, including
the liver, spleen and certain white blood cells,
I do not expect any problem. After all, various
plant proteases including papain, which is a
major component of a well known commercial meat
tenderizer has FDA and USDA approval.
R. W. Mandigo: What is the chemical composition
with respect to moisture, fat and protein content
of each of the treatments, and, if they are
different, what was the impact of those differences on the interpretations presented?
Authors: The percent H 0, fat, protein and ash
of the samples were as follows: control, 56.24%
H2 0, 25.98% fat, 16.72% protein and 0.84% ash;
cathepsin, 57.44% H~O, 24.33% fat, 17.18% protein
and 0.85% ash; NaCl;TPP, 57.62% H2 0, 23.36% fat,
17.12% protein and 1.45% ash. Except for the
higher ash content of the NaCl/TPP samples and
the slightly lower fat values of the cathepsin
and NaCl samples, all the other values appear to
be similar and thus had no impact on our conclusions.
Editor: From where can one obtain Huffman, D. L.
TT9J9T and Mandigo, R. W. (1974) references?
Authors: These proceedings are available from
National Live Stock and Meat Board, Chicago, IL
60611 .

E. Varriano-Marston: Interpretation of micrographs was hi ghly speculative. The authors would
have been better off doing cryo sec tions and light
microscopy to see what was going on . As an example, I do not see how the authors can identify the
sarcoplasmic proteins in Fig. 1. How do they know
these globular structures are not other proteins
or fat?
Authors: Based on the work of Schaller and Powrie
(1972), Cheng and Parrish (1976), Booren et al.
(1981) and others, we concluded that the majority
of the globules were of sarcoplasmic origin, that
the globules in the uncooked samples were formed
as a result of mixing and that the globules in
the cooked samples were formed by heat-induced
coagulation. Since the proportion of cathepsin B
and D in the freeze-dried powder was higher than
the other cathepsins present, there was a greater
likelihood that the globules were composed of
sarcoplasmic (or other connective tissue) or myofibrillar proteins, since cathepsin Band Dare
specific for these components. Since each of the
other cathepsins in the powder has a specific
activity against various other structures or components within and surrounding the muscle fiber,
it is possible that some of the globules might be
composed of some other material. However, we
think it is unlikely that the globules are composed of fat or that they are preparation arti facts.
S. C. Seideman: If restructured steaks were made
from larger chunks instead of flaked beef, would
you expect the cathepsins to overly tenderize the
chunk by breaking down myofibrillar proteins?
Authors: Our experience has s hown that catheptic
enzymes act selectively without causing the
typical mushy texture which papain causes when it
is allowed to remain on meat's surface for an
extended time. It waul d probably take l anger to
tenderize lar ger chunk~ than flaked beef.
S. C. Seideman: Since most enzymes including
cathepsins are temperature and pH dependent,
would you expect different results with different
mixing temperatures and pH's and what would you
expect the results to be ?
Authors: At 70°C cathepsin D is completely inactivated within 2 minutes and at 50°C it i s 50%
inactivated within 40 minutes~ however, the threat
of bacterial contamination would prohibit mixing
at a temperature much higher than 4°C unles s precautions were taken . Since the pH of aging meat
is appro ximately 5.3, the use of a pH much lower
or higher than that would probably yield an unsatisfactory product.
S. C. Seideman: Except for the 15 minute mi xing
period, the restructured steaks were always frozen. Do you think the 15 minute mix is long
enough or can cathepsins also work during the
cooking procedure ?
Authors: Perhaps a longer mixing time would stimulate the release of more catheptic enzymes, but
time saving is essential to any food preparation
process. As mentioned in an answer above, complete inactivation of cathepsin D occurs at 70°C
within 2 minutes and 50% inactivation at 50°C, so
it is probable that the enzyme activity continues
while meat is being cooked, until 70°C is reached.
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